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Abstract

This work presents a series of experimental and numerical studies of macromolec-

ular organic, inorganic and biological structures, in all instances focusing on the

behavior characteristic of individual discrete molecular elements. Chapters 1 and 2,

beginning on pages 1 and 31, respectively, describe fabrication, use and numerical

analysis of of single-walled carbon nanotube probes for amplitude-modulation atomic

force microscopy. These studies reach the conclusion that the molecular structure

and nanoscale surface interaction potential unique to carbon nanotubes collectively

give rise to atomic force microscopy imaging artifacts manifesting as apparent lat-

eral topographic resolution significantly better than that predicted by the probe and

sample structures.

Chapter 3 (p. 61) presents a brief review of single-molecule microscopy, describes a

generalized mathematical formalism for focusing polarized visible-spectrum electro-

magnetic radiation, and delineates the construction of a custom two-channel scan-

ning confocal fluorescence microscope system with single-photon detection capabil-

ity for spectral- and polarization-resolved studies of individual mobile fluorophores.

This Chapter includes a theory-based optical analysis of the confocal probe volume

structure and photoluminescence collection efficiency from 3D-polarized single-dipole

emitters. The latter analysis was aided by introducing a modified Jones formalism

using non-square matrix representation for polarization state changes in the specific

context of confocal optics. Proper calculation of the expected confocal probe vol-
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ume dimensions was essential for accurately interpreting experimental data in the

following chapter. Additionally, the quantitative understanding that followed from

analysis of 3D polarization state measurement by orthogonally polarized detection

channels was critical to both the interpretation of experimental data and the numer-

ical generation of simulated data in Chapter 5.

Chapter 4 (p. 125) presents a generalized formalism for correlation analysis of

the fluorescence signal collected using the two-channel microscopy system described

in Chapter 3. Particular focus was directed toward the theoretical auto- and cross-

correlation traces anticipated from polarization-sensitive bivariate time series of pho-

toluminescence emission from freely-rotating transition dipoles. Chapter 4 also

presents population-resolved data collected from single Förster resonance energy

transfer fluorphore pairs conjugated to DNA oligomers as they undergo cleavage

by restriction endonucleases. The endonuclease enzyme Michaelis constants KM

measured for EcoRI and BglI via fluorescence burst analysis were in agreement with

prior literature. The success of these experiments provide concrete confirmation of

the microscope’s fluorescence emission sensitivity and detection channel selectivity

in the context of single-molecule experiments.

Chapter 5 describes a polarized fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (PFCS) in-

vestigation of liquid phase rotational diffusion by colloidal CdSe semiconductor nano-

crystals possessing two-dimensional nondegenerate photoluminescence transition di-

poles, as well as red fluorescent protein (monomeric DsRed) and rhodamine-labeled

phospholipids that possess more conventional one-dimensional fluorescence transi-

tion dipoles. The experimental PFCS data collected from these samples is in close

agreement with simulated PFCS data produced by a Monte Carlo rotational diffusion

numerical routine that incorporates the microscope 3D polarization state sensitivity
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calculated in Chapter 3.

Appendices beginning on page 221 include a matrix-based description of arbitrary

3D rotation that was used in the rotational diffusion simulations, Matlab code tran-

scripts (p. 227), and an additional mathematical formalism based on information

theoretic precepts (p. 242) for assessing directed causal relationships in bivariate

time series data.
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Chapter 1

Development of a Method for
Rapid Fabrication of Single-Wall
Carbon Nanotube AFM Probes,
and Correlation of Probe
Morphology with Subsequent
Amplitude-Feedback Topographic
Image Resolution

Abstract

This Chapter presents a methodology for facile, high-throughput fabrication of

single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) probes for use in topographic atomic force

microscopy (AFM) image acquisition using oscillation amplitude feedback. Various

methods for SWNT growth, probe mounting and shortening were compared and re-

fined into a single optimal process. This process utilized the following steps: 1.)

Thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth of carbon nanotubes on Si/SiO2
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substrates using ferritin-derived catalytic iron nanoparticles and CH4/H2 gas feed-

stock at 950◦C. 2.) SWNTs were ‘picked-up’ directly from the CVD substrate onto

conventional silicon AFM cantilevers, and the same substrate was also used for the

following three steps to minimize fabrication time. 3.) Nanotube lengths protruding

past the end of the silicon probe pyramid were measured from force/amplitude ap-

proach curves. 4.) Shortening of the protruding carbon nanotubes to a length appro-

priate for topographic imaging was performed by a combination of push-shortening

for small length changes and electrical pulse-shortening for large length changes. 5.)

SWNT probes were characterized for topographic resolution by collecting images of

prone nanotubes by amplitude-feedback AFM imaging. 6.) The fabricated probes

were imaged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and using these images the

carbon nanotube size and orientation were correlated with the measured AFM res-

olution. We found that in many cases the observed topographic imaging resolution

was significantly better than the value expected from the probe nanotube diameter,

in one case being just 5Å, the highest reported resolution for a carbon nanotube

AFM probe.

Associated Publication

Correlating AFM Probe Morphology to Image Resolution for Single-

Wall Carbon Nanotube Tips.1

Associated Patent

Selective functionalization of carbon nanotube tips allowing fabrication of new

classes of nanoscale sensing and manipulation tools.2
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1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy

All forms of scanning probe microscopy (SPM), of which there are scores of spe-

cific varieties, rely upon parametric scanning of a sample in two spatial dimensions{
x = X (t), y = Y (t)

}
using piezoelectric actuators of sub-Å precision while iterat-

ing a variable feedback loop encompassing both the third spatial dimension Z and

an additional state value Q. Within this feedback loop one of
{
Z,Q

}
is actively

adjusted as an independent variable, while the other is continuously measured as the

dependent variable. The contrast source is the set of independent variable values to

which the feedback loop converges at each scan point {x, y}.

All specific SPM varieties simply correspond to different state value measurement

types {Q} and which variable of
{
Z,Q

}
is selected for measurement while the other

is actively adjusted in the feedback loop. For example in scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy (STM), the earliest type of scanning probe microscope, It is the electron

tunneling current It (at a given voltage).3,4 In constant-current STM the tunnel-

ing current It is measured at each scan point {x, y} and the height Z adjusted by

piezoelectric extension to maintain It at a user-specified set-point value:It = Isp.

The resulting image is topography Z
(
x, y, Isp

)
that depends on the chosen current

set-point. In constant-height STM the height Z is measured at each scan point, the

current Itadjusted to maintain Z at its set-point value Z = Zsp and the resulting

image It
(
x, y,Zsp

)
. Scanning tunneling microscopy has long yielded electronic struc-

ture information at atomic scale due to the extremely steep nonlinear response of

the electron tunneling current to the probe-sample separation.
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In contact atomic force microscopy (AFM), first reported over 20 years ago,5 the

measured value Q is the perpendicular component of the repulsive force Fts between

the sample and a microfabricated cantilever having a sharpened point, determined

from the cantilever deflection. At each scan point the height Z is adjusted to maintain

constant cantilever deflection Fts = Fsp and the resulting image corresponds closely

to three-dimensional topography Z
(
x, y, Fsp

)
.

AFM can also be performed in a variety of other modes, the most common of

which is amplitude-modulation topographic imaging (AM-AFM). This measurement

mode involves mechanically exciting the probe cantilever with constant power at

a frequency ω close to its resonant frequency ω0, and the time-dependent probe

position z(t) approximated by that of a simple damped-driven harmonic oscillator.

At each scan point {x, y} the feedback loop measures the oscillation amplitude A

to which the cantilever converges and actively adjusts the cantilever’s equilibrium

resting height Zr until A = Asp with all other parameters remaining constant. The

resulting image Zr
(
x, y,Asp

)
roughly represents the sample topography, although

as will be discussed extensively in Chapter 2 (p. 31) the exact interpretation of

Zr
(
x, y,Asp

)
requires intimate understanding of the force field between the probe tip

and the sample.

Contact AFM and AM-AFM acquire image contrast primarily from van der Waals

force fields between the probe and sample, which exhibit a much more gradual change

with separation than electron tunneling current in STM. As a result, although the

vertical (z) topographic resolution is sub-Å, limited by the thermal fluctuations and

actuator precision of the piezoelectric scanning elements, the lateral (x−y) resolution

is governed by the radius of curvature of the probe tip (Figure 1.4c, p. 18). This
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curvature varies widely between probes based upon their manufacturing methods,

but in most cases is limited to at least a few nanometers in dimension, an order

of magnitude larger than the vertical resolution. In special circumstances, however,

sub-nanometer lateral resolution been observed even for relatively soft samples such

as biological macromolecules under physiological conditions.6–13

Alternately, in frequency-modulation AFM (FM-AFM) the cantilever’s fundamen-

tal oscillation frequency ωf is measured at each scan point {x, y} and the height

Zr adjusted so that ωf = ωsp. The image topography Zr
(
x, y, ωsp

)
obtained by

FM-AFM is significantly better than that obtained by AM-AFM, achieving true

atomic resolution of crystalline samples in ultra-high vacuum conditions.14–18 When

higher-harmonic frequencies of the oscillating cantilever are included in the FM-

AFM feedback measurement, atomic resolution is possible at room temperature,19

and subatomic resolution can be achieved under cryogenic conditions.20–22

Several additional SPM varieties, too numerous to describe in detail, and their

corresponding feedback-modulated measurement (in parentheses) are: electrostatic

force microscopy, EFM23 (oscillation phase shift φ); lateral force microscopy, LFM24

(lateral cantilever deflection); magnetic force microscopy, MFM25 (oscillation phase

shift φ); scanning electrochemical microscopy, SECM26–32 (electrochemical current).

Single-molecule vibrational spectroscopy using STM-based inelastic tunneling cur-

rent has been reported fo a variety of substrates, although these experiments are uni-

formly performed at cryogenic temperatures (≤13K) under ultra-high vacuum.33–36
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1.1.2 Carbon Nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes, being essentially one-dimensional conductive materials with molec-

ular dimensions, have elicited a flurry of proposed uses since their initial discovery

by Iijima and coworkers in 1991.37,38 Carbon nanotubes can be either single-walled,

having a structure consisting of a graphite sheet seamlessly rolled into a single tube

0.5–10 nm in diameter, or multi-walled, consisting of concentrically nested single-

walled tubes with an outer diameter of up to 100 nm.39 The structural and mechani-

cal properties of carbon nanotubes can be accurately estimated by ab inito numerical

methods based on graphene bonding.40,41

Each single wall carbon nanotube can be classified structurally by a pair of integers

(n,m) that describe both the diameter of the tube and the orientation of its network

of hexagonal graphene rings with respect to the tubes long axis. The relative values of

n and m determine the carbon nanotubes electronic properties.42 If n = m the tube

is metallic, with a conductivity of up to 109 A/cm2, four orders of magnitude higher

than ordinary metals.43 If n −m = 3k, k ∈ N+, the tube is semiconducting with a

small band gap. For all other values of n and m the nanotubetube is semiconduct-

ing, but the band gap is inversely proportional to the diameter.44–46 The electronic

properties of individual isolated SWNTs of varying structure have been measured by

scanning tunneling microscopy and are in agreement with those predicted by ab initio

quantum mechanical simulations.47–49 The diameter and helicity of isolated SWNTs

can also be determined by resonant Raman scattering measurement of the radial

breathing mode frequency.50 The electric density of states measured by STM reflects

peaks arising from van Hove singularities caused by the quasi-one-dimensional nature

of the tubes, as well as anomalous low-energy peaks attributed to the effects of the
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changing structural curvature at the ends of closed tubes.51

This characteristic of electronic property dependence upon structure in carbon

nanotubes represents a double-edged sword for researchers: despite a variety of ac-

cessible electronic properties, it is as yet impossible to rationally manufacture tubes

with specific predetermined characteristics. The problem is further compounded for

multi-wall nanotubes because each layer has its own geometry and corresponding

properties. Despite this drawback, however, both SWNTs and MWNTs have been

utilized in nanoscale electronic and sensing devices. Nanotubes can be employed

as single-electron transistors,52 and have been integrated into rewritable bistable

memory bits53 and simple logic elements.54

1.1.3 Synthesis of Carbon Nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes and other fullerenes can be grown from flame sources, high-

voltage arc discharge between carbon electrodes, laser ablation of carbon samples,

or chemical vapor deposition (both thermal and plasma-enhanced) using carbon-

bearing gas sources and catalytic metal nanoparticles.55–60 The latter methods per-

mit the use of patterned and size-controlled catalyst to affect more specific CNT

end products. Patterned CNT growth can also be achieved by uniform catalyst de-

position followed by template-mediated transfer prior to CVD growth.61 Thermal

CVD nanotube growth is most commonly reported in the temperature range of 850–

1000◦C, while plasma-enhanced CVD permits permits slightly lower temperatures

(≈ 600◦C and yields preferential growth of semiconducting SWNTs.62,63 The cat-

alytic metal nanoparticles used in CVD synthesis are most commonly iron-bearing

but may also be composed of nickel, cobalt, molybdenum, platinum or alloys of in-
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termediate compsition.64,65 Metal source material can be introduced homogeneously

in gas phase along with the carbon-bearing gas,66 but are more commonly deposited

from soluble inorganic precursors such as iron III nitrate,67 electron beam-deposited

metal,68 evaporated metal or protein-derived metal clusters such as ferritin.69

Ab initio molecular dynamics and continuum numerical simulations of carbon

nanotubes grown by CVD in the presence of mental nanoparticles have recently

begun to elucidate the mechanism of catalytic growth.70–73 At high temperatures,

thermal dissociation of the carrier gas yields carbon atoms that associate via tran-

sient carbide bonding on the surface of the metal nanoparticles, although carbon

dissolution into the metal does not occur. The carbon atoms on the metal sur-

face form small covalently linked clusters, and eventually form a small sp2−bonded

graphitic network capping the nanoparticle. The sp2−bonded atoms at the center

of the cell shell interact weakly but non-negligibly with the metallic iron surface, al-

though the carbon atoms at the shell edges form covalent Fe-C bonds. Further carbon

atoms associating with the metal nanoparticle form C-C bonds with the edges of the

graphitic shell, eventually extruding as a long capped tube with a diameter roughly

determined by that of the original catalytic nanoparticle, corroborating experimental

observations.1,69 With nanoparticles composed predominantly of a different metal

such as gold, the sp2−bonded atoms have negligible attraction to the metal surface

and the atoms at the edge of the newly-formed graphitic cap do not establish stable

metal-carbon bonds. The small carbon cluster quickly detaches from the particle

and no closed fullerene structures form.
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1.1.4 Carbon Nanotube Functionalization

Both single- and multi-wall carbon nanotubes can be end- or sidewall-functionalized

with varying specificity using a variety of chemical and biochemical species. Sidewall

functionalization of carbon nanotubes generally displays less specificity but alters

their material properties including solubility, conductivity and compatibility biolog-

ical environments.74–76 Additionally the very ends of MWNT probes can be mod-

ified to present simple chemical functional groups such as amines and carboxylic

acids by application of brief electrical pulses in the presence of varying gas atmo-

spheres.77,78 Under well controlled reaction conditions it is possible to covalently

attach a single biotin moiety to the end of a single-wall carbon nanotube presented

at the apex of an AFM cantilever. This permits further attachment of individual

streptavidin-conjugated macromolecules and subsequent spatial positioning using an

AFM piezoelectric scanning element.79

Plasma deposition techniques can also coat carbon nanotubes with nanoscale poly-

mer films80 or silicon oxide.81 Sputter-coating SWNT AFM probes with gold has been

reported to produce 30nm thick nanowires,82 and SWNTs can also be filled with

conductive liquid-phase mercury by electrowetting.83 Lastly, bulk carbon nanotube

electrodes have been used for biologically-relevant electrochemistry.74,84–89 SWNT-

based electrochemical probes can make direct redox contact with glucose oxidase

flavin cofactors, with retention of enzymatic activity, and in some cases a significant

increase in redox turnover rate.90–94 Taken collectively these developments in manip-

ulation, functionalization and use of single-wall carbon nanotubes suggest a future

wealth of experimental possibilities.2
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1.1.5 Carbon Nanotube Probes for Amplitude-Modulation

Atomic Force Microscopy and Other Scanning Probe

Techniques

Single-wall carbon nanotubes have shown great potential as high-resolution AFM

imaging probes.95–97 Commercially available silicon probes have tip radii of 5–15nm,

effectively limiting the degree of lateral resolution possible for both single molecule

imaging and force transduction. The finest commercially available silicon tips are

very delicate, leading to substantial variation in tip shape and size even between

successive images. In contrast single-wall carbon nanotubes have diameters between

1.5 and 5 nm, providing the potential for topographic image resolution comparable

to molecular scale dimensions. Additionally they are chemically and mechanically

robust, having axial Youngs moduli in excess of 1012 Pa,98 resulting in a probe

structure that is geometrically stable for prolonged imaging periods. Lastly, SWNT

AFM probes can be functionalized uniquely at their very ends, permitting a broad

array of applications in nanotechnology and biotechnology.77–79

Nevertheless, it has proven difficult to assemble large quantities of high-quality

single-wall nanotube AFM probes reproducibly. Realizing the full promise of these

probes for high-resolution AFM necessitates better physical understanding of how

the geometry of the mounted SWNT on its AFM tip support affects image quality.

Successfully fabricating a probe suitable for AFM imaging in air involves several

steps: attaching the nanotube to a conventional silicon AFM tip, shortening it suf-

ficiently to enable high resolution imaging, characterizing its quality, and storing it

for later use. Building upon previously reported techniques, we have conducted a

comparative survey of fabrication methods to produce a protocol that routinely re-
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sults in high quality probes. The quality of the AFM images taken with the resultant

probes was used to distinguish between the several approaches studied. In addition,

SEM and TEM images of hundreds of nanotube AFM probes were used to evaluate

the efficacy of different probe attachment and shortening techniques, and to improve

the accuracy of our interpretation of AFM imaging and force calibration results. For

the first time, the AFM resolution achieved when imaging with nanotube probes

was directly correlated to TEM images taken of these same probes. This allowed

us to carry out a rigorous examination of nanotube morphology and its influence

on image resolution and quality, by directly correlating nanotube geometry, as de-

termined with TEM imaging, with their performance as AFM probes. As a result,

we gained significant new insights that are important for research groups performing

AFM imaging with SWNT probes.

1.2 Experimental Methods

1.2.1 Equipment and Hardware

Digital Instruments BioScope and Multimode atomic force microscopes were used

with Nanoscope IV controllers for this work. Transmission electron microscopy was

performed with a Phillips EM430, and scanning electron microscopy was performed

with a Hitachi 4100. Chemical vapor deposition was performed using a 22 mm

inner diameter Lindberg/Blue M quartz tube furnace with a single heating zone

312 mm long. CVD gases were comprised of Argon (Matheson, 99.9995% purity),

H2 (Matheson, research grade) and CH4 (Air Liquide, Ultra High Purity). Unless

otherwise noted, all AFM probes were NanoDevices TESP silicon probes with a

resonant frequency of ≈ 50kHz and a spring constant of 4.8Nm−1.
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1.2.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition

All chemical vapor deposition was carried out in a quartz tube furnace using

mixtures of Argon, hydrogen and methane gas as illustrated in figure 1.1. CVD

substrates were square, 500 µm thick Si/SiO2 wafers with lateral dimensions between

4 mm and 8 mm, and either native oxide coating or 300nm thick oxide. In the

CVD furnace five wafers were positioned 12.5 mm apart in a specially designed

quartz holder, oriented vertically and with the catalyst-coated side facing away from

the direction of the incoming gas. A significant advantage of this holder is that

it enables up to three small substrates to be mounted side-by-side in each slot for

parallel comparison of growth results under nearly identical temperature and gas

flow conditions. The location of the quartz holder relative to the end of the furnace

tube is critical for optimal growth.

CVD substrates were prepared for carbon nanotube growth by first depositing

catalytic iron nanoparticles by one of four methods: spin coating with solution of

Fe(NO3)3·9H2O in isopropyl alcohol, thermal evaporation of iron, electron beam de-

position of iron, or incubation with ferritin. Silicon substrates were cleaved from full

3-inch wafers under cleanroom conditions, and cleaned by sonicating for 15 minutes

at 25 ◦C in each of toluene, acetone, and electronics-grade isopropyl alcohol. To

coat the substrates with catalytic iron nanoparticles, 6–12 drops of 100–600µg/mL

Fe(NO3)3·9H2O solution in electronics-grade isopropyl alcohol were applied while

spinning substrates at 3000 r.p.m., waiting approximately 10 seconds between drops

to permit the solvent to evaporate. Alternately, some silicon substrates were coated

under high vacuum with 1/40 monolayer iron applied by thermal or e-beam evap-

oration. Other substrates were incubated overnight at 4 ◦C in a 44µM solution of
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of CVD apparatus for production of nanotube substrates. Five
wafers are positioned 12.5 mm apart in a specially designed quartz holder, oriented
vertically and with the catalyst-coated side facing away from the direction of the
incoming gas.
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ferritin containing 200 Fe atoms/protein. For CVD growths in which the catalytic

iron nanoparticles were prepared from ferritin deposition, the furnace was first heated

to 800 ◦C in air and held at that temperature for 10 minutes. The purpose of this

calcination step is to remove all organic material originating from the ferritin protein,

leaving behind only nanoparticles of iron oxide. This step was not carried out for

substrates bearing the other iron catalysts.

The following CVD procedure was found to produce quality carbon nanotubes

with a high proportion of single-walled tubes less than 4nm in diameter: The quartz

holder is positioned at the leeward end of the tube, with the last wafer approximately

2 cm from the end of the heating chamber. The quartz tube is then flushed for 15

minutes with 400 sccm Ar gas. The furnace is heated to 950◦C over a period of

20 minutes, and then held at 950◦C for 15 minutes under a flowing atmosphere of

Ar (400 sccm) and 125 sccm H2. The furnace is held at this temperature for 5

additional minutes while flushing with only Ar (400 sccm). Growth of nanotubes is

then carried out for between one and two minutes at 950◦C using 1080 sccm CH4

and 125 sccm H2. Following this growth step, the furnace is again flushed with Ar

(400 sccm) and held at 950◦C for 5 minutes before rapidly cooling to less than 250◦C,

after which the substrates are exposed to air and removed from the furnace. This

growth procedure generates primarily SWNTs with diameters ranging from 1.6 to

4.0 nm and lengths between 100 nm and 5µm, as imaged by SEM, TEM and atomic

force microscopy. Some nanotube ropes were also observed. Most of the tubes were

oriented horizontally with respect to the substrate surface, and could be imaged

with standard AFM. The results from a typical growth are depicted in figure 1.2.

Variations in growth density appear to be due primarily to variations in temperature.

Note that the ≈900◦C rise in gas temperature occurs in only 25 cm. Small changes
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in position can make a significant change in the final gas and substrate temperature.

Figure 1.2 shows an AFM topographic image of carbon nanotubes grown by CVD

from a ferritin coated oxidized silicon substrate. This substrate was suitable for use

in the ‘pick-up’ SWNT AFM probe fabrication method (p. 16).

Figure 1.2: AFM height image of nanotubes grown from ferritin coated oxidized
silicon substrate using the CVD apparatus shown in figure 1.1. Field of view is
3x3µm. The height range is 10 nm.
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1.2.2.1 Direct CVD Growth of Carbon Nanotubes on AFM Probes

Some carbon nanotube AFM probes were fabricated by a ‘direct growth’ method,

using the AFM probes as CVD substrates. For direct-growth probes, conventional

silicon tapping AFM cantilevers were coated with iron catalyst by dipping for 2

seconds in 150 µg/mL Fe(NO3)3·9H2O solution in electronics-grade isopropyl al-

cohol, followed by 2 seconds in HPLC-grade hexanes to induce precipitation of iron

nanoparticles. The probes were then subjected to CVD following the aforementioned

procedure.

1.2.3 Probe Fabrication

We compared three methods for attaching nanotubes to silicon AFM tips: man-

ual assembly, direct growth, and pickup. Manual assembly of AFM probes was

straightforward, although this method necessitates nanotube bundles or multi-wall

carbon nanotubes large enough to be seen and manipulated under an optical mi-

croscope (& 25nm) and and therefore does not yield high-resolution probes.77,99–113

While direct CVD growth of carbon nanotubes on AFM probes provides potential

for large-scale parallel fabrication, we found that the yield of usable probes was quite

low, primarily because of the lack of sufficiently fine control over the growth condi-

tions necessary to produce probes with a single carbon nanotube protruding from

probe apex.114–117 Figure 1.3 shows two TEM images of a typical probe fabricated by

the direct growth method. Carbon nanotubes frequently grew in ropes, bundles and

loops, emerging from the silicon probe pyramid with a wide array of orientations.

Panels a and b of figure 1.4 illustrates steps associated with the ‘pick-up’ method

of SWNT AFM probe fabrication.1,118–122 The initial nanotube pick-up step was ac-
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Figure 1.3: Transmission electron microscopy images representative of direct-growth
nanotube AFM probes. The yellow scale bar in each image corresponds to 100nm.

complished by scanning a nanotube substrate by AFM in amplitude-feedback mode,

as illustrated in figure 1.4a. CVD growth of carbon nanotubes on Si/SiO2 by the

method in Section 1.2.2 (Figure 1.2) yields a small but significant fraction of SWNTs

oriented vertically on the substrate. When a conventional silicon AFM probe scans

the substrate in amplitude-feedback imaging mode, a nanotube will occasionally bind

to the side of the pyramidal AFM tip via attractive van der Waals forces, usually

remaining attached firmly enough that it can be pressed repeatedly into and scanned

across the substrate surface. The pick-up event is immediately apparent from a sig-

nificant height discontinuity in the collected image. We found that it was important

to reduce the field of view (e.g., from 10µm to 10nm) or retract the tip entirely from

the surface as soon as a nanotube was successfully picked up in order to minimize the

probability of picking up additional nanotubes. Multiple attached tubes or bundles

can lead to AFM image artifacts.
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a

b c d

Figure 1.4: Fabrication and testing steps for SWNT AFM probes. (a) Illustration
of the carbon nanotube ‘pick-up’ step. A conventional silicon AFM probe scans the
CVD-grown nanotube substrate, which presents a small but significant fraction of
SWNTs oriented vertically. When the silicon pyramid contacts a vertical nanotube
Van der Waals attractive forces attach it stably to the surface of the probe. (b)
Illustration of the electrical pulse-shortening step. A brief (100µs) 5–30V pulse is
applied between the probe and a conductive substrate. (c) and (d) Schematic il-
lustration of the relationship between probe diameter and lateral resolution in the
hard-sphere paradigm. (c) shows a simple model for a SWNT probe imaging a prone
nanotube on a flat surface. (d) shows the resulting cross-sectional profile, from which
the width and height of the imaged nanotube are measured. In this simple model
the full cross sectional width is equal to the sum of the diameters of the probe and
sample nanotubes.
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Following pick-up the nanotube length of protruding beyond the end of the silicon

pyramid was inferred by observing the oscillation amplitude and deflection of the can-

tilever in force calibration mode (figure 1.5). In this step the AFM probe is lowered

toward the substrate surface under constant mechanical excitation. The cantilever

oscillation amplitude remains constant until the end of the carbon nanotube touches

the surface of the substrate, dramatically reducing the effective quality factor of the

cantilever and effectively damping oscillation. However, the carbon nanotube is of

insufficient stiffness to deflect the silicon cantilever itself. Measurable deflection only

occurs once the silicon probe pyramid itself contacts the surface. The height dif-

ference between the point at which the cantilever oscillation amplitude falls to zero

and the point at which deflection occurs is considered to be the length of nanotube

protruding from the end of the probe along the vertical dimension. As shown in

figure 1.6, immediately following pick-up typically more than 100 nm of nanotube

length protrudes beyond the end of the AFM tip. High-resolution imaging is not

possible with such a long nanotube tip due to thermal fluctuations and bending.

Mounted nanotubes were then shortened by applying 5–30V, 100µs electrical pulses

between the AFM probe and a conductive substrate, either gold coated silicon or p-

doped silicon, as depicted in figure 1.4b.118,122 In all cases the positive bias was on the

AFM probe. Pulses were supplied from a Hewlett-Packard 8114A pulse generator and

routed to the tip through a Digital Instruments Signal Access Module connected to

the AFM. Additionally, push shortening could be accomplished by performing force

calibration curves while gradually increasing the Z-start position in 5nm increments.

When the protruding nanotube had been reduced to a suitable length it was then

used for amplitude-feedback topographic imaging.
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Figure 1.5: Force calibration of a SWNT AFM probe. The x-axis represents vertical
cantilever position in nm. The top image shows the cantilever oscillation amplitude
as a function of height above the substrate. The bottom image shows the correspond-
ing cantilever deflection at each vertical position. When the carbon nanotube end
contacts the hard substrate it damps the cantilever oscillation (top image), but is
not sufficiently stiff to deflect the silicon cantilever itself. As the cantilever continues
downward it eventually contacts the substrate surface with the silicon pyramid itself
and causes cantilever deflection. The difference between the point of damped oscil-
lation and the point of cantilever deflection represents the length of the protruding
nanotube along the vertical axis. In this case the measured nanotube length was
22nm.
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Figure 1.6: TEM (left) and SEM (right) images of two single-wall carbon nanotube
probes mounted on AFM probes by the ’pick up’ method, prior to any shortening
steps. The yellow scale bar represents 100nm in both images.

1.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 1.7 presents the amplitude-feedback AFM image of a prone carbon nano-

tube on a flat Si/SiO2 substrate, acquired using a SWNT probe fabricated by the

pick-up and shortening method described above. The measured full width of the

nanotube in the image is 2.1 nm and the measured height is 1.6 nm, yielding an

apparent lateral resolution of 5Å. This resolution is significantly better than that

predicted based on the diameter distribution observed for the SWNTs on a VCD-

grown pick-up substrate (Figure 1.2, p. 15).

This phenomenon of smaller-than-expected
[
width−height

]
value was observed

repeatedly in images of prone nanotubes collected using SWNT probes, and was

present consistently in sequential images obtained with the same probe. We termed

this phenomenon ‘super-resolution’ and began acquiring TEM pictures of the SWNT

AFM probes that had been used for AFM imaging in order to correlate the specific

structure and orientation of the probe nanotube that produced each topographic
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Figure 1.7: Topographic amplitude-feedback AFM image of a carbon nanotube lying
prone on a silicon substrate, acquired using a SWNT probe fabricated by the full
pick-up and shortening method described in this section. The measured full width
of the nanotube is 2.1 nm and the measured height is 1.6 nm, giving an apparent
lateral resolution of 5Å. Field of view of 358nm.
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image. A representative TEM-AFM image correlation data set is shown in figure 1.8.

This particular probe displayed super-resolution behavior, which was also observed

in 5 of the 13 additional probes that were fully characterized by TEM-AFM image

correlation.

Each data set consisted of transmission electron microscopy images of the SWNT

probe at varying magnification (Figure 1.8 top row), and amplitude-feedback to-

pographic AFM images of one or more prone nanotubes on Si/SiO2 acquired with

the SWNT probe (Figure 1.8 bottom left). The TEM images were used to mea-

sure the probe nanotube diameter, protruding length and orientation relative to the

silicon cantilever. Height and width measurements of prone nanotubes in the AFM

images acquired using the SWNT probe were used to calculate the effective lateral

resolution.

Figure 1.9 displays histograms of topographic lateral image resolution for SWNT

AFM probes fabricated by the pick-up method. The left histogram corresponds to

probes fabricated from CVD pick-up substrates grown using iron nitrate-deposited

catalytic nanoparticles. The right histogram corresponds to probes fabricated from

CVD pick-up substrates grown using ferritin-deposited catalytic nanoparticles. We

found that substrates grown from ferritin-deposited catalyst produced a greater frac-

tion of probes of superior lateral image resolution (< 5nm). The variation in nano-

tube probe performance was greater than we expected based on previous reports.

Leiber, et al, had examined the image quality of different nanotube types (MWNTs

and SWNTs).122 In contrast, we have compared 39 SWNTs made fromthe same iron

nitrate-coated substrate and 40 from a ferritin substrate. The wide range in reso-

lution found, between the two different kinds of substrate (ferritin vs iron nitrate),
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Figure 1.8: TEM and AFM data collected for each fabricated carbon nanotube AFM
probe. Panels A and B are TEM images of the fabricated probe. The dashed green
line in panel A is perpendicular to the sample surface when the probe is mounted in
the AFM. Panel C is an AFM image of a nanotube in a flat silicon substrate taken
using the probe in the TEM images. Panel D shows the cross section represented by
the red line in panel C. This particular probe is rather striking because the effective
lateral resolution is just 23% of the tube width.
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as well as from the same substrate, underscores the importance of specific nanotube

characteristicsin determining the maximum achievable resolution.

Figure 1.9: Histograms of lateral resolution in topographic imaging for all of the
carbon nanotube AFM probes fabricated by the pick-up method. The two sepa-
rate histograms correspond to probes fabricated from CVD-grown carbon nanotube
substrates grown either from iron nitrate-deposited catalytic nanoparticles (left) or
ferritin-deposited catalytic nanoparticles (right). The orange arrow in each histogram
indicates the typical lateral resolution for a bare silicon AFM probe.

In figure 1.9 there is a clear shift in the distribution toward higher resolution

probes when ferritin was used as the catalyst, consistent with a narrower catalyst

size distribution. It is not clear how much technique improvements rather than the

switch to ferritin from ferric nitrate coated substrates played in the comparative

distribution. Most of the latter tips were fabricated using ferritin substrates. By

that time, we were more careful to reduce the field of view immediately after pick-up

to minimize bundle formation. This could explain why there are fewer 10-15 nm

resolution tips. However, it is clear that significantly more probes with resolution

better than 5 nm were fabricated using ferritin substrates.
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Nearly 100 probes were imaged by TEM to characterize the efficacy of different

fabrication techniques. Of these, fourteen SWNT probes imaged by TEM had pre-

viously been used for tapping-mode topographic imaging. Table 1.10 presents a

summary of structural properties from these TEM-AFM image correlation data sets.

Table entries in bold correspond to probes that demonstrated super-resolution.

AFM image quality is a function of many factors including tube diameter and

length, contact angle, number of nanotubes extending past the silicon tip, ther-

mal noise and contamination. These factors can lead to substantial variability in

resolution. Lateral tip-sample forces can bend single-wall nanotubes or cause snap-

to-contact behavior when the tubes exceed either a critical length or a critical angle

relative to the substrate surface normal. These effects introduce a significant degree

of broadening and the appearance of image artifacts.

If the nanotube is presented to the sample surface at an angle deviating from the

surface normal by & 30◦ poor resolution and obvious image artifacts result due to

tip-sample forces having a significant component perpendicular to the nanotube axis.

For example, figure 1.11 presents data sets for two probes that exhibited imaging

artifacts. The upper data set shows a 19 nm long, 4 nm diameter nanotube projecting

from the probe tip at an angle of 40◦. This probe produced an image that contained

a positive height shadowing artifact approximately 10 nm in width parallel to each

sample nanotube. This artifact resulted from the nonideal orientation of the probe.

Similar artifacts were seen with SWNT ropes (multiple SWNTs bundled together)

for the same reason; the layered structure of a bundle of nanotubes attached to the

AFM tip results in stiffness variation along the probe length. Additionally, the TEM

images (Figure 1.11 top row) showed that the nanotube buckled near the silicon
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tip. Previous reports have described reversible elastic buckling of the nanotube that

did not have a serious impact on image quality, although TEM images indicate

that buckling may under some circumstances be inelastic and result in irreversible

structural changes and corresponding image artifacts.123

SWNTs must also have aspect ratios . 10 in order to be adequate for amplitude-

modulation AFM imaging. The lower data set in figure 1.11 shows a 4 nm diameter

nanotube protruding 112 nm from the end of the AFM tip, but at an angle deviating

from the surface normal by only 20◦. The resulting lateral resolution was 2.5 times

the probe tube diameter. This broadening of the image is due only in small part to

thermal vibrations. Mechanical modeling studies have indicated that for a nanotube

of this geometry, the root-mean-squared thermal vibrations of the end of the tube

should be less than 2Å. Nanotube bending due to lateral tip-sample forces is most

likely the principal contribution to the degraded resolution

It is also important to note that the ambient humidity appeared to affect the

efficiency of the pickup method. We found it nearly impossible to pick-up nanotubes

from a substrate under high humidity conditions. Enclosing the AFM in a glovebag

under a flow of dry nitrogen for about 30 min rejuvenated the process. We speculate

that an increase in the relative humidity makes it more difficult to pick-up nanotubes

for two main reasons: First, at higher humidity values, it is harder to overcome

capillary forces due to the build up of a surface layer of water on the growth substrate.

More force is necessary to pry a nanotube off the surface due to increased adhesion.

Second, increasing water build up on the tip decreases the attractive interactions of

the nanotube to the silicon surface of the AFM tip during pick up. It is known that

the van der Waals interactions at the nanotube-AFM tip interface are not strong
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Figure 1.11: TEM and AFM data data sets corresponding to two probes that ex-
hibited imaging artifacts. The upper image correlation data set shows an artifact
due to large contact angle with substrate. Additionally, this nanotube appears to
be buckled near the silicon tip. The dotted black line in the upper left image is per-
pendicular to the substrate. The lower image correlation data set illustrates image
artifacts due to bending, which are significant for long nanotubes. Note that there
are a number of picked up nanotubes at the base of this tip. The damage to the
silicon tip probably occurred during repeated force calibrations.
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enough to keep the tube attached to the tip in liquid water. Nanoscale condensation

of water between the AFM tip and the growth substrate at high relative humidity

may have an analogous effect on the success rate for picking up a nanotube.

Overall, we have found AFM image quality to be consistently and significantly

better with nanotube tips used in amplitude-feedback mode than with the best silicon

AFM tips. Correlation of TEM images of SWNT probes with the effective lateral

resolution obtained when using these probes for topographical imaging with AFM

indicates that approximately one-third of the probes demonstrate resolution better

than the diameter of the nanotube probe itself when imaging nanotubes on a smooth

substrate. The explanation for this phenomenon follows in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 2

Influence of Elastic Deformation
on Single-Wall Carbon Nanotube
Atomic Force Microscopy Probe
Resolution

Abstract

The preceding chapter and an earlier publication1 describe a method for fabricating

single-walled carbon nanotube probes for use in amplitude-feedback AFM imaging.

One surprising feature of these probes was frequent instances of ‘super-resolution’

(p. 21) when they were used to topographically image isolated carbon nanotubes

lying prone on a flat Si/SiO2 substrate. The following numerical approach was car-

ried out to assess the mechanism underlying this phenomenon: we first constructed

atomic models of a sample nanotube, a Si/SiO2 substrate, a typical Si/SiO2 pyra-

midal AFM probe, and the probe nanotube, basing the latter on high-resolution

TEM and AFM images collected for a single well-characterized SWNT AFM probe

that had displayed super-resolution in amplitude-feedback topographic imaging (Fig-

ure 1.8, p. 24). The models were then used in rigorous ab initio molecular dynamics
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simulations to numerically measure the one-dimensional potential energy profile and

corresponding tip-sample force field at eleven evenly spaced points along the sample

nanotube cross section. Force field data sets were combined with the known me-

chanical properties of the AFM cantilever and integrated in a classical mechanics

simulation of the amplitude-feedback imaging algorithm that generated Figure 1.8.

The resulting simulated cross-sectional data was in close agreement with that ob-

served by experiment, including the appearance of lateral resolution better than that

expected from the diameters of the carbon nanotube probe and sample. This phe-

nomenon arises due to the strong attractive surface forces between the conjugated

sp2−bonded graphitic carbon atoms of the probe and sample. This causes the tubes

to deform elastically and slip past one another when the applied force exceeds a

threshold value governed by their relative positions. The slipping behavior is absent

for an ordinary pyramidal silicon AFM probe due not only to geometric dissimilar-

ity with the SWNT probe, but also because of the fundamentally different different

tip-sample potential energy profile.

Associated Publication

Influence of Elastic Deformation on Single-Wall Carbon Nanotube

Atomic Force Microscopy Probe Resolution.124
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2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy Using Carbon Nano-

tube Probes

2.1.1 Imaging with CNT AFM probes

To date several publications have described the preparation of both multi-wall

and single-wall carbon nanotube atomic force microscopy probes.78,95,108,118,125,126

Carbon nanotube probes offer topographic imaging resolution superior to that of

conventional silicon AFM tips by virtue of their unique chemical and mechanical

properties, high aspect ratios, and molecular-scale dimensions.96,97,99,104,105,127 Both

contact-mode force-feedback and oscillating-probe amplitude-feedback imaging have

been reported using carbon nanotube AFM probes.121,127 Experimental evidence

suggests that image artifacts will arise from inelastic buckling of CNT probe tips

under conditions of high-repulsive-force imaging.128,129 However, even under less

forceful imaging conditions adhesive attraction encountered by the end of the SWNT

probe tip introduce experimental artifacts. This occurs even when imaging hard, flat

surfaces presenting no lateral probe-sample forces.123,130 These dissipative processes

are more prominent for graphite surfaces than for oxidized silicon, indicating that

the material-specific force field plays a significant role in the efficacy of SWNT AFM

probes.131 Additional artifacts arising from lateral attraction between long MWNT

probes and high-aspect-ratio solid structures have also been reported.132

We have previously described an efficient SWNT probe fabrication methodology

and correlated probe structure with the consequent quality of images they produced

when used to image probe SWNTs on Si/SiO2 in amplitude-feedback AFM.1 As dis-

cussed in Chapter 1, by comparing the observed AFM resolution with the diameter
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of the probe nanotube measured from the TEM image, we found that the lateral res-

olution is on average 1.2 times the nanotube probe diameter. This value approaches

the expected ideal ratio of unity in the absence of thermal vibrations and bending

effects of the probe. This simplified model, in which which the probe and sample are

considered to be incompressible objects, has commonly been used to describe AFM

resolution.78,105,118 However, simple geometrical arguments alone cannot explain the

subdiameter resolution we observed. The potential for SWNT AFM probes to be

used as common research tools requires a more thorough understanding of how the

physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of SWNT probes affect image resolu-

tion.

To these ends, we present here a numerical study of SWNT AFM probe behav-

ior in the context of amplitude-feedback topographic imaging, using a combination

of molecular dynamics and classical mechanics simulations. The dimensions of the

probes and samples are on the order of 1–50 nm, placing them within the range of

atomistic simulations. To elucidate the specific tip-sample interactions that give rise

to the observed phenomena, we have used TEM-AFM correlation data to construct

realistic molecular models of an open-ended SWNT probe interacting with a prone

SWNT sample on a flat hydroxyl-terminated silicon surface. These models were used

to generate potential energy curves at different positions of the probe relative to the

sample. Integration of the resulting forces into the equation of motion for an oscillat-

ing cantilever yielded a simulated topographic cross-section profile that corroborate

the experimental results. These simulations indicate that, under the AFM condi-

tions employed, both probe bending and localized deformations of the probe and

sample SWNTs strongly influence the topographic profile measured by AFM. The

reversible elastic nature of these deformations is demonstrated both experimentally
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and in simulations.

An AFM cantilever operated in dynamic mode closely approximates a damped

driven harmonic oscillator, described formally in Section 2.2 (p. 36). Briefly, upon

encountering an external force field from the sample being imaged, the result is

a change in the oscillator parameters and consequently a shift in the fundamental

frequency of the system. If the encountered force is linear, the combined cantilever-

sample system continues to oscillate at the driving frequency, albeit with a different

amplitude than before. This oscillation amplitude is used as the feedback measure-

ment in AM-AFM (p. 4).

If the encountered force deviates significantly from linearity, however, the com-

bined system becomes that of a nonlinear driven oscillator, which universally gen-

erates higher harmonics at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency. (equa-

tions 2.9−2.10 in Section 2.2, p. 43) Therefore, measuring the amplitude changes in

the higher harmonics of the cantilever yields sensitive information about the force

field present at the sample surface, a relationship that is utilized for the feedback mea-

surement in FM-AFM (p. 5). In general, oscillating-probe force microscopy may be

interpreted as an inversion problem: the time-dependent signal consisting of probe

tip position z yields information regarding both the time-independent cantilever-

substrate force field Fts and the time-dependent rate of energy dissipation.133

In the following section we present a rigorous framework for oscillating-probe

atomic force microscopy that is amenable to numerical simulation. The model equa-

tion for cantilever motion (equation 2.4, p. 39) was combined with force field data

from atomistic MD simulations and used to generate a simulated cross-sectional pro-
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file of the sample nanotube in Figure 1.7 (p. 22) under the conditions identical

to those used in the experimental image acquisition. The resulting simulated data

matches the measured experimental data closely and provides a phenomenological

explanation for the topographic super-resolution we observed repeated from SWNT

AFM probes: elastic deformation of both the probe and sample nanotubes results

in the tubes slipping past one another under ordinary imaging conditions. The ap-

parent resolution is therefore a much more complex convolution of probe and sample

interactions than the simple hard-sphere model usually used to describe AFM image

resolution.

2.2 Formal Description of Amplitude-Modulation

Atomic Force Microscopy

As described in Section 1.1.1, amplitude-modulation atomic force microscopy (AM-

AFM) for topographic imaging involves mechanically exciting a probe cantilever to

a specified oscillation amplitude A0 in the absence of any sample forces acting on

the probe. The oscillation amplitude is measured using a laser reflected off the

cantilever’s top surface onto a position-sensitive photodetector. The mechanical ex-

citation has frequency ω and driving power pd specified independently by the exper-

imenter. ω is generally chosen to be close to the cantilever’s resonant frequency ω0

and excitation power is specified at a value insufficient to cause significant deviation

from harmonic-oscillator approximation for the cantilever. When the cantilever ap-

proaches sufficiently close to the surface to encounter tip-sample forces the oscillation

amplitude A drops from the initial isolated-oscillation amplitude A0. A piezoelectric

actuator then scans the cantilever parametrically across the sample surface in two
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lateral dimensions
{

(x̂, ŷ) ;x = X(t), y = Y (t)
}

with Å-level resolution, although

the lateral precision is usually significantly worse than that for the vertical position.

The experimenter specifies an oscillation amplitude set-point Asp < A0, and at each

scan point {x, y} the feedback loop measures the cantilever oscillation amplitude A

and actively adjusts the cantilever’s vertical position until A = Asp with all other

parameters remaining constant.

The independent variable in this process is the cantilever’s equilibrium rest po-

sition Zr (measured at the very end of the pyramidal probe tip) in the absence of

mechanical excitation. This value is independently controlled using a piezoelectric

linear actuator with sub-Åposition resolution, its precision being limited primarily by

thermal vibration of the cantilever and piezoelectric element. The vertical-dimension

(ẑ) actuator precision is universally better than that of the lateral actuator, in part

because the lateral actuator must be longer in order to span a larger spatial scan-

ning range, and in part by design since the AFM lateral image is usually limited

by the size of the probe tip (fig. 1.4c, p.18). The height changes ∆Zr necessary to

maintain the A = Asp condition are the source of contrast. The resulting image

Zr
(
x, y,Asp

)
roughly represents the sample topography, although the exact interpre-

tation of Zr
(
x, y,Asp

)
requires an intimate understanding of the three-dimensional

force field between the probe tip and the sample.

Starting at a height sufficient to avoid any forces between the probe tip and the

sample surface, the cantilever is mechanically excited using a vibrating piezoelec-

tric element with constant driving power pd and driving frequency ω in the range

103 . ω . 106Hz. The driving frequency and power induce oscillation of the can-

tilever with amplitude A governed by a variety of independent parameters including
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the mechanical excitation power (user-specified so that 1nm . A . 100nm), the

viscosity of the surrounding medium, and the cantilever’s size, shape, mass and reso-

nance ‘quality factor’ Q.† In isolation from other interacting forces the probe tip then

has time-dependent instantaneous position z governed by the cantilever oscillation

amplitude, mechanical excitation frequency and equilibrium probe rest point:

z = z(A, ω, Zr, t) (2.1)

= Zr + A cos(ωt) . (2.2)

In general the cantilever motion in most imaging contexts is best described by that

of a damped-driven harmonic oscillator encountering an external force.134–140

m
d2

dt2
z = −kz −mω0

Q

d

dt
z + Fts(z) + F0 cos(ωt) (2.3)

where m is the cantilever mass, k is the cantilever spring constant, ω0 is the resonant

frequency of the cantilever in isolation, Q is the cantilever quality factor, z = z(Zr, t)

is the instantaneous time-dependent probe tip position, Fts is the vertical component

of the probe-tip force field, and F0 is the driving force amplitude corresponding to

the driving power pd.

Equation 2.3 describes harmonic oscillation and only holds analytically in the

special case where Fts(z) is linear. This linear requirement of Fts(z) is essentially

never rigorously fulfilled for any real-world systems, and in addition the cantilever is

a stiff-beam oscillator of finite length Lc that will deviate from a constant restoring

†Q is a dimensionless parameter corresponding to the number of periods it takes for oscillation
amplitude to fall to e−1 of its initial value.
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force factor (k) unless its displacement is small (A . Lc/1000).

In the context of AFM imaging, however, the harmonic approximation is usually

sufficient to describe the oscillating cantilever probe, at least in cases of small driv-

ing amplitudes (A0 . 100nm). Integrating equation 2.3 using a numerical routine

commonly applied for solving ordinary differential equations (e.g., common 4th order

Runge Kutta) yields, after dissipation of transients, a cantilever oscillating at the

same frequency as the driving force ω, albeit with a phase shift φ and and at an

amplitude lower than A0. For a specified cantilever rest position Zr and an isolated

oscillation amplitude A0 (specified indirectly via pd) the steady-state solution takes

the form of equation 2.4.

z = z(Zr, A0, t) = Zr +A cos
(
ωt− φ

)
(2.4)

where A = A
(
Zr, A0

)
and φ = φ

(
Zr, A0

)
are both governed by the specified param-

eters.

The phase term is φ = π
2

when the cantilever is isolated from the sample, the

value expected for an underdamped oscillator. Experimentally, the measured phase

shift φ is indicative of whether the predominant tip-sample interaction is attractive

(φ > π
2
) or repulsive (0 ≤ φ < π

2
). The force field landscape between any two solid-

state materials almost universally includes regions of both attractive and repulsive.

The Lennard-Jones potential, a representative approximation for the van der Waals

potential energy profile between molecules, corresponds to mutual repulsion at short

distances and mutual attraction at moderate distances, asymptotically approaching

zero for large separation. Depending on the cantilever’s mechanical driving force
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and its equilibrium rest position, the predominant probe-sample interaction force

may be either attractive or repulsive. For small cantilever oscillation amplitude

A, the steady-state solution to equation 2.4 in the presence of amplitude feedback

corresponds to predominantly long-range attractive forces, and conversely for large

cantilever amplitude the predominant probe-sample interaction in the steady-state

solution is repulsive. These two solutions have been labeled the ‘attractive’ and ‘re-

pulsive’ imaging regimes, respectively.134–137 At intermediate oscillation amplitudes

the result is bifurcation of the steady-state solution for the cantilever amplitude,

with discontinuous jumps between the two imaging regimes and corresponding im-

age artifacts induced unpredictably by small system perturbations.141,142

This scenario is frequently prominent with soft matter such as biological macro-

molecules, although it is true even when both the probe and sample are rigid crys-

talline materials (e.g., both having a silicon oxide surface). Multistability is a ubiq-

uitous property of nonlinear systems, the nonlinearity in the context of AFM being

a tip-sample force field Fts(z) containing both attractive and repulsive components.

Multistability with greater than two possible amplitude solutions arises in the pres-

ence of more complex tip-sample force fields.128,143–145 Addition of a second feedback

control loop, such as a force modulation feedback motif, can reduce the incidence

of image artifacts arising from bi- and multi-stability, although this comes at the

expense of slower data acquisition.146,147

An additional repercussion of nonlinear Fts(z) in equation 2.4 is the phase shift

value, φ > π
2

indicating attractive regime imaging and 0 ≤ φ < π
2

indicating repulsive

regime imaging. Measuring the value of φ also permits separation of the cantilever

equation of motion (equation 2.3) into conservative elastic and dissipative inelas-
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tic components of the tip-sample interaction by calculating the effective resonance

frequency ωeff and quality factor Qeff using equations 2.5−2.8.

d2

dt2
z = ωeffz −

ω0

Qeff

d

dt
z +

Fo
m

cosωt (2.5)

ωeff = ω2
0 −

d

dz
Fts(z) (2.6)

=

√
ω2 +

ω2
0

Q

A

A0

cosφ (2.7)

Qeff = Q
A

Ao

ω

ω0

1

sinφ
(2.8)

where the three separate frequencies ω, ω0 and ωeff correspond to the driving fre-

quency, isolated-cantilever resonant frequency, and effective cantilever resonant fre-

quency, respectively.

The ωeff -dependent term in equation 2.5 corresponds to the elastic component

of the tip-sample interaction, with the Qeff -dependent term corresponding to the

inelastic component. The empirical values for ωeff and Qeff can be calculated solely

using experimentally-accessible measurements and equations 2.7−2.8. Inelastic en-

ergy dissipation dependence upon the probe and sample material composition has

been thoroughly modeled by numerical methods.139,148–157 Experimentally, inelastic

dissipation has been measured from oscillating-probe AFM both on inorganic sub-

strates such as crystalline silicon,152,154 gold158 and silver159 and on soft biological

materials. The phase value also yields material contrast in samples that are otherwise

topologically smooth.148,149
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Separation of elastic and dissipative components of the probe-sample interaction

via analyses similar to equation 2.5 have also been applied to mechanical unfold-

ing and refolding of proteins,160–165 nucleic acids166 and other biologically relevant

polymers such as dextran chains167 over a broad spectrum of mechanical cycle rates.

At sufficiently high rates (& 1kHz) the macromolecular extension and unfolding

by force microscopy occurs by non-equilibrium pathways.168,169 These experiments

have described behavior similar to relaxation dynamics of tethered molecules released

from nonequilibrium prepared states via optical trapping methods, and generallly

corroborate the phenomenon of numerous nonequilibrium measurements eventually

converging to an average that is in agreement with equilibrium statistical mechan-

ics.170–172

Additionally, ‘Q control’ methods have been reported that permit low-force (.

100pN) imaging in liquid environments as well as increased sensitivity to inelastic en-

ergy dissipation.140 In Q-controlled AFM a piezoelectric actuator integrated into the

probe cantilever introduces an additional independent force term gkz(t−τ) (g being

the gain, and τ being an empirical phase-shifting parameter) to equation 2.3.173–177

Lastly, deviation of the oscillating cantilever from harmonic behavior, which is

nonzero in all cases except when the trip-sample force field Fts is perfectly linear

with z, and is prominent in cases where Fts includes sharp changes, induces higher-

order oscillatory modes in the cantilever’s steady-state motion. These modes can

be measured as higher harmonics in the frequency spectrum of z(t) at predictable

integer-multiples of ω0. z(t) may then be described using the Fourier series shown in

equation 2.9, with harmonic coefficients an determined by integral convolution of all

tip-sample force field gradients with a semicircular weighting function over the full
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range of cantilever motion
[
Zr − A,Zr + A

]
.20

z(t) =
∞∑
n=0

an cos(nωt) (2.9)

an =
2An

kπ

1

1− n2

1∏m=n
m=1

(
2m− 1

) ∫ 1

−1

dn

dzn
[
Fts (Zr + Au)

] (
1− u2

)(n− 1
2

)
du (2.10)

If the tip-sample force field Fts(z) is known (or estimable), equation 2.10 will

provide the expected higher harmonic coefficients for a given cantilever rest posi-

tion Zr and oscillation amplitude A. The method in equation 2.10 for calculating

the harmonic weighting from an arbitrary force field represents a direct analogy to

the Born approximation for determining wavefunction time-evolution in a perturbed

quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator.178

Alternately, given an experimentally measured cantilever position signal of suf-

ficient time resolution, Fourier transformation of z(t) (the inverse process of equa-

tion 2.9) will indicate the relative weights of each higher-order harmonic term. Nu-

merical deconvolution of these coefficients from equation 2.10 can yield a profile of

the corresponding tip-sample force field.21,179,180

The higher harmonic terms of the cantilever oscillation have been reported ex-

perimentally to reveal compositional contrast because the probe-sample force field

will differ between materials.20,21,156,180–184 Harmonic responses in many cases also

display significantly better lateral spatial resolution than the fundamental cantilever

frequency signal because they correspond to higher-order derivatives of the probe-

sample force field. In general this process is slower than conventional topographic

imaging using only the fundamental cantilever frequency, although Solares et al.
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have very recently proposed utilizing the fundamental and harmonic cantilever fre-

quencies simultaneously in independent feedback control loops to streamline topo-

graphic tracking while simultaneously acquiring information about the tip-sample

force field.185

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Experimental Methods

Fabrication, characterization, and imaging with SWNT AFM probes has been de-

scribed previously.1 The effective lateral resolution of each probe was obtained by

imaging, under ambient conditions, a carbon nanotube lying prone on a flat native-

oxide silicon surface. To acquire accurate sample height and width measurements by

use of amplitude-modulation AFM, it was necessary to first carefully calibrate the

response of the system over a wide range of operational parameters, most impor-

tantly, the oscillation amplitude of the SWNT probe. For example, to understand

the effects that vertical compression of a sample nanotube by the AFM probe had

on the lateral resolution, repeated measurements of the sample nanotube height as a

function of probe oscillation amplitude were performed for both conventional silicon

and SWNT AFM tips. In all cases, the driving amplitudes employed were kept be-

low the limit corresponding to a 10% reduction in the apparent height of the sample

nanotube due to compression. In addition we measured repeated force calibration

curves, which consist of scans of the damped oscillation amplitude as a function of

the average tip-sample separation for a given cantilever driving force. The force cali-

bration curves revealed the presence of coexisting attractive and repulsive tip-sample

interaction regimes.134,137 Bistable switching of the cantilever oscillation between the
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two regimes manifests itself as sudden changes in the observed sample height and

width.136 In general we avoided these amplitude instabilities and the concomitant

experimental artifacts by operating the AFM cantilever with a driving force sufficient

to give a free-air oscillation amplitude greater than 20 nm. Consequently, all AFM

data presented here can be considered in the repulsive imaging regime.

2.3.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out with Cerius2 molecular sim-

ulations software (Accelrys, San Diego, CA).¶ The MD force-field parameters were

optimized by fitting the material bulk and surface properties such as elasticity mod-

uli, vibrational frequencies, and surface geometry both to experimental data and to

rigorous quantum mechanics calculations on clusters representative of the silicon and

graphene systems under study. Realistic atomistic models were constructed for the

SWNT probe used for amplitude-feedback AFM imaging. Every effort was made

to match the model structures and simulation conditions as closely as possible to

corresponding experimental values, including the nanotube probe diameter, length,

angle relative to the substrate normal, and the fine structure at the probe end. All

silicon surfaces were (100) and were terminated with hydroxyl groups. The probe

was a (40, 40)§ armchair SWNT (5.4 nm diameter, 45 nm length, with 5 nm of fixed

atoms at one end of the probe to simulate its attachment site at the AFM tip)

constructed from approximately 25,000 carbon atoms. The sample was a (16, 16)

armchair SWNT (2.2 nm diameter, 10 nm length) constructed from approximately

2600 carbon atoms. The sample SWNT was kept fixed at both ends during the

calculations to simulate a very long nanotube, which is unlikely to displace laterally

¶All molecular dynamics simulations were performed by Santiago Solares.
§The (n,m) designation of SWNT structure is discussed in Section 1.1.2, p. 6.
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during imaging. Similar models were generated for a conventional silicon tip inter-

acting with the sample nanotube. The 11 scan point positions and MD simulation

snapshots illustrating the relative probe and sample nanotube positions for several

scan points are shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the atomistic models used to construct the tip-sample
interaction profile. Lateral positions of the 11 scan points are indicated by the
arrows. Atomistic models were constructed on the basis of experimental TEM and
AFM data.1 The final tip position reached in the subsequent classical-mechanics
AFM scan (fig. 2.3, p. 51) is shown for four of these points. The corresponding force
curves for all 11 scan points are shown in Figure 2.2 (p. 50).

The tip-sample interaction potentials were constructed by vertically approaching

the sample with the probe nanotube at 0.05 nm intervals, at each point optimizing the
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system geometry by minimization of the potential energy. Additional calculations

performed at 300K showed that the potentials did not significantly change with

inclusion of thermal vibrations at room temperature. The gradient of this energy-

position function with respect to the vertical tip position is the tip-sample interaction

force (Fts(z) in equation 2.3).

To reduce the computational cost of the MD simulations each model of a nanotube

on the surface included only a small section of the silicon substrate, sufficient to

obtain an accurate description of the SWNT probe interactions with the sample.

This does not give an accurate description of the interaction of the tip with the silicon

surface for the cases in which the SWNT tip deforms and slips against one side of the

sample nanotube and makes contact with the underlying substrate. To correct this,

another model was constructed without a sample nanotube on the substrate to obtain

the interaction forces between the tip and the bare silicon surface. Deformation of

the probe structure was considered in all cases when the relative position of the

surface and the end of the tip was calculated for each scan point.

2.3.3 Classical Mechanics Simulations

Oscillating-probe AFM was modeled by classical mechanics numerical methods,

following the well-established theoretical framework in which the cantilever is ap-

proximated as a damped-driven harmonic oscillator.139,148–157 Our simulations use

a separate coordinate zts for the probe tip position relative to the origin of the

probe-sample force. This is because the force fields determined using the ab intio

molecular dynamics simulations are measured as a function of tip-sample separation,

while the cantilever restoring force −kz is calculated a function of displacement away
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from its equilibrium rest position. Both of these forces (−kz and Fts(zts) ) are time-

dependent due to the time-varying position of the driven oscillating cantilever. The

link between the two force sources arises from the fact that the cantilever oscillation

yields a time-varying distance between the probe tip and sample, and this tip-sample

distance consequently determines the force encountered by the cantilever in addition

to its endogenous harmonic restoring force.

Parameter Value

Cantilever spring constant k = 4.8N/m

Cantilever quality factor Q = 150

Cantilever resonant frequency ω/2π = 47.48kHz

Isolated oscillation amplitude A0 = 39nm

Amplitude set-point Asp = 15.4nm

Excitation force F0 = 1.25nN

Table 2.1: Amplitude-feedback AFM imaging parameters used in acquisition of the
experimental image in Figure 1.7 (p. 22) and in the classical mechanics simulations
described in this section.

Simulation of the AFM probe tip motion was carried out by numerical integration

of equation 2.3 at each of the 11 scan points along the sample, using the exper-

imental imaging parameter values shown in Table 2.1 and tip-sample force fields

Fts(z) obtained from the atomistic simulations (fig. 2.2), using the Verlet algorithm

to fourth-order accuracy for the tip position and second-order accuracy for the tip

velocity.186 Although the actual dynamics of the oscillating cantilever in the pres-

ence of the probe-sample interactions are nonlinear, the validity of the harmonic

approximation for modeling conventional amplitude-feedback AFM imaging in air
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has been demonstrated by both theory and experiment for the range of parameters

used here.135,137–139,187 Integration of equation 2.3 was performed for values of the

cantilever equilibrium rest position relative to the substrate, Zr, ranging from 50 to 0

nm, At each scan point and tip position, equation 2.3 was integrated numerically for

a total time of 0.02s using a 100ps integration step to determine the steady-state os-

cillation amplitude of the cantilever as a function of its vertical rest position: A(Zr).

For each integration the initial tip position was its equilibrium rest position and its

initial velocity was set to zero in all cases. The simulated cross section (Figure 2.3)

is then the locus of Zr values that resulted in convergence to A = Asp at each scan

point.

2.3.4 Results and Discussion

Probe-sample force curves for all 11 scan points are shown in Figure 2.2 (p. 50).

The separation between adjacent points was 1 nm. The abscissa on all graphs in

Figure 2.2 corresponds to the distance between the lowest atom on the SWNT tip and

the highest atom of the Si(100)-OH surface. Negative values on this axis correspond

to elastic deformations in nanotube and surface geometry, including local deformation

of the probe, as well as slight deformation of the Si-OH surface.

The result of each classical mechanics simulation was a curve showing the cantilever

equilibrium oscillation amplitude as a function of the average vertical position of

the tip for each point along the scan direction: A(Zr, x). Two of these curves are

shown as insets in Figure 2.3. The simulated cross-section trace in Figure 2.3 was

constructed by plotting the locus of tip rest position values which maintained the

oscillation amplitude at the set-point value of 15.4 nm. Note that the average tip-
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sample separation for each scan point is given relative to the value obtained when

imaging the bare silicon oxide substrate.

The final result of the combined ab initio MD and classical mechanics amplitude-

feedback imaging simulation is shown in Figure 2.3 and overlaid with the experimen-

tally obtained cross-section data for comparison.

Figure 2.3: Schematic depiction of the construction of an AFM scan from molecular
and AFM dynamics simulations. The two inset amplitude-distance curves illustrate
how the measured height is obtained for each scan point at an amplitude set-point
of 15.4 nm. The resulting AFM cross-sectional height is given relative to the average
tip separation from the bare SiO2 surface. The horizontal axis corresponds to the
scan points shown in Figure 2.2. For comparison, the cross section from experimental
data (1.7 p. 22) has been overlaid on the same scale with its center point arbitrarily
positioned to match up with the center of the simulated cross section.
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The construction of tip-sample interaction force curves through MD simulations

of large finite systems underestimates the long-range attractive forces present in the

system. This is because the calculation of nonbonded interaction energies between

pairs of atoms is generally limited to a cutoff radius on the order of 1 nm or less to

reduce the cost of the computation (the number of nonbonded interactions, which

scales with the square of the number of atoms in the simulation, can account for over

90% of the computation costs of a typical system). Underestimating the long-range

attractive forces, and hence the region of positive force gradient, can alter the pre-

dicted regions of amplitude bistability.137 However, at the free oscillation amplitude

employed here (A0 = 39nm, Table 2.1), the average force will be determined almost

exclusively by the repulsive part of the tip-sample interaction potential,135 and thus

the underestimation of the attractive contribution has negligible influence on the

simulated topographic profile.

Under ambient conditions, a thin film of water is adsorbed on hydrophilic surfaces

such as SiO2. The formation of a meniscus or liquid bridge between the surface

and the probe will result in an additional attractive capillary force that depends on

probe-sample distance.137 We did not include the effects of adsorbed water in our

model. We do not expect that inclusion of these effects will significantly change the

nanoscale interactions between the probe and sample nanotubes predicted by the

simulations. Future work will address this issue.

Simple models of AFM resolution assume that the probe is a rigid, incompressible

cylinder with a flat or hemispherical end. In practice this is not the case. High-

magnification TEM images show that the ends of the probe nanotubes are gener-

ally open due to ablation from the electrical etching procedure used to shorten the
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nanotube probes to useful length.78,118 Purely geometric arguments suggest that an

open-ended tube with protruding asperities could, for extremely low-relief samples,

potentially provide resolution comparable to the asperity diameter rather than the

full diameter of the probe, in direct analogy to ultra-high resolution results published

using silicon probes.6 However, probe asperities are unlikely to be important when

imaging a sample nanotube that has a diameter comparable to that of the probe

nanotube.

The Youngs moduli of single-wall carbon nanotubes are ≈ 1012 Pa along the tube

axis.98 Due to this very high stiffness, only a small amount of longitudinal com-

pression of the tube occurs during AFM imaging. However, published results have

shown that SWNT probes are susceptible to bending due to their high aspect ratio

if not oriented vertically relative to a surface.130 Image artifacts from bending can

be minimized by shortening the nanotube probe so that it protrudes less than 100

nm beyond the supporting silicon tip.

Although SWNTs have exceptional longitudinal stiffness, radially they are far

more compliant, a characteristic that permits localized deformation of the nanotube

walls.98 The likelihood of deformation is further increased due to the structural

discontinuity at the opened end of the nanotube probe. The susceptibility of nano-

tubes to radial deformation is predicated upon two competing effects: the energy

cost associated with strain of the nanotube as it is deformed from its equilibrium

cylindrical geometry, and the stabilization that a compressed nanotube gains due to

increased interlayer van der Waals attractions. These two competing effects scale in

opposite directions with increased nanotube diameter, such that larger SWNTs are

easier to deform radially than smaller diameter tubes. We have previously observed
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that SWNTs attached to silicon AFM tips via the ‘pick-up’ method tend to be 3–5

nm, which is larger than the tubes observed lying prone upon the pick-up substrate

(1–3 nm, Figure. 1.2, p. 15).1 We postulated that the increase in net binding energy

with larger diameter nanotubes stems from the interplay between van der Waals

forces and the geometric stiffness of a nanotube. The resulting radial compliance

of these larger nanotubes not only increases the energy with which they bind to

a silicon probe during pick-up but also has significant implications when they are

subsequently used for AFM imaging.

Our MD simulations show lateral slipping of the probe nanotube relative to the

sample nanotube, due both to bending along the length of the probe and to localized

radial deformation of the probe and sample at the point of contact, as shown in Fig-

ure 2.4 (p. 55). This behavior is a function of the structures and relative orientations

of the probe and sample nanotubes, the applied tip-sample force, and the lateral

position (in the x− y plane) of the probe nanotube relative to the sample nanotube.

The smaller the lateral distance between the center of the probe tube and the axis

of the sample tube, the larger the force required to deform the nanotubes and cause

them to slip past one another. That is, when the probe presses on the edge of the

sample nanotube, a smaller amount of force is required to cause it to slip laterally

than when it presses on the crown of the sample nanotube. The simulations show

this deformation behavior to be completely reversible and elastic. Experimentally,

the elasticity is demonstrated by the fact that we have not observed the topographic

cross sections to change significantly during imaging at a given amplitude set-point,

and the TEM images taken of each probe after AFM imaging show no alterations of

the nanotube structure, such as kinks or buckles.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the slipping phenomenon of the SWNT probe past the
SWNT sample for scan point 3. Both bending along the length of the probe and local
deformation contribute to slipping. The picture shows that the simulated probe is
more susceptible to deformation, although the sample nanotube does deform slightly.
This is due to the larger diameter of the probe (5.4 vs 2.2 nm) and the fact that its
end is opened, which decreases its radial rigidity.

This lateral slipping and deformation of the probe nanotube explains the observa-

tion of sub-probe-diameter effective resolution. In amplitude-feedback AFM, modu-

lation of the cantilever oscillation amplitude depends on the average strength of the

tip-sample forces.138 As discussed in Section 1.1.1 (p. 4) the AFM controller adjusts

the extension of the ẑ piezoelectric actuator in order to hold the amplitude of the

cantilever oscillation at the fixed value designated by the amplitude set-point, an

independent variable set by the user. The resulting z-piezo voltage corrections are

converted to units of length and output as the topographic height data. If the probe

and sample deform negligibly under the associated tapping forces, the sample height

can be measured accurately to within the precision of the piezoelectric element, typ-

ically . 1Å. However, if either material is significantly deformable, the resultant

height data represents a more complex convolution of probe and sample structure.
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The simulations conducted here indicate that when the probe SWNT is tapping on

an edge of the sample SWNT, the subsequent repulsive forces deform both nanotubes

sufficiently to allow them to slip past one another without significantly influencing

the cantilever oscillation amplitude. In fact, when the very edges of the probe and

sample tubes come into contact, the net tip-sample force is actually attractive rather

than repulsive, due to the large area of favorable contact between the graphitic

surfaces. This is illustrated in the force curves for scan points 2 and 10 by the fact

that the net force is negative between the two local minima, corresponding to the

region in which the probe and the sample slide past one another. Once lateral slipping

takes place, the resulting tip-sample interaction is dominated by the repulsive forces

between the probe SWNT and the Si/SiO2 surface. Thus, for that particular (x, y)

position, the AFM controller does not ‘see’ the sample nanotube. Only when the

probe SWNT is positioned closer to the crown of the prone sample SWNT are the

interaction forces between the probe and sample nanotubes high enough to cause

sufficient damping of the cantilever oscillation amplitude. At scan point 7 (fig. 2.2),

which corresponds to the probe tapping on the crown of the sample nanotube, no

slipping can take place under the imaging conditions given in Table 2.1 because

the maximum tip-sample repulsive force does not exceed the necessary threshold of

≈ 30nN. Here, the cantilever amplitude is damped by the sample nanotube and the

AFM records the interaction. The net result is that the topographic data indicates

an apparent nanotube width that is smaller than the sum of the probe and sample

SWNT diameters.

A quantitative representation of this phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2.3

(p. 51). The lower half of the figure shows the effective cross section of a sample

nanotube, calculated from the MD and AFM dynamics simulations, obtained when
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a SWNT probe is used under the repulsive tapping conditions given in Table 2.1.

This scan shows two important features that are also observed experimentally. First,

the apparent probe resolution for this simulation is 2.0 nm, 37% of the probe di-

ameter. Additionally, the simulated cross section is asymmetric, which is a direct

consequence of the specific SWNT probe geometry, particularly the tilt angle, that

favors probe-sample slipping more on one side of the sample than on the other.

In contrast, MD simulations have shown that a conventional silicon probe does not

slip under the same imaging conditions. This is because the rigidity of the silicon

probe requires higher forces to induce deformation, while the larger radius of curva-

ture of the probe tip actually generates smaller lateral forces compared to a SWNT

probe. Additionally, the different behavior is also due to the chemical properties of

crystalline silicon, which strongly influence the surface-surface interactions with the

SWNT sample, as well as the attractive van der Waals forces between the larger sili-

con tip and the silicon surface. These two interaction parameters in particular, probe

compressibility and adhesion forces, are transformed in a highly nonlinear way by

the response of the oscillating tip.141 Thus, SWNT probes perform in a fundamen-

tally different manner than silicon probes, not merely when imaging prone carbon

nanotubes but for a variety of samples.

Because previous reports have described nanotube probes in the 1–3 nm diameter

range,78,95,99 we have also simulated a smaller diameter SWNT probe. Smaller diam-

eter nanotube probes should be far less susceptible to localized radial deformation,

due to their increased resistance against compression (as seen with the sample nano-

tube in Figure 2.4, p. 55). However, the bending mode along the length of a thinner

probe is actually softer, since the flexural rigidity scales as r4.82 The probe was a
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(16, 16) armchair SWNT (2.2 nm diameter, 20 nm length) that had approximately

the same aspect ratio as the larger 5.4 nm probe used in this study. As before, the

probe nanotube was oriented at 15◦ relative to the surface normal and the sample

nanotube was 2.2 nm in diameter and 10 nm in length. Images from the simulation

(not shown) indicate that slipping also occurs for the thinner probe when tapping

on the edge of the sample nanotube. For this probe, the slipping is almost entirely

due to bending and not to local sidewall deformation. The corresponding tip-sample

force curve indicates that the force opposing the slipping motion of the probe was

negligible.

Previous reports have indicated that a conventional silicon AFM probe will ver-

tically compress a 1.4 nm single-wall nanotube lying on a flat surface as a function

of driving amplitude in repulsive regime imaging, resulting in decreased apparent

height.49 This experimental observation is consistent with previously reported exper-

imental measurements and molecular dynamics simulations, which described radial

deformation of 1–3 nm single-wall carbon nanotubes by both van der Waals forces

and external static loads.41 Here we have shown that in amplitude-feedback AFM,

the associated forces deform the probe nanotube in addition to the sample nanotube,

strongly influencing the subsequently measured effective lateral resolution.

Our molecular dynamics simulations confirm that some vertical compression of a

prone sample nanotube occurs under standard amplitude-feedback AFM conditions,

for both conventional silicon AFM probes and SWNT probes. However the sim-

ulations predict that this effect is, at most, 10% of the sample tube diameter for

1–3 nm SWNTs and occurs primarily when the probe nanotube is positioned over

the crown of the sample nanotube (e.g., scan point 7 in Figure 2.2). This corre-
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sponds well with our experimental calibration of sample tube compression under the

amplitude-feedback operating parameters employed. The enhanced lateral resolu-

tion, on the other hand, is due to the highly localized deformation and bending of

the probe nanotube along the edges of the sample nanotube, and is therefore not

affected significantly by vertical compression.

2.3.5 Summary

By correlating experimental data with atomistic molecular dynamics simulations,

we have characterized how the unique properties of SWNT AFM probes can strongly

influence topographic imaging fidelity. Probe bending and mutual local deformation

of both the probe and sample nanotubes under typical amplitude-feedback AFM

forces results in a reduction of the measured width of the sample tube, and conse-

quently an ostensive improvement of the lateral resolution, to the extent that the

resolution can appear to be better than expected from the measured diameter of the

nanotube probe. We are interested in determining whether a similar improvement

of apparent resolution is observed when imaging less compliant samples of different

material composition, such as metallic or semiconducting nanoparticles.

Given the interest in nanoscale physical and biological phenomena, SWNT probes

are likely to evolve into a more common research tool. A complete understanding

of probe behavior in the context of atomic force microscopy is therefore critical. It

is important to note that the lateral resolution reported here is an apparent value,

arising from the simplified definition set forth in Section 2.1, and was studied for the

specific case of 4–6 nm diameter open-ended SWNT probes imaging 2–3 nm diameter

SWNTs adsorbed on a flat surface. In practice, the structural resolving power of
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an AFM probe is dependent upon the experimental context. It is of particular

importance to determine whether the observed deformation phenomenon results in

a net gain or loss of structural information when SWNT probes are used to image

soft nanoscale samples, such as biological macromolecules. The improvement in the

apparent resolution due to deformation of the probe and sample nanotubes in this

study was a consequence of the relatively high driving forces applied to the AFM

cantilever. Amplitude-feedback AFM imaging performed in this repulsive regime

with conventional probes has been shown to damage biomolecules.134 In addition,

resolution less than the probe diameter could complicate interpretation of AFM

images quantitatively.

The combination of probe structure determination, characterization of imaging

resolution, and simulated dynamic behavior described here has highlighted practical

differences between carbon nanotube probes and conventional silicon probes. This

work also underscores the usefulness of atomistic simulations in describing the dy-

namic nanoscale interactions involved in scanning probe microscopy.
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Chapter 3

Construction of a Multichannel
Scanning Confocal Microscope
with Single-Photon Sensitivity for
Fluorescence Correlation
Spectroscopy and Imaging of
Macromolecules

Abstract

This chapter begins with a brief a review of contemporary fluorescence microscopy

as it pertains to single-molecule imaging. The following section presents a rigorous

formalism for epifluorescence microscopy using high-numerical-aperture optics for

both the focus of a coherent excitation source and the collection of fluorescent emis-

sion. This chapter includes a theory-based optical analysis of the confocal probe vol-

ume structure and photoluminescence collection efficiency from 3D-polarized single-

dipole emitters. The latter analysis was aided by introducing a modified Jones

formalism using non-square matrix representation for polarization state changes in
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the specific context of confocal optics. Proper calculation of the expected confocal

probe volume dimensions was essential for accurately interpreting experimental data

in the following chapter. Additionally, the quantitative understanding that followed

from analysis of 3D polarization state measurement by orthogonally polarized detec-

tion channels was critical to both the interpretation of experimental data and the

numerical generation of simulated data in Chapter 5. The chapter concludes with a

description of the components and free-space construction of a customizable multi-

channel scanning confocal microscope with single-photon sensitivity for fluorescence

fluctuation spectroscopy and imaging of individual fluorophores.

Associated Publication

‘In the Laboratory’: Single Molecule Fluorescence Observation and

Analysis. (Manuscript in review)188

3.1 Fluorescence Microscopy

Fluorescence microscopy is one of the most powerful analytic tools in contempo-

rary biology, chemistry and biophysics.189,190 The ready availability of solid-state

laser excitation sources, sharp-cutoff spectral bandpass filters and room-temperature

phototedectors with single-photon sensitivity have made data collection from indi-

vidual tagged enzymes, signaling proteins, nucleic acids and other biological nano-

machinery commonplace.191–195 Confocal optics, evanescent field excitation,196–210

laser trapping,211–218 and near-field optical scanning tools,219,220 have extended the

spatial resolution of optical microscopy to distances well below 100nm. Label-free

optical detection of single molecules has also been demonstrated by surface-enhanced
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Raman scattering221–223 and surface adhesion within a high-Q photonic microcavity

resonator.224 It is now possible to integrate numerous fully-optical single-molecule

manipulation and observation techniques onto a single microscopy platform, includ-

ing differential interference contrast, temporal and image correlation spectroscopy,

through-objective and external prism-based evanescent excitation, and dynamic holo-

graphic optical trapping.225–228 Recent studies have also combined additional non-

optical tools such as atomic force microscopy, nanomechanical resonators and mag-

netic tweezers with optical microscopy systems to yield additional dimensions of

measurement and manipulation to current single-molecule experiments.229–232

3.1.1 Single Molecule Fluorescence

Observation and manipulation of single molecules, whether by optical methods or

otherwise, is in itself a powerful scientific tool, not merely by representing sensitivity

at the smallest level of material structure, but also because it reveals both static

and dynamic population information that is otherwise inherently lost via ensemble

averaging in bulk measurements. For example, time series analysis of a single two-

state fluorescence system will produce the probability distribution function for ‘on

times’ and ‘off times’, a measurement that cannot be determined by bulk experi-

ments.233,234 In a pair of recent reports, laser-induced interconversion between dark

and bright states in a single defect center of a diamond crystal have measured the

distribution of non-equilibrium work functions and transient violations of the second

law of thermodynamics, the latter phenomenon of which is reconciled with classical

statistical mechanics by time- and population-averaging.235,236
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Single-molecule experiments on proteins using endogenous fluorescent cofactors,

genetically-encoded fluorescent peptide fusions or synthetically conjugated dyes has

expanded the scope of enzymology to the observation of individual biochemical reac-

tion steps and structural changes.237–242 Among the wide array of published specific

single-molecule investigations are real-time measurements of topoisomerase activ-

ity,243 RNA folding and catalytic function,244,245 binding of DNA by RecA,246,247 Rep

helicase,248 and Staphylococcal nuclease,195 RNA polymerase enzymatic action,249,250

protein folding,251–253 dynamics of nucleic acid Holladay Junctions,254–256 hairpin ri-

bozyme function and folding,257–259 SNARE-complex formation,260 F0F1-ATP syn-

thase catalytic action,261,262 ribosomal RNA binding,263 cooperative Cadherin bind-

ing,264 and numerous studies of nucleic acid structural fluctuations.265–272

3.1.2 Challenges in Single Molecule Fluorescence Microscopy

All of the above fluorescence microscopy investigations hold in common a handful

of unifying challenges present in many single-molecule experiments. Foremost among

these is the separation, discrimination and quantification of an extremely small op-

tical signal in the presence of enormous background sources. It is not sufficient to

possess sensitive light measurement tool capable of single-photon detection if all the

tool has to measure is glaring background. In many instances the background source

is not physically or spectrally separable from the desired signal, as is case with both

endogenous intracellular autofluorescence and inelastic Raman scattering induced

by the excitation light. Every individual fluorophore possesses a maximum rate of

photoluminescence excitation/decay cycling, placing an upper bound on its inherent

brightness, while in contrast the background noise level is potentially unlimited. All

optical single-molecule experiments are therefore restricted to a maximum practical
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signal strength.

A second prominent challenge is signal granularity introduced by performing state

measurements via an inherently quantized transmission source: collected photons.273

This statistical ‘photon shot noise’ represents a fundamental limitation in all opti-

cal single-molecule experiments by placing a lower bound on the useful minimum

signal strength.274 Additional issues in single molecule fluorescence experiments in-

clude potential sample contamination by invisibly small amounts of undesired mate-

rial, competing non-equilibrium photoinduced processes such as inter-system cross-

ing to nonradiative triplet-states, and the irreversible destruction of fluorophores by

excitation-induced photobleaching.

Most experimental tools, methods and innovations specific to single-molecule flu-

orescence have evolved to directly address the challenges described above. Confocal

optics, evanescent-field excitation, high-collection-efficiency objective lenses, steep-

bandpass spectral filters and photonic waveguides all seek to increase the desired

photon signal and reduce the unwanted background. Effectively utilizing the roles

many of these tools play in facilitating single-molecule microscopy begins with a

comprehensive understanding of optical microscopy.

3.2 Fundamentals of Optical Microscopy

3.2.1 Focusing Electromagnetic Radiation

The electromagnetic field arriving from a spectrally pure infinitely-distant radia-

tion point source takes the form of an infinite plane wave of uniform intensity. As-

suming the plane wave to have amplitude Eo, temporal frequency ω, spatial frequency
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ν, and propagation direction ~k = (kxx̂+ kyŷ + kzẑ), the wave function ψ (~r, t) de-

scribing its time-dependece at a location ~r in 3-space is then:

ψ (~r, t) = Eoei(ωt−ν〈~r,
~k〉)

= Eoe−i(ωt−ν(kxx+kyy+kzz)) (3.1)

Without loss of generality, we can orient the coordinate axes of our Cartesian coor-

dinate system so that ~k is aligned with the z-axis of the laboratory reference frame.

The wave function describing the propagation of this plane wave then simplifies to:

ψ (z, t) = Eoe−i(ωt−νkzz) (3.2)

and for additional clarity we will generally use the scalar value k = ν〈~k, ẑ〉 to im-

plicitly indicate the component and spatial frequency of ~k aligned with the reference

frame z-axis. Then the wave function is simply ψ (z, t) = Eoe−i(ωt−kz) (or ψz in

shorthand notation).

Consider the scenario illustrated in Figure 3.1 (p. 67), in which an opaque infinite

barrier of negligible thickness σ0 is coincident with the z = 0 plane (σ0) of the

reference axes, and contains a single opening A defined by the arbitrary parametric

closed curve fA(x)+gA(y)+cA = 0. A plane wave propagating parallel to the z-axis,

ψ (z, t), incident upon σ0 will transmit a fraction of the light through the opening

A to the other side of the barrier. This set of diffracted waves
{
ψA
}

generates in an

interference pattern I(ρ, φ,+∞) convergent upon an infinitely distant image plane

σ+∞. At a point (x, y, z) in the z > 0 half space, for which r = (x2 + y2 + z2)
1
2 is

large compared to the dimensions of A, the resulting electromagnetic field intensity
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Figure 3.1: Diffraction of a plane wave ψ (z, t) = Eoe−i(ωt−kz) arising from an
infinitely-distant point source located on σ−∞ by the aperture A in σ0. (a): The
wave incident upon σ0 will transmit a fraction of the light through A to the other
side of the barrier. This set of diffracted waves

{
ψ
}
A generates an interference pat-

tern I(ρ, φ,+∞) convergent upon an infinitely distant image plane σ+∞. (b): The
electromagnetic field IE(x, y, z, t) at any point (x, y, z) in the z > 0 half space, for

which r = (x2 + y2 + z2)
1
2 is large compared to the dimensions of A, may be cal-

culated by integral convolution of incident radiation arriving from all point sources
(x′, y′, 0) in A using equation 3.3.
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IE(x, y, z, t) can be calculated by integral convolution of incident radiation arriving

from all point sources (x′, y′, 0) (Figure 3.1b) within the closed curve fA(x′)+gA(y′)+

cA = 0 describing A:

IE(x, y, z, t) = εA
e−i(ωt−kr)

r

∫∫
A
dx′ dy′e

„
ik〈[x,y],[x′y′]〉

r

«
(3.3)

where r = (x2 + y2 + z2)1/2 and εA is the electromagnetic field amplitude of ψz at

σ0, assumed (for the time being) to be spatially uniform across the opening A.

The irradiance I(x, y, z) represents the time-invariant optical energy associated

with the oscillating electromagnetic field IE(x, y, z, t), calculated from:

I(x, y, z) =
1

2
IE(x, y, z, t) · I∗E(x, y, z, t)

=
〈
(Real (IE(x, y, z, t))

2〉 (3.4)

In nearly all real-world experimental cases we can consider opening A to be a

circular aperture of radius rA, an assumption that greatly simplifies the integral

term in equation 3.3. Casting the system in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z) we can

as before, without loss of generality, locate the origin O = (0, φ, 0) at the center

of aperture Acirc and define z as the optical axis, parallel to the direction of ψz

propagation (~k) as in Figure 3.2 (p. 70). Equation 3.3 then simplifies to:

IE(ρ, φ, z, t) = εA
e−i(ωt−kD)

D

∫ a

ρ′=0

ρ′dρ′
∫ 2π

φ′=0

dφ′e
i
“
kρ′ρ cosφ′

D

”
(3.5)

where D = (ρ2 + z2)1/2 and εA is the uniform amplitude of ψz across Acirc as before.
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Equation 3.5 describes a radially symmetric diffraction pattern convergent upon

an infinitely distant image plane σ+∞. As illustrated in Figure 3.2 (p. 70), placing

a circular lens Lf of negligible thickness and focal length f inside circular aperture

Acirc transforms the plane wave ψz incident on the aperture into a converging partial

spherical wave ψf , thereby focusing the transmitted light onto a plane σf at a finite

distance f from the aperture (Figure 3.2a). This plane is also referred to as the

image plane, σI .

The irradiance intensity pattern I formed at σf consists of the integral convolution

of individual every electromagnetic wave function ψA originating from a point P =

(ρ, φ) inside A, ((ρP , φP , 0) in cylindrical coordinates)and propagating to a point Q

in σf , ((ρQ, φQ, f) in cylindrical coordinates), as shown in Figure 3.2b. The path

length LQ(P ) of ψA between P and Q is given by:

LQ(P ) = L(ρP , φP , ρQ, φQ)

=
√

(ρP cosφP − ρQ cosφQ)2 + (ρP sinφP − ρQ sinφQ)2 + f 2 . (3.6)

Each path-length LQ(P ) contains L(ρP , φP , ρQ, φQ)ω/c wavelengths λ of the mono-

chromatic radiation, λ being the spatial frequency inverse ν−1 (or k−1). If the path

lengths LQ(P ) and LQ(P ′) from two different points
{
P = (x, y), P ′ = (x′, y′) ∈ A

}
,

to the same point (ρQ, φQ) in image I fulfill the condition
{

∆LQ = LQ(P )−LQ(P ′) =

±Nλ : N ∈ Z
}

, the result is constructive wave interference and consequently

bright irradiance at (ρQ, φQ). Correspondingly, if ∆LQ = (±N + 1
2
)λ the result is

destructive interference and net absence of irradiance. Intermediate values for

∆LQ yield intermediate degrees of interference and intermediate irradiance at Q.

Therefore the intensity profile I(ρ, φ) forming image I in optical system consists of
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Figure 3.2: (a): A simple system for focusing a plane wave ψ (z, t) = Eoe−i(ωt−kz)
incident upon a circular aperture Acirc using a lens of focal length f . The resulting
focused wave ψf is a converging partial spherical wavefront that forms a diffraction
pattern on the image plane σf . The converging partial spherical wavefront is equiva-
lent to a set of individual wave functions propagating from points in A: ψf ≡

{
ψ
}
A

(b): The path length LQ(P ) of all individual component wave functions ψ ∈
{
ψ
}
A

between any point P in Acirc and any point Q in σf is given by equation 3.6. The
resulting image I(ρ, φ) formed at σf may be determined using equations 3.5 and 3.4
to calculate the irradiance intensity distribution in σf .
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a pattern of bright and dark regions determined by the net radiation from all points

in A projected by Lf onto σf .

For each point (ρQ, φQ) in the image plane σf there corresponds a set of all pairs of

points {P, P ′} selected from A which satisfy the condition
{
L(P )−L(P ′) = ±Nλ

}
and yield bright irradiance. This set S+(Q) ⊂ {A×A} is defined by:

S+(Q) ≡
{

(P, P ′) : L(ρ, φ, ρQ, φQ)− L(ρ′, φ′, ρQ, φQ) = ±Nλ;N ∈ Z; ∀ (P, P ′) ∈ A
}

≡
{
{(ρ, φ), (ρ′, φ′)} :

[
(ρ cosφ− ρQ cosφQ)2 + (ρ sinφ− ρQ sinφQ)2 + f 2

] 1
2

−
[
(ρ′ cosφ′ − ρQ cosφQ)2 + (ρ′ sinφ′ − ρQ sinφQ)2 + f 2

] 1
2 = ±Nλ;

N ∈ Z; ∀{(ρ, φ), (ρ′, φ′)} ∈ A
}
. (3.7)

Because point pairs are chosen according to their path length differences, the set

S+(Q) can also be thought of as corresponding to a characteristic spatial frequency

ω(Q) across σ0 that gives rise to bright irradiance at point Q. The diffractive pattern

transmitted with lens Lf in place is nearly equivalent to that for the apertureA alone,

the key alteration being the removal of spatial frequency components ω(Q) of ψz at

plane σ0 that are below a frequency threshold. This threshold value is determined by

the dimensions of A, which also governs the range of angles (relative to the optical

axis ẑ) that Lf is capable of focusing onto the image plane, with the remaining

below-threshold spatial frequency components of ψz discarded. The angular range

0 ≤ θ ≤ φmax (Figure 3.2b) exerts a strong influence over the resulting image formed

at σf , as will be discussed in greater detail beginning on page 81. A similar set of

all point pairs yielding absence of irradiance at point Q, S−(Q) can be constructed

by substituting (N + 1
2
) for N in equation 3.7.
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This concept of Lf mapping spatial frequency at σ0 to spatial intensity at σf is

illustrated more clearly by returning to a Cartesian coordinate reference system with

ẑ aligned with the propagation direction of ψz andA and Lf in the z = 0 plane. For

all points
{
P = (x, y), P ′ = (x′, y′) ∈ A

}
and

{
Q = (xQ, yQ) ∈ σf

}
, equations 3.8

and 3.9 correspond to 3.6 and 3.7 used to calculate ∆LQ in cylindrical coordinates:

LQ(P ) = L(x, y, xQ, yQ) =
[
(x− xQ)2 + (y − yQ)2 + f 2

] 1
2 (3.8)

S+(Q) ≡
{

(P, P ′) : L(x, y, xQ, yQ)− L(x′, y′, xQ, yQ) = ±Nλ;N ∈ Z; (P, P ′) ∈ A
}

≡

{ {
(x, y), (x′, y′)

}
:
√

(x− xQ)2 + (y − yQ)2 + f 2

√
(x′ − xQ)2 + (y′ − yQ)2 + f 2 = ±Nλ;N ∈ Z,

∀{(x, y), (x′, y′)} ∈ A
}
. (3.9)

In addition to length LQ(P ) (equation 3.8), each path between a radiation point

source P ∈ A and a focal point Q ∈ σf also possesses a characteristic angle θ

relative to optical axis ẑ. Calling the corresponding value for a second point (P ′) θ′,

the path length difference ∆LQ = L(x, y) − L(x′, y′) can then be estimated closely

from focal length f of lens Lf and the angular difference (∆θ = θ−θ′): ∆LQ = f∆θ.

Inversely, ∆θ may be calculated from the 2D distance ∆P between points P and P ′

in plane σ0. The overall result is that for each point Q ∈ σf the path length

difference between any two points in A is a function of the focal length and the

point separation: ∆LQ = f∆P .
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We can derive this relationship easily by utilizing several simplifying approxima-

tions, based upon the condition
{
{(x− x′), (y − y′)} � f ;∀ {(x, y), (x′, y′)} ∈ A

}
which follows from the original requirement that the dimensions of the aperture be

small relative to the focal length of the lens.

Continuing in Cartesian coordinates, the path length LQ(P ) is determined from:

LQ(P ) =
[
(xQ − x)2 + (yQ − y)2 + f 2

] 1
2 (3.10)

= f

[
1 +

x2 + y2

f 2
− 2

xxQ + yyQ
f 2

] 1
2

(3.11)

≈ f

[
1− 2

xxQ + yyQ
f 2

] 1
2

(3.12)

with elimination of the (x2+y2)/f 2 term being valid because (x2+y2)� f 2. Binomial

expansion of equation 3.12, discarding the higher order terms then yields:

LQ(P ) ≈ f

(
1− xxQ + yyQ

f 2

)
. (3.13)

Similarly, for the second point source P ′:

LQ(P ′) ≈ f

(
1− x′xQ + y′yQ

f 2

)
. (3.14)
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from which we can now calculate the path length difference ∆LQ:

∆LQ = LQ(P )− LQ(P ′)

= L− L′

=
xQ(x′ − x) + yQ(y′ − y)

f
. (3.15)

The consequence of equation 3.15 is that for each point (xQ, yQ, f) ∈ σf , constructive

interference and consequently bright irradiance occurs if:

xQ(x′ − x) + yQ(y′ − y) = fNλ;N ∈ Z . (3.16)

Similarly, destructive interference with corresponding absence of irradiance occurs if:

xQ(x′ − x) + yQ(y′ − y) = f(N +
1

2
)λ;N ∈ Z . (3.17)

In our Cartesian coordinate system, however, x and y correspond to independent

and orthogonal vector component values. Given point P = (x, y), the vector from

the origin to P is ~P =
(
xx̂+yŷ

)
. Given a second point P ′ = (x′, y′) the vector from

P to P ′ is ~P ′P =
(
(x− x′) x̂+ ((y − y′) ŷ

)
. If we hold the y terms in equations 3.16

and 3.17 constant under the condition yQ(y′ − y) = fNλ (i.e. the ŷ-component of

~P ′P is zero), and also maintain the requirement (y′−y)� f , then we can construct

alternative simplified definitions for S+(Q) and S−(Q) dependent solely upon the x
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coordinate in σ0:

S+
x (Q) ≡

{
(x, x′) : x− x′ = fNλ

xQ
;∀N ∈ Z

}
S−x (Q) ≡

{
(x, x′) : x− x′ =

f(N + 1
2
)λ

xQ
; ∀N ∈ Z

}
.

Similarly, holding the x terms in equations 3.16 and 3.17 constant under the con-

ditions xQ(x′ − x) = fNλ and (x− x′)� f yields:

S+
y (Q) ≡

{
(y, y′) : y − y′ = fNλ

yQ
;∀N ∈ Z

}
S−y (Q) ≡

{
(y, y′) : y − y′ =

f(N + 1
2
)λ

yQ
;∀N ∈ Z

}
.

We can now come to several important conclusions regarding the nature of the

image I(x, y) formed at the lens focal plane σf by transformation of wavefun-

tion ψz via the Lf/A system. The radiation pattern depends upon both the 2D

spatial frequency of radiation point sources in A and the focal length f . Up to

now we have assumed that the electromagnetic wave amplitude of ψz at plane σ0

has constant value εA across the entire aperture. However, because calculating the

net irradiance at σf now corresponds to transformation of spatial frequency across

σ0, we can permit the radiation amplitude to vary according to a spatial mapping

{ε : P 7→ ε(P );∀P = (x, y, z) ∈ σ0}. The effect of the apertureA is to mask ε(x, y, z)

so that the mapping function becomes {ε : P 7→ 0;∀P = (x, y, z) /∈ A}. Additionally,

since σ0 constrains the z value to 0, the intensity map is essentially two dimensional:

ε : (x, y) 7→ εA(x, y) ∈ R;∀(x, y) ∈ σ0 . (3.18)
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The process by which lens-aperture system Lf/A focuses ψz onto σf can therefore

be thought of as a two-dimensional Fourier transform of εA(x, y). In Cartesian coor-

dinates
{
P = (xP , yP , 0) ;Q = (xQ, yQ, f)

}
, given a spatial mapping (equation 3.18)

describing the the electromagnetic radiation intensity of ψz acrossA, the electromag-

netic radiation intensity IE(xQ, yQ) for all points (xQ, yQ) ∈ σf may be calculated

from the functional mapping FCart.:

FCart. :
{
Q,A

}
7→
∫∫
A
εA(P )e−2πiλ

f
〈P,Q〉dA (3.19)

where 〈〉 denotes vector dot product and the differential area element is dA = dx ·dy

In cylindrical coordinates the most significant difference is the the differential area

element dA = ρ · dρ · dφ and the nature of the vector dot product 〈〉, which for the

planar 2-vectors
{
P = (ρP , φP ) ;Q = (ρQ, φQ)

}
will be:

〈P,Q〉 = ρPρQ cos (φP − φQ) . (3.20)

The radiation intensity IE(ρQ, φQ) for all points (ρQ, φQ) ∈ σf may then be calculated

using the functional mapping FCyl.:

FCyl. :
{
Q,A

}
7→ 1

2π

∫∫
A
εA(ρP , φP )e−i

λ
f
ρP ρQ cos(φP−φQ)dA . (3.21)

Notably, the functional mapping of equation 3.21 does not represent an ordinary

two-dimensional Fourier transform. Regardless of the coordinate system, however,

the irradiance I(Q) in σf is then calculated from:

I(Q) =
1

2

(
Real

[
F
{
Q,A

}])2

. (3.22)
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In the context of this optical system (Figure 3.2), the most pertinent aspect of

equations 3.19 and 3.21 is the range over which the double integral is performed, de-

termined by the aperture. For arbitrarily shaped apertures A, neither equation 3.19

nor equation 3.21 will be straightforward or have an analytical solution. Fortunately,

knowing that IE(Q) is determined by Fourier transformation of the radiation inten-

sity spatial frequency acrossA provides an important insight into the Lf/A system.

The dimensions of aperture A relative to the wavelength λ place a lower bound on

the spatial frequency range that lens Lf transforms to generate image I. The smaller

the smaller the dimensions ofA (or the larger the value of λ), the more low-frequency

terms are lost in performing the integral over the ρ range for A. As will be seen, the

consequence of this truncation directly leads to the spatial resolution of the resulting

image I.

Two additional important mathematical phenomena providing some insight into

the optical transform in cylindrical coordinates are the complex exponential of the

dot product (equation 3.20), the expansion of which is given in equation 3.23, and

integrals taking the form of the radial/angular double integral in equation 3.21.

ei
〈
P,Q
〉

= ei·
[
ρP ρQ cos(φP−φQ)

]
=

+∞∑
n=−∞

inJn
(
ρPρQ

)
ein
(
φP−φQ

)
(3.23)

Jn(x) =
i−n

2π

∫ 2π

φ=0

ei(nφ+x cosφ)dφ (3.24)

where equation 3.24 is the Bessel function of order n. Additionally, the generalized

form of the double integral in functional mapping FCyl. (equation 3.21) represents
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a Fourier series of the angle variable φ and a Hankel transform of order n (Hn,

equation 3.25) of the radial variable ρ:

Hn :
{
ρ, f
}
7→
∫ ∞

0

f(ρ)Jn(xρ) ρ dρ (3.25)

The Hankel transform, not coincidentally, is also formulated in terms of the Bessel

function Jn(xρ) (equation 3.24).275

Additional simplification of the optical system depicted in Figure 3.2 is still nec-

essary to identify an analytical solution for the 2D intensity distribution I on the

focal plane σf . First, consider the simplified but experimentally realistic imaging

system in which ψz is a perfectly collimated laser illumination source with wave-

length λ, uniform beam intensity εobj, and beam diameter larger than the aperture.

The lens/aperture pair A/L is an infinity-corrected microscope objective oriented

parallel to optical axis z with front focal length fobj, front aperture radius robj and

the aperture located at z = 0. This complete image formation system {ψ,A,L} has

cylindrical symmetry, and we can conclude that image I at z = fobj will have radial

symmetry. It is therefore reasonable to return to a cylindrical coordinate system

(ρ, φ, z) and assume I = I(ρ).

Using 3.21 to determine the diffraction image I generated by the objective, the

radiation amplitude function ε(ρ) is simply a constant εobj for all values of ρ ≤ robj.

Since εobj has no dependence upon φ, we can declare φP = 0 to simplify the double
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integral, which then becomes:

I(ρ) =
IE(t, ρ) · IE(t, ρ)∗

2

=
1

2

[
Real

(
εobj

1

2π

∫ robj

ρ′=0

ρ′dρ′
∫ 2π

φ′=0

dφ′e−i
λ
f
ρρ′ cosφ

)]2

. (3.26)

The solution to the double integral in equation 3.26 takes the form of a first-order

Bessel function of ρ scaled by the factor
(
robj
λfobj

)
:

I(ρ) =

[
2πεobjrobj

λρ
J1

(
ρrobj
λfobj

)]2

(3.27)

= I(0)

[
J1(x)

x

]2

(3.28)

Equations 3.27 and 3.27 for the irradiance I(ρ) at the focal plane σf describe a

radially symmetric pattern of concentric rings of decreasing intensity surrounding a

bright central spot called the Airy disk, as shown in Figure 3.3. The Airy disk has a

radius determined by the smallest value of ρ for which J1

(
2πρrobj
λfobj

)
= 0, which occurs

when
(
πρrobj
λfobj

)
=3.83. The radius of this disk, defined as an Airy unit, is therefore

3.83
π

λfobj
robj

= .61
(
λfobj
robj

)
.

The integral performed over ρ′ in equation 3.26 can also be thought of as an

integral over the full angular range of paths 0 < θ < φmax (relative to the optical axis)

between every point P ∈ A and a specified point Q ∈ σf . As long as we maintain the

conditions that rA � f , quantitatively the only necessary change to equation 3.26

is the substitution θ = ρ/f (and dθ = dρ/f). For microscope objectives, φmax is
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Figure 3.3: Radially symmetric irradiance pattern I(ρ
/

λ
πNA

) (equation 3.27) result-
ing from diffraction of a uniform plane wave by a circular aperture (as in Figure 3.2).
Irradiance intensity has been scaled to highlight the first and second ring maxima
surrounding the central spot, which occur at ρ = {5.14, 8.42} ·

(
λ

πNA

)
with intensity

values {.0175, .0042} · I(0), respectively. The lateral range of the image is ±3π. The
bright central spot represents the Airy disk. The numerical aperture NA is defined
according to equation 3.29.
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governed by an important figure of merit, the numerical aperture (NA):

NA = n0 sinφmax (3.29)

which, for φmax � 1 may be approximated by:

NA ≈
(
n0robj
fobj

)

where n0 is the refractive index of the surrounding medium, and fobj and robj are the

focal length and radius of the objective lens, respectively. Using this parameter, the

diameter of the Airy disk (3.3) is 1.22λ/NA.

Of important consequence in confocal microscopy, particularly for determining

the confocal observation volume dimensions and subsequent correlation traces in

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (discussed extensively in chapter 4) is the fact

that the Fourier transform of a Gaussian function yields a Gaussian function with

variance inversely proportional to the variance of the original Gaussian function.

This important conclusion based on this fact is that a cylindrical non-divergernt

beam having a radially symmetric Gaussian intensity profile will produce a 2D point

spread function also having a radially symmetric Gaussian irradiance distribution,

in contrast to the multiple-minima diffraction pattern produced by a uniform beam

(Figure 3.3).
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3.2.2 2D Point Spread Function and Lateral Optical Reso-

lution

The image I(ρ) (Figure 3.3) formed by diffraction of a uniform plane wave through

aperture A, focused by lens Lf also describes the 2D point spread function

(psf ) of the A/Lf optical system. The processes of focusing of a monochromatic

plane wave wave ψz to a diffraction-limited point in σI and collection of radiation

emitted from a point source in σI by a microscope objective lens Lobj are functionally

equivalent procedures. This is because the wave function paths between σf and σi

are irrespective of the direction of wave propagation.

The equivalence of focus and collection processes is illustrated in particular clarity

by modern ‘infinity-corrected’ fluorescence microscopy systems. Figure 3.4 illustrates

an epifluorescence microscopy scheme utilizing an ‘infinity-corrected’ objective lens,

Lobj. Each lens in the system, Lobj, Ltel, and Ltube performs equivalent complemen-

tary transformations: 1.) Transformation of a point source into a collimated beam (a

partial plane wavefront). 2.) Transformation of a collimated beam into a point spread

function. Each transformation corresponds to a spatial-frequency Fourier transform

(equations 3.19 and 3.21), with transformation 2 being the inverse of transformation

1.

Within the ‘infinity space’ of the system (S∞ and S′∞), all wave functions passing

through a single focal point in the sample plane σsample are plane waves with zero

divergence. The laser excitation pathway (discussed in experimental detail in Sec-

tion 3.3) includes a spatial filter pinhole Psf in plane σsf , as well as a beam expansion

telescope with final lens Ltel of focal length ftel. Ltel transforms the divergent partial
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spherical wavefront emerging from point Psf into a collimated beam with diameter

dex. The beam passes through a dichroic beamsplitter in the infinity space S+∞ is

cropped by the back aperture Aback of the objective. Lobj subsequently focused the

beam to a diffraction-limited point spread function at point Pfocus in σsample at focal

distance fobj from Lobj.

In the inverse process, emission from the point Pfocus is transformed by Lobj into

a collimated beam with a diameter equal to that of the back aperture Aback. In

the infinity space the emission beam reflects off the primary dichroic and is then

focused to a point spread function at point Pimg in image plane σimg by a tube lens

Ltube having focal length ftube. Signal collection is subsequently affected by detection

system that measures the irradiance intensity at Pimg.

In the microscopy system shown in Figure 3.4, σsf ,σsample, and σimg are conju-

gate focal planes; a image generated at one plane can be projected by the system

into an image at one of the other planes, taking into consideration the spectral se-

lectivity of the dichroic beamsplitter mirror. The points Psf , Psample, and Pimg are

conjugate focal points; a true point source at one of these points will be transformed

into a point spread function at the other points, again accounting for the spectral

selectivity of the dichroic mirror. The magnifying power of each plane relative to the

others is determined by the ratio of the lens focal lengths. The excitation pathway

magnification is ftel/fobj, and the magnification of the emission pathway is ftube/fobj.

Due to the non-divergent nature of both excitation and emission beam paths between

Lobj, Ltel, and Ltube, additional planar optical elements (such as filters or polarization

wave-plates) can be added to the infinity spaces S∞ and S′∞ without altering the

positions of conjugate focal planes or equivalent points.
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Figure 3.4: Focus of a collimated laser excitation source (green) and collection of
emitted fluorescence (red) by the same ‘infinity corrected’ objective lens (Lobj) in
an epifluorescence microscopy system. The laser excitation source passes through
a spatial filter with pinhole Psf (discussed in Section 3.3) into a beam expansion
telescope having a second lens Ltel of focal length ftel to yield a collimated beam with
diameter dex. The beam path between Ltel and Lobj constitutes the ‘infinity space’
S∞, with a complementary space, S′∞, corresponding to the path of the collimated
emission beam between the dichroic beamsplitter and tube lens Ltube. The collimated
excitation beam passes through the high-pass dichroic beamsplitter and is cropped
by the back aperture of the objective, Aback to a diameter d′ex before being focused
by the objective lens Lobj with focal length fobj to a point spread function at point
Pfocus in the sample plane σsample. The optical signal emitted from point Pfocus
(red) is collected by the objective lens and transformed into a collimated beam with
diameter d′ex. The emission beam reflects off the dichroic beamsplitter, entering the
complementary infinity space S′∞, and is focused by lens Ltube of focal length ftube
into point spread function at Pimg in the image plane σimg. Signal collection is
subsequently undertaken by detection system that does not influence the illustrated
optical pathway.
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The psf represents both the 2D pattern formed at the focal plane σf by diffraction-

limited focus of a uniform collimated laser beam (Figure 3.2a) as well as the pattern

formed at the conjugate image plane σi by collection of optical signal using radiation

wavelength λobs from a true point-source (an object with dimensions d� λobs). The

psf also determines the spatial resolution limit for discriminating objects of identical

intensity in the focal plane at a specified level of contrast (commonly 50%). The

irradiance intensity, determined using equation 3.27), at the point exactly between a

pair of point sources separated by distance dres in the focal plane follows the function

2 · I(dres
2

). Using a contrast criterion 0 < c < 1, the two objects will be successfully

resolved when the irradiance amplitude exactly between them is less than c times its

maximum:

2 · I
(
dres
2

)
≤ c · (I(0) + I (dres))

2 · I(0)

[
J1

(
πNAdres

λ

)(
πNAdres

λ

) ]2

≤ c · I(0)

1 +

[
J1

(
2πNAdres

λ

)(
2πNAdres

λ

) ]2
 (3.30)

2

c
·
(

J1(x)

x

)2

=
1

c

(
1 +

(
J1(2x)

2x

)2
)

; dres =

(
λx

πNA

)
. (3.31)

Solving equation 3.30 by numerical methods yields the minimum point source spacing

dresversus the contrast criterion value c, as shown in Figure 3.6.

The point spread function of an imaging system is of practical relevance not merely

for spatially resolving objects of sub-wavelength dimensions but also for accurately

assessing the profile of larger objects. The variation of resolving power and the

resulting image fidelity as a function of the NA of the optical system is illustrated in

Figure 3.5 for an observation wavelength λ=500nm. At a low NA of 0.4 (Figure 3.5,
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Figure 3.5: Radially symmetric irradiance intensity profile I(ρ) for two identical
point sources separated by 500nm (left column) and for a single uniform-intensity
1200nm diameter disc (right column) at λobs=500nm and varying NA values

top row) two identical point sources 500nm apart are seen as a single broad psf,

and a single 1200nm disc is not observed to have a uniform intensity profile. At

high a NA of 1.45 (Figure 3.5, bottom row), the two points are easily resolved as

separate objects even using the stringent contrast criterion c > .9, and the 1200nm

disc appears to have a nearly uniform profile. The progressive resolution of two

identical point sources is illustrated in Figure 3.7 as a function of separation using

wavelength- and NA-normalized dimensionless units.

For conventional (non-confocal) optical imaging, dres scales linearly with observa-

tion wavelength λobs and inversely with numerical aperture. Observation wavelength

is often an independent parameter across the visible spectrum and into the near IR,

350nm. λobs .900nm, but may also be constrained tightly by experimental needs.

The NA, however, is a function of the angular collection range 0≤ θ ≤ φmax (equa-
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Figure 3.6: Minimum identical point source spacing dres (in normalized dimensionless

units ρ
/(

λ
πNA

)
as a function of contrast criterion c. The slope discontinuity at

c ≈ .98 arises as a direct result of the secondary peak (the first ring-shaped local
maximum) of the diffraction pattern (Figure 3.3).

tion 3.29), with sin(φmax) constrained to ≤1. NA therefore has an upper bound

determined by n0. The refractive index for air is essentially unity, and so the high-

est NA possible for a light microscope having air situated between the objective

lens and sample is 1.0. Dilute aqueous solutions have a refractive index of roughly

1.33, and so a light microscope using a water-immersion objective lens is limited to

NA ≤ 1.33. Most optical glasses have a refractive index of approximately 1.5, with

borosilicate glass used to manufacture microscopy slides and coverslips commonly

having n0 = 1.52. Using a high-NA objective lens (1.33≤ NA ≤ 1.52) necessitates

the use of an optical immersion oil with a refractive index noil ≥ NA in order to

eliminate the presence of NA-limiting media such as air or water between the objec-

tive and sample. An index-matching oil (noil = nglass) minimizes optical aberration

and reflections introduced by refractive-index discontinuities. Microscope objectives
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with numerical aperture values as high as 1.65 are available, but these necessitate the

use of corresponding high-refractive-index sample windows (e.g., sapphire coverslips

with n0 = 1.757–1.779) and immersion liquids (e.g., diiodomethane immersion oil

with noil=1.74) that are both expensive and more difficult to use than conventional

materials.

3.2.3 Confocal Optics

Thus far we have only discussed the lateral profile and resolvability of the point

spread function in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis. In almost all ex-

perimental instances, however, the sample under investigation has a significant 3-

dimensional component, necessitating knowledge of the the depth of field or the

psf profile and resolvability along the z axis for the optical system being used. As

is the case for the lateral sample dimensions, the z-axial optical resolution of the

microscope is directly proportional to the wavelength of light used, and also scales

inversely (although not linearly) with the numerical aperture of the objective lens.

In particular, as the desired resolving power progresses toward smaller and smaller

dimensions, as is the case with single-molecule fluorescence microscopy and subcel-

lular structural imaging, the need for high-NA optics with no sinφmax > 1 vitiates

the earlier assumption that
fobj
Aobj
� 1.

In addition to yielding improved spatial resolution, high-NA optics provide the

essential feature of background reduction in single molecule fluorescence experiments.

In contrast to samples with homogeneously distributed optical signal sources (such

as those in a bulk fluorimeter), the signal collected from a single-molecule photon

emitter does not scale with the observation volume. This is because the dimensions of
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the emitter, typically 1-10nm, are much smaller than those of the optical point spread

function, even in cases where the NA is high and the observation wavelength λ is at

the blue end of the visible light spectrum. Background signal, however, usually arises

principally from homogeneous sources, as is the case for inelastic photon scattering

and autofluorescence from the sample medium, and therefore does scale linearly

with the observation volume. In general the smaller this volume can be prepared

the better the signal-to-background ratio of the collected data. High-NA objective

lenses, in particular when combined with confocal optics or two-photon excitation,

provide observation volumes on the scale of femotliters (10−15 − 10−12 L) sufficient

for single molecule experiments.

In the optical systems designed for single molecule microscopy, the mathemati-

cal simplifications used Section 3.2.2, which are reasonable approximations in the

low-NA limit, become much less viable. Simultaneously, the need for accurate quan-

titative knowledge of the observation volume dimensions often arises, as in the case

of fluorescence fluctuation microscopy. For optical systems with no sinφmax > 1

calculation of the full 3D point spread function necessitates numerical methods. For-

tunately, calculating the 3-dimensional psf for high-NA optical systems is rendered

relatively facile by modern computational tools.

Using the model of a collimated laser beam focused by an objective lens, (Fig-

ure 3.4) we can continue to work in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z) because the

optical system retains that symmetry irrespective of NA. However, instead of a

2D diffraction pattern (Figure 3.3), we now seek a 3D irradiance intensity function

I(ρ, φ, z) centered at the laser focus (0, φ, f).
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A laborious and highly nontrivial derivation of the 3D wave function for a con-

verging spherical electromagnetic wave has been provided by Born and Wolf.276 The

solution utilizes Lommel functions of the scaled dimensionless variables ζ and ρ in

place of z and ρ. Lommel functions are infinite series of Bessel functions, a situation

that follows directly from the Hankel transform component of the beam transfor-

mation in cylindrical coordinates (equations 3.23−3.25, p. 77) Following Born and

Wolf’s derivation, the 3D psf is given by:

ζ =

(
2πNA2

noλ

)
z

r =

(
2πNA

λ

)
ρ

the optical irradiance I(ζ, r) at the objective lens focus is then given by equa-

tion 3.32.276

Ipsf (ζ, r) = Iobj
(

2πNA2

λζ

)2
{(

∞∑
s=0

−1s
(
ζ

r

)2s+1

J2s+1(r)

)2

+

(
∞∑
s=0

−1s
(
ζ

r

)2s+2

J2s+2(r)

)2}
(3.32)

where Iobj is the total optical power exiting the objective.

R. H. Webb has provided an alternative equivalent expression (equation 3.33) using

integral terms that are more amenable to rapid evaluation by high-level numerical
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platforms such as Matlab.277

Ipsf (ζ, r) = I0(ζ, r)I∗0 (ζ, r) + I1(ζ, r)I∗1 (ζ, r) + I2(ζ, r)I∗2 (ζ, r) (3.33)

I0(ζ, r) =

∫ φmax

0

J0

(
r sinα

sinφmax

)
cos

1
2 α sinα (1 + cosα) e

“
iζ cosα

sin2 φmax

”
dα

I1(ζ, r) =

∫ φmax

0

J0

(
r sinα

sinφmax

)
cos

1
2 α sin2 αe

iζ cosα

sin2 φmax dα

I2(ζ, r) =

∫ φmax

0

J0

(
r sinα

sinφmax

)
cos

1
2 α sinα (1− cosα) e

iζ cosα

sin2 φmax dα .

Equation 3.33 was evaluated numerically in Matlab; a transcript of the code used is

presented in the Appendix (A.2.1, p. 227). The resulting 3-dimensional point spread

function is equivalent to equation 3.27 in the focal plane ζ = 0. The 3-dimensional

electromagnetic radiation amplitude is displayed versus the dimensionless parameters

ζ and r (equations 3.32 and 3.32, respectively) for a NA = 1.45 objective lens in the

top plot of Figure 3.8 (p. 95). The 3D irradiance intensity distribution point spread

function is shown in the middle plot of Figure 3.8.

In a confocal optical setup, a pinhole corresponding to roughly 1–5 Airy units

is located at the origin O′ of the conjugate image plane σimg. The focusing of

the collected irradiance at O′ follows the same functional process as the focus of the

incident irradiance at O. Therefore the resulting confocal point spread function is the

3D convolution of the original point spread function psf0 and the pinhole: psfconf ={
psf0 ⊗ psfph

}
. For a pinhole of exactly 1 Airy unit, the confocal point spread

function (shown for a NA = 1.45 objective lens in the bottom plot of Figure 3.8) is

the square of the normalized conventional point spread function: psfconf = [psf0]2.
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The implications of this new psf are far-reaching and provide the indispensable

foundation for all confocal microscopy. The electromagnetic field amplitude, con-

ventional point spread function and confocal point spread function calculated from

equation 3.33 are plotted versus the dimensionless parameters ζ and r (equations 3.32

and 3.32, respectively) for several numerical aperture values in Figure 3.9 (p. 96).

In addition to scaling inversely in linear dimension with NA, the 3D psf shape also

changes somewhat. The addition of a confocal pinhole results in a slight improve-

ment in the lateral spatial resolution and a significant improvement in the axial

spatial resolution. Notably, the axial (ζ) resolution has roughly double the dimen-

sions of the lateral (ρ) resolution. Additionally, the background arising from the

low-intensity but large-volume ‘tails’ of the conventional psf (the concentric rings

in Figure 3.3, p. 80) are essentially eliminated. Analogously, the squared irradiance

density-dependence of two-photon excitation processes also results in squaring of the

original point spread function, with I2P = [Ipsf ]2. Combining two-photon excitation

with confocal optics should in theory yield a point spread function equal to the cube

of the original, I(2P,conf) = [Ipsf ]3, but this has not been reported in the literature.

The confocal observation volume, defined arbitrarily by the e−2 intensity con-

tour surface of psfconf , scales according to
(

λ3

NA4

)
, clearly highlighting the value

of high-NA optics in single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. A 1.45NA objective

lens provides nearly 4.5 times the signal-to-background of a 1.0NA lens. Under

most imaging conditions the confocal point spread function can be approximated

as a 3-dimensional Gaussian distribution having prolate ellipsoidal symmetry, with

σz ≈ 2σρ, instead of the complex density distributions shown in Figure 3.8. This ap-

proximation is essential for calculating the expected diffusional correlation function

in fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, discussed in detail in Section 4.3.2 (p. 152).
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3.2.4 Polarization in Optical Microscopy

Thus far we have not considered the effects of optical polarization on the excita-

tion or emission processes in confocal fluorescence microscopy. In many experimental

contexts the polarization state is not relevant as either a parameter or measurement,

and the coherent excitation source is often circularly polarized prior to introduction

into the epifluorescence optics specifically to avoid artifacts associated with linearly

polarized excitation. Similarly, great care is often taken to avoid introducing optical

elements to the emission pathway that exhibit polarization anisotropy or birefrin-

gence, specifically in order to avoid artifacts associated with unintended polarized

emission. However, in a polarization-sensitive optical arrangement, particularly one

employing high- NA lenses, the excitation and emission polarization states are of

critical quantitative importance. Polarization sensitivity in either the excitation or

emission optics alone is sufficient to introduce significant changes to the point spread

functions associated with equations 3.3−3.33 (particularly 3.32 and 3.33) and Fig-

ures 3.3−3.9.

Using Müller-Stokes formalism,278 the polarization states of an optical wave func-

tion ψS propagating in three dimensions is represented is described by 4-element

complex-valued state vectors {Si}:

Si =


Ii

Qi

Ui

Vi

 =


|Ex,i|2 + |Ey,i|2

|Ex,i|2 − |Ey,i|2

2Real
(
Ex,iE

∗
y,i

)
2Imag .

(
Ex,iE

∗
y,i

)

 (3.34)
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Figure 3.8: Electromagnetic field amplitude (top), conventional irradiance point
spread function (middle) and confocal irradiance point spread function (bottom) for
a 1.45NA optical system. Dimensionless parameters ρ and ζ are scaled by

(
2πNA
λ

)
and

(
2πNA2

noλ

)
(equations 3.32 and 3.32, respectively.)
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]Figure 3.9: Electromagnetic field amplitudes (top row), conventional point spread
functions (middle row) and confocal point spread functions (bottom row) for optical
systems with 0.4NA (left column), 1.00NA (middle column), and 1.45NA (right
column). The x-axis of each plot is the dimensionless parameter ρ over a range of
±12π, and the y-axis of each plot is the dimensionless parameter ζ over a range of
±12π and ζ.
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where Ex,i is the electric field amplitude parallel to x̂, and Ey,i the corresponding

value parallel to ŷ for the ith state of ψS in the three-dimensional Cartesian reference

frame (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) in which polarization measurements take place.

Each change in the polarization state ψi � ψi+1, such as those induced by a

retarder plate, polarizer or otherwise birefringent optical element, is fully described

by a corresponding 4x4 transformation matrix Mi, with the (i + 1)th state vector

calculated from the product of the transformation matrix and the ith state vector:

Si+1 =Mi · Si (3.35)

Mi =


m1,1,i m1,2,i m1,3,i m1,4,i

m2,1,i m2,2,i m2,3,i m2,4,i

m3,1,i m3,2,i m3,3,i m3,4,i

m4,1,i m4,2,i m4,3,i m4,4,i

 . (3.36)

The individual matrix element values m(x,y,i) ofMi are determined by the specific

optical element inducing each discrete polarization state change. The generalized

polarization state of a light source in the excitation pathway (S∞, Figure 3.4) is

elliptical with irradiance intensity Io, eccentricity e, and azimuthal angle κ, yielding

Sex.

Sex ∈

S =

IoQU
V

 :
1

2
tan−1

(
V√

Q2 + U2

)
= tan−1

(√
1− e2

)
;
U

Q
= tan 2κ

 (3.37)

However, because the laser excitation source consists of a completely polarized

coherent plane wave, the polarization state can be represented much more simply
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by a 2-element Jones vector (and 2x2 Jones transformation matrices) in place of the

Müller-Stokes formalism. The 2-element Jones vector E i for a coherent excitation

source is simply given by:

E i =

Exeiφx
Eye

iφy

 ∈ C(2) (3.38)

with each discrete polarization state change corresponding to a 2x2 Jones matrix J :

J i =

j1,1 j1,2

j2,1 j2,2


i

; jn,m ∈ C (3.39)

E i+1 = J i · E i . (3.40)

We can further constrain the experimental conditions, however, by requiring that

the excitation source be only circularly polarized or linearly polarized parallel to

one cardinal axis (x̂ or ŷ) of the laboratory reference frame. There are now only 4

possible states for the excitation source:

Eex ∈

Eo
1

0

 , Eo

0

1

 ,
Eo√

2

 1

−i

 ,
Eo√

2

1

i

 .

These are, horizontal linear (x̂), vertical linear (ŷ), clockwise circular (σ̂+) and

counterclockwise circular (σ̂−), respectively.

To include polarization state representation in the optical wave function ψz, equa-

tion 3.2 must be modified to combine two independent orthogonal components: the

vertical electric field intensity EV (z, t), and the horizontal electric field intensity:
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EH(z, t). Without loss of generality, we can assign the ‘horizontal’ unit vector ĥ to

the laboratory reference frame x-axis (ĥ = x̂), and assign the ‘vertical’ unit vector

v̂ to the y- axis (v̂ = ŷ).‡ The representative equation for a polarized plane wave

propagating in the ẑ-direction is then:

ψ (z, t) = Eo

(
ξĥ+ υv̂

)
e−i(ωt−kz) . (3.41)

and the irradiance intensity of the corresponding orthogonal polarization components

is:

Ih =
1

2
E2
oξξ
∗ (3.42)

Iv =
1

2
E2
oυυ
∗ (3.43)

Itot =
1

2
E2
o

(
|ξ|2 + |υ|2

)
. (3.44)

If arg(ξ) = arg(υ) ± π and arg(ξ), arg(υ) 6= 0 (where arg : ζ ∈ C 7→ θ ∈ R+

represents the angle θ between complex-valued ζ and the real-number line in the

complex plane), then ψz is linearly polarized. If arg(ξ) = 0, then ψ is vertically

polarized (polarized in the the ŷ-direction). If arg(υ) = 0, then ψz is horizontally

polarized (polarized in the the x̂-direction). If ξξ∗ = υυ∗ and arg(ξ) = arg(υ) +π/2,

then ψz is circularly polarized with σ+ orientation. If ξξ∗ = υυ∗ and arg(ξ) =

arg(υ) − π/2, then ψz is circularly polarized with σ− orientation. For all other

cases of υ and ξ, ψ is elliptically polarized. Linear and circular polarization are both

special cases of elliptical polarization for which the corresponding ellipse eccentricity

‡There is a third orthogonal polarization vector in 3-dimensional optical systems: the ‘z-
polarization’, assigned to the reference frame z-axis (ẑ). This component is by definition absent
from a plane wave propagating in the ẑ-direction, but will be discussed extensively in the context
of adding together waves representing individual ray paths on page 109.
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is 1 or 0, respectively.

A single one-dimensional dipole photon source emits radiation with polarization

orientation ~ρem dependent upon the emission direction ~k relative to its transition

dipole vector ~ρd.
†

~ρem = ~k × ~ρd × ~k . (3.45)

Consider the optical arrangement illustrated in Figure 3.10, in which the radiation

source is located at the focal plane σsample of objective lens Lobj. The transition

dipole ~ρd is a 3-space vector (ρxx̂+ρyŷ+ρzẑ) with an angle φ relative to the optical

axis (z) given by:

φ = cos−1

(
ρz
‖ ~ρd‖

)
(3.46)

and an angle θ relative to the x-axis of the laboratory reference frame given by:

θ = cos−1

(√
ρ2
x + ρ2

y

‖ ~ρd‖

)
. (3.47)

Lens Lobj collects radiation from every individual ray R with direction ~k and

origin at the dipole vector ~ρd, preserving its polarization components, and projects

this onto the image plane σimg in Figure 3.10. The polarization-sensitive emission

pathway consists of a beamsplitter that separates ~ρimg into the x̂- and ŷ-polarization

components (corresponding to ĥ- and v̂, respectively), which are then measured by

separate photodetectors having a relative collection efficiency ratio γ = Cx/Cy.

†Each individual photon wave function |ψi〉 is a superposition of orthogonal quantum states:
|ψ〉i = ξ|X〉+ υ|Y 〉+ ζ|Z〉, normalized by the condition ξ2 + υ2 + ζ2 = 1.
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At the limit of low numerical aperture optics (NAL � 1), the image of ~ρd in σimg

is simply the projection of the 3-space vector (ρxx̂+ρyŷ+ρzẑ) onto the xy-plane, or

~ρimg = (ρxx̂+ ρyŷ), which consequently displays a total dipole magnitude scaled by

the factor cosφ, and has an angle θ relative to the x-axis given by θ = sin−1
(

ρy
l ~ρd‖|

)
.

The signal intensity measured by each polarization channel can be calculated from:

Idet =

Ix
Iy



=

 〈 ~ρd, x̂〉2
γ〈 ~ρd, ŷ〉2

 (3.48)

=

 (
ρx
‖ ~ρd‖

)2

γ
(

ρy
‖ ~ρd‖

)2

 (3.49)

= Io

 (sin θ + cos θ)2

γ
[(

sin
(
π
2
− θ
)

+ sin
(
π
2
− θ
))2
] (3.50)

= Io

 sin2 θ + cos2 θ + 2 sin θ cos θ

γ
[
sin2

(
π
2
− θ
)

+ cos2
(
π
2
− θ
)

+ 2 sin
(
π
2
− θ
)

cos
(
π
2
− θ
)]
 (3.51)

= Io

 1 + sin 2θ

γ (1− sin 2θ)

 (3.52)

where Io is the total signal intensity measured when ~ρd is oriented parallel to plane

σsample. The total intensity depends upon the angle φ of ~ρd relative to the optical

axis:

Itot = (Ix + Iy) ∝ cos2 φ (3.53)
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z

y

x

ρd
ρx
ρy
ρz

=
φ

σsample

Lobj

|-axis (y)

||-axis (x)

σimage

detection
optics

ρimage=
ρx
ρy

θ

Ix
Iy

||ρd||cosφsinθ
||ρd||cosφcosθ

=

1 + sin2θ
1 -  sin2θ

=IOsin2φ

Figure 3.10: Imaging a 1D linear dipole with an optical system at the limit of low
numerical aperture, NA � 1. ~ρd is a 3-space vector ~ρd = (ρxx̂ + ρyŷ + ρzẑ),
with angle φ relative to the optical axis. The polarization state measured by this
optical system is simply the projection of the 3-space vector ~ρd into the xy−plane,
~ρimg = (ρxx̂+ ρyx̂), equivalent to discarding the ρz component of ~ρd entirely.
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This low-NA approximation and equations 3.48−3.53 are useful for assessing

macroscopic polarization, such as that performed by a bulk polarization anisotropy

fluorimeter. However, in a real microscope having an appreciable NA, an additional

polarization characteristic introduced to both the excitation and emission pathways

is the effect of refraction by finite-focal length lenses, in particular the objective lens

of the microscope. Every individual ray Ri collected by the objective can be de-

scribed uniquely by their propagation direction ~ki and any point through which they

pass. Each discrete refraction event corresponds to a ray rotation in three dimen-

sions. This rotation of incident rays by the objective lens alters their polarization

state, to the extent of inducing a polarization component parallel to the optical axis

ẑ. In an infinity-corrected microscope system (Figure 3.4), the back focal plane

(BFP) of the objective lens (Figure 3.11, inset) can be considered as the sole locus in

which each rayRi from the excitation pathway undergoes a single discrete rotational

transformation. Each point on the BFP maps incident rays to a unique emergence

angle relative to the optical axis, and each incident angle on the BFP maps rays to a

unique point on the focal plane, as shown in Figure 3.11. The inverse transformation

also occurs in the emission pathway, with the objective lens BFP mapping each point

on the focal plane to a specific ray emergence angle relative to the optical axis, and

each ray angle in the sample plane to a unique point on the back focal plane.

It is therefore necessary to modify the 2-dimensional Jones formalism (equations 3.38

and 3.39) to permit 3- dimensional polarization representation at the sample plane

in addition to non-square matrix transformations J between 2-element polariza-

tion state vectors E (2) ∈ C(2) in the infinity spaces S∞/S
′
∞ and 3-element polar-

ization state vectors E (3) ∈ C(3) at the sample plane σs (as well as at the conju-

gate image plane σimg). The modified Jones 3x2 matrices are functional mappings
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Afront 

Lobj 

Aback 

σS 

σBFP 

yBFP 

optical  
(z) axis 

σBFP 

σS 

P1(x,y)BFP 
xBFP 

yS 

xS 

φ1 

θ1 

R1 

R'1 

R3 

R'3 

P3(x,y)S 

R'2 

P2(x,y)BFP 

R2 

[JObj] 
σBFP 

Figure 3.11: Spatial mapping between the objective back focal plane and sample
plane. The objective lens (inset) is infinity-corrected, resulting in parallel rays

{
Ri

}
within the infinity space corresponding to specific focal points on the image plane. A
unique ray R1 parallel to the optical axis (ẑ), intersecting the back focal plane at a
point P1(x, y)BFP , will emerge as ray R′1 intersecting the origin of the sample plane
(point (0, 0)S) at a unique azimuthal/axial angular orientation (φ1, θ1) dependent
upon the coordinates of the intersection point P1(x, y)BFP in σBFP . A second ray
R2 also parallel to ẑ but intersecting σBFP at a different point P2(x, y)BFP will
emerge as a rayR′2 that also intersects point (0, 0)S, but with a different orientation
(φ2, θ2). A third ray R3 that intersects the back focal plane at the same point as
P1(x, y)BFP , but which is not parallel to the optical axis (ẑ) will emerge as a ray
R′3 parallel to R′1 (i.e. (φ3, θ3) = (φ1, θ1)) but intersecting a point P3(x, y)S other
than the origin (0, 0)S. Each transformation performed by the objective lens on a ray
Ri intersecting point (x, y) in the back focal plane is a 3x2 modified Jones matrix
J Obj (x, y) (equation 3.56), the individual matrix elements of which are determined
using equation 3.61 (p. 111).
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J : C(2) 7→ C(3) representing the polarization transformations induced by lenses that

have non-negligible numerical aperture, but which are otherwise non-birefringent op-

tical elements.

ES∞ =

E1

E2


xy

∈ C(2) (3.54)

Eσimg =


E1

E2

E3


xyz

∈ C(3) (3.55)

J Obj =


j1,1 j1,2

j2,1 j2,2

j3,1 j3,2

 ; jn,m ∈ C (3.56)

Each individual 3D polarized ray originating at the focal point is transformed by

the objective lens into a 2D polarized ray propagating parallel to ẑ in S∞ by the

following: 
E1

E2

E3


σS

= J Obj ·

E1

E2


S∞

(3.57)

E1

E2


S∞

= [J Obj]
† ·


E1

E2

E3


σS

. (3.58)
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Equation 3.57 describes the introduction of a polarization component parallel to

ẑ caused by spatially-dependent refraction of collimated excitation beam. Equa-

tion 3.58 represents the collection of 3D-polarized emission from a dipole source at

the focal plane and transformation of ẑ- component polarization into a radial po-

larization component of the collimated emission beam. Since J Obj is a 3x2 matrix,

[J Obj]
† · E (3)

xyz, corresponding to collection of a single emitted polarized rayRi orig-

inating from the objective focal point with propagation direction ~ki, is a 2-element

vector E (2)
xy . Likewise, the product J Obj · E(2)

xy , corresponding to the inverse is a

3-element vector E (3)
xyz.

As illustrated in Figure 3.12, each individual 3x2 transformation matrix J Obj is

itself is a function of both the azimuthal angle φs and the radial angle θs of the emitted

ray R′ in the 3D spherical coordinate system with its origin at the laser focus, and

also corresponds to a unique point of intersection with the objective back focal plane

in its 2D coordinate system. Consider the focusing of a linearly polarized excitation

source by the optical arrangement illustrated in Figure 3.13. An excitation beam

with uniform polarization orientation ~ρS∞ may, for the purposes of visualization,

be separated into the components
{
~ρ1, ~ρ2, ~ρ3, ~ρ4

}
corresponding to radial angles{

θ = π/2, θ = π, θ = 3π/2, θ = 2π
}

in S∞, each of which is transformed uniquely

by the modified Jones matrices JObj (equation 3.61) dependent upon its point of

intersection with the back focal plane. The net polarization vector ~ρ at the sample

plane σS is then the superposition of each individually transformed component
∑

~ρi.

However, since all component vectors ~ρi are parallel in S∞, and the transformations

induced by all transformation matrices
{
JObj(x, y);∀(x, y) ∈ σBFP

}
are radially

symmetric, the net polarization ~ρtot at the focal point is parallel to ~ρS∞, with no

ẑ−component.
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optical  
(z) axis 

σBFP 

σS 

 (r,θ)BFP 

φS 

θS 

R 

R' 

rBFP 

θBFP 

S∞ 

Figure 3.12: 3D rotational transformations of polarized rays collected by the micro-
scope objective. Each rayR′(φs,θs) emerging from the focal point, uniquely described
by by its radial angle θs and its azimuthal angle φs in the 3D spherical coordi-
nate system centered at the focus, will intersect the back focal plane at a specific
point (r, θ)BFP in the 2D polar coordinate system aligned with the back focal plane
(θs ≡ θBFP ). This point of intersection subsequently determines the transformation
matrix that rotates R′, as well as the modified Jones matrix J Obs that governs its
resulting polarization (equation 3.61).
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ρ2 ρ3 ρ4 

ρ1 

ρ2 ρ3 ρ4 

ρ1 

ρ2 ρ3 ρ4 

ρ4 

ρ1 

ρ2 

ρ3 

ρS∞ 

σS 

x-axis 

y-axis 

ρ1 

σBFP 

Σ
(x,y)BFP 

[JObj (x,y)]ρS∞ 

JObj = 

j1,1(x,y) j1,2(x,y) 

j2,1(x,y) j2,2(x,y) 

j3,1(x,y) j3,2(x,y) 

Figure 3.13: Polarized excitation by an optical system having an appreciable numer-
ical aperture. ~ρS∞ components

{
~ρ1, ~ρ2, ~ρ3, ~ρ4

}
(2-vectors) are transformed individ-

ually by the transpose of the corresponding modified Jones matrix JObj, which is
itself a function of their point of intersection with the back focal plane. The specific
Jones matrix elements j(n,m) may be determined using equations 3.61, 3.59 and 3.60.
The net polarization vector ~ρtot at the sample plane σS is the superposition of the
individually transformed polarization vectors,

∑
~ρi. The inverse process, collection

of 3D polarized emission, is illustrated in Figure 3.14.
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In contrast, now consider the imaging of a single 3D-polarized linear dipole radia-

tion source by the optical arrangement illustrated in Figure 3.14, the same system as

used in Figure 3.13 for focusing radiation from a polarized plane wave source. A 3D-

polarized emission vector ~ρ0,σS
can be separated into a ~ρz component parallel to the

optical axis ẑ and a ~ρxy component parallel to the xy−plane. By analogy to the pro-

cess of focusing a uniformly polarized excitation beam (Figure 3.13), ~ρxy will yield a

uniformly oriented emission beam component in S∞ parallel to ~ρxy. In contrast, the

~ρz component will be transformed by the objective according to
[
JObj

]†
, with the in-

dividual modified Jones matrix elements j(n,m) determined from equation 3.61). The

net polarization in S∞ arising from ~ρz is zero, but there now exists an anisotropic ra-

dial (r̂) polarization component. Quantitative understanding of this transformation

is essential to calculating the expected signal from a 3D-polarized dipole measured

by orthogonally polarized detectors in the emission pathway (equations 3.68−3.72).

The individual elements of the modified Jones matrices may be calculated from the

understanding that an infinity-corrected microscope objective transforms the vector

representing every ray path originating from the central focal point (the origin of

the sample plane σs) to a vector parallel to the optical axis ẑ. In general, for a ray

emerging from the focus at a radial angle φ between 0 and 2π, and an azimuthal

angle θ between 0 and φmax = sin−1
(
NA
no

)
, the transformation JObj performed by

the objective lens represents 3D rotation by angle θ about the φ̂BFP−axis of the

back focal plane σBFP . Matrix representation of rotational transformation about

cardinal and arbitrary axes in three dimensions is discussed in detail in appendix A.1

(p. 221).
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ρ1 
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ρ, S∞ 
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Σ
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JObj (x,y)= 
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Figure 3.14: Collection of 3D-polarized light by an optical system having an apprecia-
ble numerical aperture, the inverse of the focusing process illustrated in Figure 3.13.
The 3D-polarized emission vector ~ρ0,σS

can be separated into a ~ρz component par-
allel to the optical axis ẑ and a ~ρxy component parallel to the xy−plane. The ~ρxy
component will yield a uniformly oriented emission beam polarization component in
S∞ that is parallel to ~ρxy. The ẑ component, undergoing transformation by the the
modified Jones matrix JObj, will yield a radial (r̂) polarization component of the
emission beam in S∞. The specific Jones matrix elements j(n,m) may be determined
using equations 3.61, 3.59 and 3.60.
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Using a 3D spherical coordinate system at the sample plane, and a 2D polar

coordinate system at the back focal plane, as shown in Figure 3.12, we can uniquely

identify each rayR′(φs,θs) emerging from the focal point by its radial angle θs and its

azimuthal angle φs. Without loss of generality, we can align the coordinate systems

so that θs = θBFP . Let the 3D polarization vector of this ray be described by

ER′ = (E1x̂+ E2ŷ + E3ẑ) in the laboratory reference frame, as per equation 3.57.

The point of intersection of R′(φs,θs) with σBFP , in the polar coordinate system of

the back focal plane, is given by:

(rBFP , θBFP ) =
( dBFP

2 tanφmax
tanφs, θs

)
(3.59)

where (dBFP is the physical BFP diameter). In a 2D Cartesian coordinate system

for the back focal plane, the point of intersection is given by:

(xBFP , yBFP ) =
( dBFP

2 tanφmax
tanφs cos θs,

dBFP
2 tanφmax

tanφs sin θs

)
(3.60)

The modified Jones transformation matrix is therefore:

JObj (φs, θs) =


cosφs cos2 θs + sin2 θs (cosφs − 1) sin θs cos θs

(cosφs − 1) sin θs cos θs cosφs sin2 θs + cos2 θs

− sinφs cos θs − sinφs sin θs

 . (3.61)

Equation 3.61 can also be reformulated in the polar coordinate system (rBFP , θBFP )

of the back focal plane using equation 3.59, or reformulated in the cartesian coordi-

nate system (xBFP , yBFP ) of the back focal plane using equation 3.60.
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The 2D polarization of the collimated beam in S∞ arising from a source with 3D

polarization resulting in polarization orientation vector ~E = (Exx̂+ Eyŷ + Ezẑ) at

all points (rBFP , φBFP ) via equation 3.59 (or, equivalently (xBFP , yBFP ) via equa-

tion 3.60) on the back focal plane may then be described by integral convolution of

the polarization vector ~ER′ of every ray R′(φs,θs) transformed by the corresponding

modified Jones matrix (equation 3.61). The convolution corresponds to a double

integral over the radial angle 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π and the azimuthal angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ φmax.

ES∞ =

Ex(r, θ)
Ey(r, θ)


S∞

= Eo

∫ φmax

φ′=0

φ′dφ′
∫ 2π

θ′=0

dθ′ [J (θ′, φ′)]
† ·

ExEy
Ez

 (3.62)

Equivalently the reverse transformation corresponding to focus of a collimated

beam in S∞ with 2D polarization ES∞ = (Exx̂+ Eyŷ) is given by the double integral

over the full angular range 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π and the radial range of the back focal plane

radius 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
2
dBFP :

EσS =


Ex

Ey

Ez

 = Eo

∫ rBFP

r′=0

r′dr′
∫ 2π

θ′=0

dθ′ [J (r′, θ′)] ·

Ex(r′, θ′)
Ey(r

′, θ′)

 (3.63)

The last element to include in this analysis is the 3D polarization ER′ of all raysR′

intersecting each point on the back focal plane, originating from a single linear dipole

source ~ρ = (ρxx̂+ ρyŷ + ρzẑ). The 3D polarization of a ray R′ with orientation

(θ, φ) and propagation direction k̂R′ = (sinφ cos θx̂+ sinφ sin θŷ + cosφẑ) is given
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by:

ER′ = k̂R′ × ~ρ× k̂R′

=



[(
cos2 φ+ sin2 φ sin2 θ

)
sin Φ cos Θ− sinφ cosφ cos θ cos Φ

− sin2 φ sin θ cos θ sin Φ sin Θ

]
[

sin2 φ sin θ cos θ sin Φ cos Θ− sinφ cosφ sin θ cos Φ

+
(
sin2 φ cos2 θ + cos2 φ

)
sin Φ sin Θ

]
[
− sinφ cosφ cos θ sin Φ cos Θ + sin2 φ cos Φ

− sinφ cosφ sin θ sin Φ cos Θ

]



(3.64)

Φ = cos−1

(
ρz
‖~ρ‖

)
(3.65)

Θ = tan−1

(
ρy
ρx

)
(3.66)

Plugging equations 3.64 into the integrand of equation 3.62 results in lengthy

expressions that must be solved by numerical methods. In general, however, one can

make several conclusions based on the cylindrical symmetry of the optical system

depicted in Figures 3.11−3.14. In particular, to focus a collimated beam the objective

lens must refract rays at opposing points of the back focal plane in opposite directions,

resulting in:

〈
[J Obj(r, θ) · Ex,y(r, θ)] , ẑ

〉
= −

〈
[J Obj(r, θ + π) · Ex,y(r, θ + π)] , ẑ

〉
(3.67)

Therefore focusing a collimated excitation source that is radially symmetric (sat-

isfying the condition
{
Ex = fX(r), Ey = fY (r)

}
) yields zero net ẑ polarization
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component at the focal point (Figure 3.13) because the radial (φ′) integral term

in 3.63 is performed over the full angular range 0 ≤ φ′ ≤ 2π.

From equation 3.67 it becomes clear that in order to create a ~ρz component to the

excitation polarization at the objective focus it is necessary to induce a radial (r̂)

polarization component to the excitation beam in S∞. Although the experiments

presented here have used only excitation sources of radially symmetric polarization,

radial polarization asymmetry has been reported recently in the literature, generally

induced in the excitation beam by addition of a spatially non-uniform retarder ele-

ment.279,280 This provides the potential to collect 3D orientation information from a

single-dipole object in the focal volume, although the method has yet to prove exper-

imentally fruitful.281,282 Additionally, radially and azimuthally polarized excitation

beam sources have been shown to induce point spread functions that are spatially

distinct from those generated by a beam of uniform polarization.283–285 Radially po-

larized excitation in particular has been proved to yield a sharper psf than uniformly

oriented polarization.286,287 However, the local electromagnetic field polarization at

subwavelengh dimensions immediately surrounding an optical focus is spatially inho-

mogenous, and rigorous determination of its spatial distribution requires numerical

methods.288

For signal collection from a single dipole source (Figure 3.14), because the ẑ com-

ponent of ~ρ0 is transformed into a radial component of the emission beam, its net

spatial average integrated across the entire beam is zero. However, if the emission

beam is subsequently separated into orthogonal components using a birefringent

beamsplitter, each of which is then measured in separate emission channels, the re-

sult is a signal detected in both channels that is proportional to ρz. Calculation of
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the expected signal partition into orthogonally polarized emission channels Ix and

Iy from a single linear dipole radiation source necessitates numerically integrating

equation 3.62 containing equation 3.64 in the integrand. Using the solution pre-

sented in a recent publication by Vanden Bout et al., the signal anticipated from a

1D transition dipole oriented parallel to the vector ~ρ = (ρx, ρy, ρz) in the laboratory

reference frame (Figure 3.14) is given by:289

Ix = Io
(
A+B sin2 Φ + C sin2 Φ cos 2Θ

)
= Io

[
A+B

(
ρ2
x + ρ2

y

ρ2
x + ρ2

y + ρ2
z

)
+ C

(
ρ2
x + ρ2

y

ρ2
x + ρ2

y + ρ2
z

)(
ρ2
x − ρ2

y

ρ2
x + ρ2

y

)]
(3.68)

Iy = Io
(
A+B sin2 Φ− C sin2 Φ cos 2Θ

)
= Io

[
A+B

(
ρ2
x + ρ2

y

ρ2
x + ρ2

y + ρ2
z

)
− C

(
ρ2
x + ρ2

y

ρ2
x + ρ2

y + ρ2
z

)(
ρ2
x − ρ2

y

ρ2
x + ρ2

y

)]
(3.69)

A =
1

6
− 1

4
cosφmax +

1

12
cos3 φmax (3.70)

B =
1

8
cosφmax − cos3 φmax (3.71)

C =
1

48

(
7− 3 cosφmax − 3 cos2 φmax − cos3 φmax

)
(3.72)

where φmax is governed by the objective numerical aperture and refractive index

according to eq 3.29.

The most important conclusion arising from equations 3.68−3.72 is that for an

optical system with nonzero numerical aperture both polarization channels will detect

signal even if the dipole radiation source is oriented parallel to the optical axis.

Additionally, the total signal measured between the two channels, Itot = Ix + Iy is

strongly dependent upon the dipole orientation angle Φ relative to the optical axis.
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Figure 3.15 shows the dependence of A,B and C (equations 3.70−3.72) upon the

objective numerical aperture. The total signal Itot = Ix + Iy also increases with the

numerical aperture, as discussed further in Section 5.3.2 (figure 5.13, p. 209).

NA 

Figure 3.15: Dependence of factors A,B and C on the numerical aperture of the
objective lens, calculated from equations 3.70−3.72.

In the limit of low numerical aperture (NA � 1) φmax ≈ 0, and we can use the

binomial theorem to make the approximations cosφmax ≈ (1 − φmax), cos2 φmax ≈

(1− 2φmax), and cos3 φmax ≈ (1− 3φmax). Plugging these approximations into equa-

tions 3.68−3.72 yields A = 0, B = α
4

and C = α
4

for the low-NA limit. Consequently

(Ix/Iy) =
(

1+sin 2θ
1−sin 2θ

)
, and Itot ∝ cos2 φ, in perfect agreement with equations 3.51−3.53

derived for the zero-NA system (Figure 3.10, p. 102).
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3.3 Construction of a Two-Channel Scanning Con-

focal Optical Microscope with Single-Photon

Sensitivity

3.3.1 Optical Componentry

A schematic illustration of the optical components of the microscope is shown in

figures 3.16 and 3.17. Briefly, excitation is selected from one of the available wave-

lengths (λex=405nm,λex=488nm,λex=532nm,λex=635nm), attenuated to the desired

power, spatially filtered, and expanded to a beam of known diameter and approx-

imately Gaussian intensity along the radial dimension (figure 3.16a). The beam

is aimed by a pair of two-axis mirrors and passes through a dichroic beamsplitter

(various, Chroma) before entering the back aperture of a 1.45NA infinity-corrected

objective lens (Olympus Plan Apo 60x 1.45NA ∞/0.17 TIRFM) and focused to a

diffraction-limited spot in the sample. The sample, prepared on a glass coverslip, is

mounted on a custom-machined aluminum stage block mounted on a Newport 406 2-

axis stage holding a piezoelectric actuator scanner (PI P-621.2CD) raster-scanned by

a 2-axis close-loop amplifier (PI E-500). The large mass of the aluminum stage block

provides a thermal buffer for the objective and sample, the temperature of which is

measured by a thermocouple placed in direct contact with the glass coverslip ≤ 2mm

offset from the optical axis. Fluorescence emission from the sample is collected by

the same objective lens, passes through the primary dichroic beamsplitter in the

opposite direction from the laser excitation source, and is focused by an imaging

lens of known focal length FI onto a confocal pinhole Pc positioned at the conjugate

image plane σI . The optical signal passing through the confocal pinhole is split into
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two channels, each of which corresponds to a photodetector with single-photon sen-

sitivity (SPCM-AQR-15, Perkin Elmer). The detector output is collected either by

PC counter boards (MCS-pci, Ortec) for numerical post-processing in Matlab, or by

hardware correlator (Flex5000, Correlator.com) for direct acquisition of auto- and

cross-correlation traces. Individual optical mounts are listed in contextual context

in the captions of figures 3.16 (p. 119) and 3.17 (p. 122).

Details of the spatial filter and beam expansion telescope are shown in Figure 3.16a.

Spatial filtering (Thorlabs KT310, P15S and C220TME-A) of the excitation beam

beam yields a radially symmetric Gaussian intensity profile free of aberration in-

troduced by the attenuating filters (Thorlabs NE01 series) or the laser source itself.

Mounting the telescope’s second lens Lt2 (Thorlabs ACN254) on an optical-axis linear

translation stage (Thorlabs CT1/CT101) permits fine-tuning of the beam collima-

tion and subsequently the z-axis position of the focus at the sample plane. The

calibrated iris aperture (Thorlabs SM1D12C) permits adjustment of the beam di-

ameter and subsequently the effective numerical aperture of the objective (Olympus

Plan Apo 60x 1.45NA ∞/0.17 TIRFM). Overfilling of the objective back aperture

with a beam diameter Dl ≥ 7.5mm yields the full numerical aperture of 1.45. Reduc-

ing the beam diameter results in a non-linear but monotonically decreasing effective

NA. The exact mapping of beam diameter at the objective back aperture to NA of

the laser focus is determined experimentally by placing a hemispherical lens at the

objective focus and manually measuring the cone angle of the emitted laser light

resulting from varying beam width.

Details of the excitation pathway optically downstream of the spatial filter and

beam expander are shown in figure 3.16b. Excitation wavelengths are selected from
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Figure 3.16: Optical microscope excitation pathway. (a): The beam from a laser
excitation source of wavelength λex is first focused by a short-f.l. lens L1 onto a
spatial filter pinhole Psf . The focused laser is collimated by a second lens L2 held by
an optical-axis linear translation mount. The expanded beam is sized by a calibrated
iris aperture I to a known diameter dL. (b): This collimated beam of diameter dL is
assigned a desired polarization state using a variable retarder R1, and then aimed by
a pair of two-axis gimbal-mount mirrors M1 and M2 before reflecting off the primary
dichroic DP and a final 2” metallic mirror M# and entering the back aperture (BA)
of the objective lens LO The objective lens is held on a single axis kinematic mount
AZ that translates it parallel to the optical axis. The sample S at the focal plane
σf sits on a two-axis translation stage AXY .
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{λex = 405, 488, 532, 635}nm using laser sources {Crystalaser 405 25mW OEM, Spec-

tra Physics BeamLok, Intelight 12M10, Thorlabs LDM635}. The collimated laser

beam is converted to either linear or circular polarization (or to any arbitrary po-

larization state) by a variable retarder element (New Focus 5540), and then aimed

using a pair of two-axis gimbal mirror mounts (New Focus 9812) onto a 1”x2” rect-

angular dichroic beamsplitter (Chroma {Z405RDC, Q497lp, Z532RDC, Z633RDC}

for {λex = 405, 488, 532, 635}nm). The excitation beam reflects off a final 2” di-

ameter metallic mirror (Thorlabs PF20-03-P01) before entering the back aperture

of the objective lens, mounted on a stacked manual linear actuator (Thorlabs PT1)

and open-loop piezoelectric linear actuator (Thorlabs AE0505D18) for adjusting the

focal plane along the z-axis.

The sample sits on the custom stage and may be raster-scanned (if desired) in the

x-y sample plane by a (PI P-621.2CD) 2D linear actuator via a closed-loop voltage

source (PI E-500) controlled by a voltage acquisition and manipulation hardware

board (National Instruments PCI-6014 ) and software programmed in LabView (Na-

tional Instruments).

The emission pathway is illustrated in Figure 3.17. Fluorescence emitted from

the sample is collected and collimated by the objective, and reflects off the common

mirror before passing through the primary dichroic beamsplitter. It is then focused

by an imaging lens (Thorlabs ACN254) with a focal length of 200–400mm onto a

confocal pinhole Pc positioned at the conjugate image plane σI by a 3-axis manual

linear translation mount (Thorlabs MT3). The magnifying power of the lens system

is governed by the nominal magnification of the objective lens and the focal length

of the imaging lens. The magnification of an infinity-corrected objective is defined
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by the manufacturer relative to an imaging lens having 200mm focal length. In

all experiments presented here a 300mm focal-length lens was used, resulting in an

effective 90x magnification. For true confocality, the pinhole diameter must be equal

to 1 Airy unit, calculated to be
(

1.22
√
λexλemFIMo

200NA

)
µm, where λex and λem are the

excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively. The exact values of λex and λem

vary for specific experiments, but in almost all cases 1 Airy unit calculated as above

corresponds to ∼ 42µm. A pinhole of nominal diameter 50µm (Thorlabs P50S) was

used unless otherwise noted. The pinhole is mounted on a three-axis manual linear

actuator (Thorlabs MT3) to facilitate alignment of the emission and excitation point

spread functions in three dimensions.

The emission collection pathway optically downstream of the confocal pinhole was

constructed so as to be customizable based on the needs of the experiment. The

general pathway architecture, shown in Figure 3.17, consisted of a common collimat-

ing lens (Thorlabs ACN254) of focal length 60mm, a beamsplitter BS
{

dichroic

(Chroma), polarizing (Newport 05FC16PB.5), or 50:50 non-polarizing (Thorlabs

BS010)
}

held on a kinematic mount (Thorlabs KM100P), a pair of filters (F1, F2) and

two free-space avalanche photodiode detectors (D1, D2), (both SPCM-AQR-15). The

filters corresponding to the two detection channels can be either spectral bandpass

filters (HQ series 1” diameter, Chroma) or linear polarizers (Thorlabs LPVISB100),

depending on the needs of the experiment. Each APD has a corresponding 60mm fo-

cal length lens (Thorlabs ACN254) to focus optical signal onto its active element, and

is positioned manually in three dimensions by linear actuators (Thorlabs PT1) to fa-

cilitate maximum collection efficiency. For every incident photon, the APD produces

a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) voltage pulse of 15ns duration and ≈2.5V ampli-

tude for each incident photon, with quantum efficiency 60–70% across the spectral
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Figure 3.17: Optical microscope emission pathway. Optical signal from the sample
S at the focal plane σf is collected by the same objective lens LO as in Figure 3.16.
Collected emission reflects off the 2” metallic mirror M#, passes through the primary
dichroic DP , and is then focused by an imaging lens L1 onto a confocal pinhole PC
held on a 3-axis translation mount AP at the conjugate image plane of σf . The
emission beam is then re-collimated by a second lens L2 and split by a beamsplitter
BS into two detection channel pathways. The reflected beam is filtered by F1 and
focused by lens L3 onto the active element of avalanche photodiode D1 held on a
3-axis translation mount AD1. The transmitted beam is filtered by F2 and focused by
lens L4 onto the active element of avalanche photodiode D2 held on 3-axis translation
mount AD2.
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range 550–800nm.

3.3.2 Computer Hardware and Software

TTL pulses from the detectors may be acquired directly as photon counts using

PC counter boards (Ortec MCS-pci), or as a time correlation profile using a hard-

ware correlator (Flex5000, Correlator.com). If collected directly as photon counts,

the TTL pulses are routed via coaxial cable to a pair of synchronized counter boards

operated by PC and controlled with LabView sofware (National Instruments) run-

ning on a Windows operating system. Each TTL pulse generated by detection of

a single photon has a roughly 1% probability of being followed by a second pulse

within . 1µs, an artifact known as ‘afterpulsing.’ Although this artifact has little

or no effect on intensity and cross-correlation measurements because it occurs via

equivalent but statistically independent stochastic processes in the two detectors, it

strongly influences autocorrelation measurements from each detector at timescales

≤ 1µ s.

The control and acquisition software written in LabView synchronizes photon

count collection from the two detector channels with movement of the sample by

specified lengths at known time intervals. The written data file consists of a list of

photon counts from both detector channels for sequential time windows, and con-

tains header information specifying user-defined parameters from the software GUI,

including number of time bins (each corresponding to a pixel), raster step-size, and

dwell time. Simple processing of this data file in Matlab produces the 2D intensity

profile from each detector channel as an image.
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Alternately, the output of both photon counters may be routed directly into the

hardware autocorrelator (Flex5000, Correlator.com). The data output from the hard-

ware correlator consists of time windows ranging from 100ns to half the duration of

the experiment, each of which has a normalized auto- or cross-correlation value with

arbitrary units and baseline value 1. Unfortunately, the correlator is incompatible

with LabView, but may be programmed for simple automated collection by script-

ing in Flex5000 software provided by the manufacturer. Of notable importance is

the fact that for autocorrelation measurements, values for time windows . 1µs are

anomalously high due to the APD afterpulsing artifact. This effect is not present

in the cross-correlation data because of the statistically independent nature of the

afterpulses by the two detectors.
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Chapter 4

Fluorescence Fluctuation Analysis

Abstract

This chapter begins with a literature review of fluorescence fluctuation spec-

troscopy, with particular emphasis on biophysical investigations. Following this is

description of a series of experiments involving collection of population-resolved data

collected from single Förster resonance energy transfer fluorphore pairs conjugated to

DNA oligomers as they undergo cleavage by restriction endonucleases. The endonu-

clease enzyme Michaelis constants KM measured for EcoRI and BglI via fluorescence

burst analysis were in agreement with prior literature. The success of these experi-

ments provide concrete confirmation of the microscope’s fluorescence emission sensi-

tivity and detection channel selectivity in the context of single-molecule experiments.

The chapter concludes with description of a generalized formalism for correlation-

based analysis of fluorescence signal collected using the two-channel microscopy sys-

tem described in Chapter 3. Particular focus has been directed toward the theoretical

auto- and cross-correlation traces anticipated from polarization-sensitive bivariate

time series of photoluminescence emission from freely-rotating transition dipoles.

The derived correlation trace equations provide essential mathematical models to
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which the experimental data presented in Chapter 5 was subsequently fit in order

to extract characteristic time constants associated with liquid-phase translation and

diffusion.

4.1 Fluorescence Fluctuation Spectroscopy

4.1.1 Stochastic Fluctuations in Microscale Systems

Fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy (FFS) represents a generalized signal-

processing approach wherein statistical analysis of one or more fluorescence intensity

time series reveals information regarding the nature of the underlying chemical or

biological processes.290 The powerful first-principles postulate that has provided the

foundation for FFS theory and its successful evolution into a variety of derivative

techniques is the understanding that the spontaneous fluctuations arising from a

stochastic process fundamentally possess information content about both its under-

lying mechanistic architecture and the free energy landscape over which its stochastic

path evolves with time. Every stochastic process can be cast in terms of a temporal

sequence of random variables. When one or more of these variables expresses realized

values in the form of a fluorescence signal that reports its state, statistical analysis

of the resulting time series fits into the paradigm of FFS.

It is important, however, to acknowledge FFS as a special case within the broader

scope of statistical time series analysis, a case for which the realized variable values

are measured in the form of a fluorescence signal. Fluorescent signal sources are an

experimentally convenient tool for system state measurement, particularly by virtue

of their noninvasive nature and ease of introduction into biological and chemical sys-
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tems, but they also represent just one possible measurement type. As the merging

scientific frontiers of single-molecule measurement and stochastic nonequilibrium sta-

tistical mechanics become further intertwined, statistical assessment of spontaneous

fluctuations will become a progressively more relevant analytic platform.

The spontaneous fluctuations arising from nonequilibrium systems are fundamen-

tally distinguishable from those corresponding to equilibrium systems regardless of

their scale.171,291–301 Two nonequilibrium processes commonly encountered in fluores-

cence fluctuation spectroscopy are triplet-state ‘blinking’ of fluorescent dyes,302,303and

quantum yield fluctuations of semiconductor nanocrystals,304–308 both of which are

photosensitive processes strongly dependent upon irradiance intensity. Concentra-

tion fluctuations displayed by components of a nonequilibrium chemical system are

also distinctly different from those of a similar system operating under equilibrium

conditions.292,309–314 The smallness of scale and discreteness of components in many

biological contexts magnifies the importance of these fluctuations. Stochastic fluc-

tuation within intracellular processes is an unavoidable phenomenon and in many

instances is neither subtle nor superfluous. Gene expression, for example, is a fun-

damentally noisy nonequilibrium process, and evolution has tended to promote or-

ganisms that benefit rather than suffer from these fluctuations.315–334 In some cases

the stochastic nature of biochemical networks can give rise to collective system-wide

behavior, such as coordinated oscillations or bistability, even if the corresponding

deterministic system would not exhibit that behavior.335–338

Single molecule interrogation represents the experimental limit of the combination

of low concentration and miniscule dimensions, and the probabilistic nature of the be-

havior expressed by individual molecules can reveal a wealth of information otherwise
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lost through averaging in a larger population. Single-molecule forced extension and

relaxation experiments, carried out using both optical and mechanical force reporters

on a variety of nucleic-acid and protein substrates have demonstrated free-energy dis-

sipation processes that are absent from larger ensemble systems.160,161,163–166,339–344

However, even at spatial and temporal scales relevant to complete cellular systems

(microns and miliseconds), transient violations of the second law of thermodynam-

ics such as net entropy consumption are commonplace.291,345,346 These phenomena

are reconciled with classical statistical mechanics, however, by the fact that the er-

godic nature of the underlying system yields time- and path-averaged behavior that

converges to agreement with the second law.298,347 This is further corroborated by

the experimental reconstruction of complete local equilibrium free energy landscapes

solely from repeated nonequilibrium measurements.172,293,348–350 Analogous exper-

iments have recently been described using fluorescence state reporters in place of

mechanical or optical trap force measurements, such as iterative chemically-induced

unfolding and refolding of RNA containing a structurally sensitive FRET pair.271

Similar theoretical frameworks have also been applied successfully to time series

trajectories of single enzymes351–354 and other multi-state macromolecular chemical

cycles.355,356

4.1.2 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy

Two of the most ubiquitous varieties of FFS are fluorescence correlation spec-

troscopy (FCS) and fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS), both of

which represent highly practical special cases in which the fluctuating time series

signals are analyzed by numerical correlation methods.303,357–362 Although fluores-

cence correlation spectroscopy was originally introduced over three decades ago as
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a means of investigating spontaneous diffusion behavior of macromolecules, prior to

the widespread proliferation of high-numerical-aperture confocal microscopy tools

these methods were limited to relatively large observation volumes and relied upon

very long integration periods to extract statistical averages from the correspondingly

spontaneous concentration fluctuations.363–368 The first FCS studies using modern

confocal optics and interrogating one molecule at a time (on average) were not re-

ported until 1994.369

All FCS methods utilize calculation of the auto- or cross-correlation from fluores-

cence time series as the numerical tool with which to assess statistical dependence

of a stochastic process upon either its own history or the history of a related pro-

cess. These processes may vary across broad timescales, from picoseconds for the

antibunching of fluorescence emission from single photon sources,370–375 to tens of

seconds for the slow translational, orientational or structural diffusion of macro-

molecules in vitreous environments.233,234,244,376–380 At the shortest timescales, FCS

experiments are limited by quantization of photon emission, or by uncorrelated hard-

ware noise overwhelming a small correlated signal. At long timescales FCS experi-

ments are limited by either photobleaching of immobilized species or by the diffusion

of free molecules away from the observation volume. Recent advances in dynamic

single-particle tracking by adaptable feedback-controlled confocal optical setups have

extended the timescale over which measurements of a freely-diffusing species can be

made, but these methods have not yet found widespread use.274

When applied in a confocal microscopy context, the slowest process observable

by FCS is generally statistical variation of the number of fluorophores diffusing into

and out of a confocal observation volume, which occurs at a characteristic timescale
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governed by the volume dimensions and the fluorophore diffusion constant. Below

this timescale the number of fluorophores, and therefore also the measured optical

signal tends to have a greater degree statistical predictability based on its recent

history. For observation windows longer than the diffusional timescale, diffusion of

fluorophores away from the observation volume and their subsequent intermingling

with the indistinguishable bulk population yields statistically independent fluctua-

tions and therefore a significant and quantifiable reduction in the signal autocor-

relation. FCS has thereby proven useful for measuring translational diffusion co-

efficients.191,381 Consequently it is also effective in detecting processes that induce

significant changes in a fluorescent species’ hydrodynamic radius, such as those in-

duced ligand-receptor binding and dissociation. It is also used to observe transla-

tional diffusion of membrane-bound species382–386 or reversible interactions with 2-D

membrane structures.387 Additionally, the noninvasive nature of FCS has made this

experimental methodology particularly applicable to intracellular measurements in

vivo and in situ.388–394

As fluorophores spontaneously diffuse throughout the confocal probe volume un-

der the influence of stochastic Brownian motion, the measured fluorescence signal

will fluctuate based on the number of emissive fluorophores present, as illustrated in

Figure 4.1. These fluctuations rise in prominence in inverse proportion to the fluo-

rphore concentration. When the fluorphore concentration is very low (. 1nM), the

probe volume will frequently contain no fluorophore, and during those time windows

the fluorescence signal will be at the background level. Individual isolated spikes

of fluorescence correspond to the transit of single fluorophores through the probe
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volume.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the time-varying fluorescence signal arising from single
fluorophores transiting a confocal probe volume. At sufficiently low sample concen-
trations the fluorescence time series (red) will display discrete bursts corresponding
to the transit of single fluorophores through the probe volume.

If emission from two distinguishable fluorescence species is collected as separate

time series, cross-correlation of the signals will convey whether or not the corre-

sponding processes are statistically correlated. For example, if the signals from

two spectrally distinct fluorophores are collected in separate channels of a confocal

microscope, cross-correlation reveals whether the two species tend to traverse the

observation volume jointly or singly. The time-dependence of the cross-correlation

signal has frequently been used to observe enzymatic cleavage of nucleotides388,395

and proteins.390,396

Within the characteristic time window during which a freely diffusing fluorophore

tends to reside predictably within the confocal observation volume, additional stochas-

tic processes that cause changes in the fluorescence emission will also be observable
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within the correlation trace. These changes may arise from rapid molecular associa-

tions,397–407 unimolecular transitions between fluorescent and non-fluorescent states

of a molecule,191,302,408 spontaneous structural fluctuations,409–411 or a combination

of processes. The characteristic time at which a sub-diffusional correlation motif

appears in the resulting data will reveal the kinetic information of the underlying

processes, and the relative magnitude of the motif is indicative of the participat-

ing fractional population as well as its impact on the measured fluorescence signal.

FCS applied to fluorophore-quencher systems will frequently reveal the presence and

nature of structural fluctuations.323,412–416

Recent years have seen significant expansion in the scope of fluorescence fluctu-

ation analysis, and its general success as an analytic tool has also given rise to

an array of derivative methods. When combined with near-field optical excita-

tion,220,417,418 evanescent-wave microscopy,419 or molecular confinement within sub-

wavelength physical structures,420,421 FCS can investigate systems at significantly

smaller dimensions and correspondingly higher sample concentrations than those

accessible by conventional confocal microscopy.

Photon-counting histogram and fluorescence cumulant analysis (FCA) distinguish

molecular species based upon their inherent brightness.273,411,422–424 Fluorescence pa-

rameter distribution in heterogeneous systems may also be assessed using MEMFCS,

in which the standard FCS model is subject to a maximum-entropy fitting routine.

Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) yields data sets and correlation

measurements that can span the full timescale range from picoseconds to thousands

of seconds. This permits the subsequent extraction of all time-correlated behavior

(including traditional FCS) across enormous timescales within a single experiment.
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The technological tools necessary for TCSPC are, however, relatively recent and have

not yet seen widespread use.377,425–430

Lastly, image correlation spectroscopy (ICS), also frequently termed ‘scanning

FCS’ is another FFS-derivative method in which spatial signal fluctuations, in addi-

tion to temporal ones are subject to correlation analysis.431–436 The similar recently

developed technique of multi-focus FCS permits accurate extraction of diffusion pa-

rameters without the necessity of prior calibration of confocal point spread function

dimensions.357,437–442

4.1.3 Fluorescence Burst Analysis and Förster Resonance

Energy Transfer

The field of single-molecule fluorescence microscopy of chemical species includes

numerous experimental methods closely related to fluorescence fluctuation spec-

troscopy. Coincidence analysis using two or more collection channels similarly dis-

criminates rare events arising from sparse molecular species in the presence of sig-

nificant fluorescent background.443,444 Fluorescence burst analysis similarly relies

upon collection of the statistical distribution of the emission partition ratio into a

pair of collection channels to reveal structural sub-populations of labeled macro-

molecules.252,273,445–457

Fluorescence coincidence analysis, fluorescence burst analysis, and numerous im-

mobilized single-molecule experiments rely upon the phenomenon of FRET, an acronym

frequently expanded as ‘fluorescence resonance energy transfer’, but herein always

substituting for ‘Förster resonance energy transfer’ in reference to its original the-

orist. FRET is a nonradiative energy transition occurring between two fluorescent
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transition dipoles separated by a small distance (typically less than 100Å), the trans-

fer rate of which is a function of separation, dipole alignment, and the spectral reso-

nance between the fluorescence emission dipole of the shorter-wavelength species and

the excitation dipole of a longer-wavelength species. The short- and long-wavelength

fluorophores constituting a FRET pair are termed the ‘donor’ and ‘acceptor’, respec-

tively. The FRET mechanism is nonradiative and probabilistic in nature, and has a

relatively straightforward derivation in quantum mechanics. A simplistic analogy is

the ringing of an otherwise unexcited tuning fork held near a second mechanically-

excited tuning fork with a fundamental frequency very close to that of the first.

Förster’s rigorous derivation of the FRET mechanism reveals a very sensitive (r−6)

dependence of energy transfer probability upon the donor-acceptor transition dipole

separation.458–462

FRET has evolved into an extremely popular tool among biologists and biophysi-

cists due to this very high spatial sensitivity as well as to the fact that the range of

measurable energy-transfer dependence (roughly 2–10nm) corresponds closely with

the dimensions of structural changes in enzymes, signaling proteins, allosteric regu-

lators, catalytic nucleic acids, and other biological macromolecules. With judicious

selection of the donor and acceptor fluorophores, single-pair FRET detection is fea-

sible using common optical microscopy hardware, and has been reviewed extensively

in the context of structural changes among enzymes, signaling proteins, nucleic acids

and other biomacromolecules.195,463–470 FRET microscopy approaches have also com-

monly been combined with the statistical tools of correlation analysis to reveal kinetic

processes associated with rapid structural fluctuations or association-dissociation re-

actions.251,371,403,409,428,454,456,471–477 The addition of polarization sensitivity to the

excitation and emission pathways in a FRET system reveals further dynamic struc-
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tural information information.446,478,479 The use of multiple interleaved excitation

pathways has demonstrated the potential to significantly extend FRET sensitiv-

ity,265,313,480 with resolution to the degree of < 1% energy transfer efficiency being

achieved for single molecule substrates by using a photo-activated donor dye,481 or

photo-switched acceptor.482

Among the drawbacks of biological FRET experiments, as well as those of any flu-

orescence investigations involving labeling with fluorescent dyes or other reporters, is

the potential to interfere with the sensitive structural machinery of biological macro-

molecules.483,484 FRET-labeled DNA conjugates display significant deviations from

ideal behavior, dependent on the specific dyes and labeling locations.458,460 In ad-

dition to the influence of fluorescent labels upon the native substrate behavior, the

substrate itself can also alter the photophysical properties of the label, effects that are

more prominent at the level of single-molecule observation than in bulk fluorescence

experiments.415,458–460,485,486 The popular Cy3 fluorescent tag, for example, exhibits

fluorescence quenching via photoelectron transfer when in close proximity to guano-

sine nucleotides.487 Corroborating conclusions have also been obtained from bulk

anisotropy measurements of DNA aptamers,485 and by using polypyroline helices in

place of nucleic acids as the structural backbone.488
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4.2 Confocal Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy

of Fluorescence Dyes and Dye-Labeled Biomacro-

molecules

In order to test the sensitivity and accuracy of the multichannel confocal fluo-

rescence microscopy setup described in Section 3.3, we have carried out a series of

FCS, FCCS and fluorescence burst analysis experiments using restriction enzymes

and DNA oligomers labeled with single fluorescent dyes and single FRET pairs. Cor-

relation measurements confirm both the diffusive behavior of the labeled DNA and

the nonequilibrium photophysics of the uorescent labels. Inclusion of a restriction

endonuclease recognition sequence in the DNA oligomer located between the conju-

gated donor and acceptor dyes also permits observation of the changing distribution

of energy transfer ratios as a means of following enzymatic cleavage of the DNA

oligomer.

The autocorrelation trace collected from a single emission channel will convey the

parameters governing the diffusion of fluorescent species with emission correspond-

ing to that channel’s spectral range, as well as any processes that alter fluorescence

intensity of individual molecules while they diffusively transit the confocal probe vol-

ume.302,303 Figure 4.2 illustrates the expected influence of photoinduced triplet-state

fluorescence intermittency (‘blinking’) upon the measured autocorrelation trace.

4.2.1 Materials and Experimental Methods

The microscopy setup illustrated in Figures 3.16 (p. 119) and 3.17 (p. 122) was

used with a longpass dichroic (Chroma Q497lp) for the primary dichroic mirror, a
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τdiff τtrp 

Figure 4.2: Theoretical autocorrelation trace corresponding to a single freely diffus-
ing dye species displaying fluorescence intermittency caused by excitation-induced
‘blinking’. If the timescales of diffusion and blinking are separated by two or more
orders of magnitude, the components of the correlation trace corresponding to the
two processes are easily distinguished both qualitatively and quantitatively as shown.
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longpass dichroic (565dcxr, Chroma) for the emission beamsplitter, and bandpass

filters for additional spectral filtering in the detection channels (HQ530/30bp for

channel 1, HQ630/50 for channel 2). A pinhole size of 50µm was used unless other-

wise noted.

Labeled DNA sequences were prepared in-house using an automated DNA synthe-

sizer (Applied Biosystems). DNA 40-mers were labeled on complementary strands

with AlexaFluor 488 succinimide and Texas Red succinimide (both from Molecular

Probes/Invitrogen), with the dyes flanking a recognition sequence for the restriction

endonucleases BglI (fig. 4.3) or EcoRI (not shown). The dyes were reacted with

amine-modied dT bases (10-1039-90, Glen Research) incorporated into the DNA 40-

mers at the appropriate sites. EcoRI and BglI were purchased from Roche Applied

Science. The remaining reagents used in buffer preparation were purchased from

Sigma.

DNA and uorescent dye samples were prepared in buffer containing 50mM Tris,

pH 7.5, 100mM NaCl, 10mM MgCl2 and 0.5mM propyl gallate (to minimize photo-

bleaching). 25mm square #1 borosilicate glass coverslips (Corning) were prepared by

sonicating for 30 minutes in 70% H2SO4/30%H2O2. After rinsing each cleaned cover-

slip with copious amounts of distilled deionized water and blowing dry with N2 , a slab

of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, RTV-615, GE) of dimensions roughly 15x15x4mm

with a 5mm diameter hole punched through the short axis was bonded to the cov-

erslip overnight at 80◦C. Following bonding, the PDMS wells were cleaned again by

filling each well with a solution of 10% HCl/10% H2O2 /80% H2O and incubating for

20 minutes at room temperature, followed by rinsing with distilled/deionized water

and drying with N2.
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Figure 4.3: Doubly-labeled dsDNA 40bp sequence used for the experiments described
in this section, showing donor and acceptor locations relative to the BglI restriction
enzyme recognition site. Double stranded DNA identical in sequence to that shown
above but lacking the TexasRed label was also used.

Autocorrelation traces collected from labeled DNA samples were fit to equation 4.1

expressing both translational diffusion and triplet-state blinking:302

G(a,tot)(τ) = 1 +

[
1− F + Fe

−
“

τ
τtrp

”]
1

〈N〉

[
1 +

(
τ

τd

)]−1 [
1 +

(
τ

a2τd

)]− 1
2

(4.1)

where τtrp is the characteristic triplet-state correlation time, τd is the characteristic

diffusion time, 〈N〉 is the average molecular occupancy of the probe volume, F is the

dark triplet-state fraction, and a is the aspect ratio of the confocal probe volume.

An extended discussion regarding the rigorous derivation of equation 4.1 is pre-

sented in Section 4.3.2 (p. 154)
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For doubly-labeled DNA samples, burst intensities from both emission channels

were collected and processed using equation 4.2 for bursts above a specified intensity

threshold to yield histograms of the Förster energy transfer efficiencies:

E =
(A− bA)

γ ∗ (D − bD) + (A− bA)
(4.2)

where A is the acceptor channel (channel 2) photon count for that burst, D is the

donor channel (channel 1) count, bA and bD are the acceptor and donor background

signals, respectively, and γ is a term accounting for the difference in photon collection

efficiencies between the donor and acceptor channels (determined empirically to be

≈ .65). Fluorescence burst data sets were also obtained from samples of doubly-

labeled DNA to which active restriction enzyme (BlgI or EcoRI) was added. The

time course of enzymatic cleavage was then followed by observing the continuous

population shift within a histogram of FRET efficiencies.303

4.2.2 Results and Discussion

Calibration of the confocal probe volume was carried out using aqueous fluorescein

as a diffusion standard, for which the literature value of the translational diffusion

constant D is 5.4·10−6cm2 s−1 at 25◦C. The results yielded a minor axis diameter

2ω =437±17nm and aspect ratio a =1.86±.31, in close agreement with the values

expected from the analysis of Figure 3.8.

Figure 4.4 presents the influence of excitation intensity upon the collected cor-

relation traces for AlexaFluor 488-labeled DNA, clearly illustrating the effects of

triplet-state blinking in agreement with Figure 4.2. The dark-triplet-state fraction
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F is smaller at lower excitation intensity, but is present to a measurable degree even

in correlation data collected at the minimum excitation power necessary to obtain

adequate fluorescence signal (≈ 1µW ).

Figure 4.4: Raw data and equation 4.1 ts to autocorrelation traces collected from
AlexaFluor 488 at excitation powers 50µW and 500µW , each trace fit to equa-
tion 4.1. Only the triplet fraction (F ) differs signicantly between ts, while the diffu-
sion correlation time (τd) and other parameters remain unchanged. Experimental
Conditions: 500pM AF488-DNA; λex = 488nm; Polex : σ+; Fem1 =HQ530/30;
Fem2 =HQ630/50; texp = 100s

Figure 4.5 presents the FRET efficiency population histogram measured by burst

analysis for doubly-labled DNA in the absence of restriction enzyme. The center of

the primary population peak occurs at E = .51, in agreement with that expected

(E = .54) from the donor-acceptor separation of 14 base pairs (Figure 4.3). The

small peak at E ≈ 0 arises from DNA lacking an active acceptor fluorphore, due

either to labeling inefficiency or photobleaching.448

For doubly-labeled DNA samples to which active restriction enzyme (EcoRI or

BglI) was introduced, the time-dependence of the FRET efficiency population his-
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of measured FRET energy transfer efficiencies (deter-
mined from equation 4.2) for doubly-labeled DNA 40-mer. Experimental Con-
ditions: 200pM AF488-DNA-TR; λex = 488nm; Polex : σ+; Pex = 400µW ;
Fem1 =HQ530/30; Fem2 =HQ630/50; texp = 1200s

togram was determined by defining time windows between 1 and 30 seconds, and

measuring the ratio of bursts arising from active FRET pairs (unrestricted DNA,

.15 ≤ E ≤ .85) to the total number of detected fluorescence bursts. A representative

data set processed using two different time windows is shown in Figure 4.6 for BglI.

For restriction enzyme assays, the concentration of DNA encountered by the en-

zyme could be varied across a broad concentration range while still maintaining the

fluorescence signal source at the optimal FRET-pair concentration for burst analysis

(200pM) by adding the appropriate amount of unlabeled DNA. Because the enzyme

cleaves both labeled and unlabeled DNA substrates homogeneously, the measured

fraction of doubly-labeled DNA is representative of the total fraction of unrestricted

DNA present in the sample.
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Figure 4.6: Restriction time course of 20nM DNA containing 200pM doubly-labeled
DNA cut by 1U BglI. For each data point the fraction of unrestricted DNA was
calculated by counting bursts from time windowsof either 10 seconds (red trian-
gles) or 2 seconds (blue circles) in duration. Experimental Conditions: 200pM
AF488-DNA-TR + 20nM unlabeled DNA; λex = 488nm; Polex : σ+; Pex = 400µW ;
Fem1 =HQ530/30; Fem2 =HQ630/50; texp = 1500s

Figure 4.7 presents data for the cleavage of varying DNA oligomer concentra-

tions by restriction enzyme EcoRI monitored by FRET burst analysis. Figure 4.8

is the corresponding Michaelis-Menten plot, which yields KM = 13.9 ± 2.8nM and

Vmax = .934 ± .072nM min−1. The measured value for KM is in agreement with

reported literature values, although the measured Vmax is low by roughly one order

of magnitude. However, the Vmax is likely to vary between enzyme samples due to

differential degradation, while the KM should remain constant. Additionally, despite

passivation of the reaction vessel by PEG-silane, nonspecific adsorption of restriction

enzyme to the vessel walls may occur, reducing the effective enzyme concentration

by a linear factor and subsequently impacting measurement of Vmax but not KM .

Figure 4.9 presents reaction rate data (top row and bottom left) and corresponding

Michaelis-Menten plot (bottom right) for the cleavage of varying DNA concentrations

by 1U restriction enzyme BglI (622nM enzyme) in 300µl total volume. For each
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5nM unlabeled DNA

10nM unlabeled DNA

20nM unlabeled DNA 40nM unlabeled DNA

80nM unlabeled DNA

Figure 4.7: Restriction time course for 5.2nM EcoRI restriction enzyme, 200pM
AF488-DNA-TR (containing an EcoRI recognition sequence) and varying concen-
trations of total DNA in 300µl total volume. For each data point the fraction of
unrestricted DNA was calculated by counting bursts from time windows of 2–5s
width. The black line in each plot represents a linear fit to the unrestricted DNA
concentration to yield the initial reaction rate. Experimental Conditions: 200pM
AF488-DNA-TR +

{
5, 10, 20, 40, 80

}
nM unlabeled DNA; λex = 488nm; Polex : σ+;

Pex = 400µW ; Fem1 =HQ530/30; Fem2 =HQ630/50; texp = 1000− 4000s
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Figure 4.8: Michaelis-Menten plot for restriction enzyme EcoRI generated from the
reaction data shown in Figure 4.7. The constants obtained from a Michaelis-Menten
mechanism fit to the data (solid red line) are KM = 13.9 ± 2.8nM and Vmax =
.934± .072nM min−1.

reaction the fraction of unrestricted DNA was calculated for 50–500s time windows

from the ratio of bursts arising from active FRET pairs (unrestricted DNA, .15 ≤

E ≤ .85) to the total number of detected fluorescence bursts. The black dotted

line in each plot represents a linear fit to determine the initial reaction rate. In

contrast to EcoRI, the Michaelis-Menten constant for BglI was not measurable by

this method because burst analysis cannot be performed using . 25pM fluorescent

sample concentration. Similar difficulties have been reported for bulk assays of BglI.

Nearly identical results were obtained when the experiments described in this sec-

tion were repeated using Cy3 and Cy5 dyes (Amersham) as the FRET donor and

acceptor, respectively, and 532nm excitation. This corroborating fluorescence corre-

lation and burst data provides confirmation of the sensitivity and spectral selectivity
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Figure 4.9: Restriction time courses (top row and bottom left) and correspond-
ing Michaelis-Menten plot (bottom right) for .622nM BglI restriction enzyme and
varying concentrations of doubly labeled DNA (containing a BglI recognition se-
quence) in 300µl total volume. For each data point the fraction of unrestricted DNA
was calculated by counting bursts from time windows of 50–500s width. The black
line in each plot represents a linear fit to the unrestricted DNA concentration to
yield the initial reaction rate. Experimental Conditions: 200pM AF488-DNA-
TR +

{
25, 50, 100

}
pM unlabeled DNA; λex = 488nm; Polex : σ+; Pex = 400µW ;

Fem1 =HQ530/30; Fem2 =HQ630/50; texp = 1000–4000s
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of the microscope constructed as described in Section 3.3.

4.3 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy Using

Polarization-Sensitive Signal Collection Chan-

nels

4.3.1 Auto and Cross-Correlation Signal Processing

All fluorescence correlation spectroscopy experiments rely upon the numerical sig-

nal processing methods described in this section to generate correlation traces from

the collected time series. Correlation analysis, as a result of its general formulation

from conditional expectation values, necessarily depends upon both the observational

metrics of the processes under investigation in addition to the statistical state dis-

tributions associated with those processes. This characteristic is one reason why

correlation-based analyses inherently yield parametric models, in contrast to the non-

parametric nature of models built upon information theory, a statistical approach

that considers only the distribution of state and not the values of those states.489–491

Performing statistical analysis directly from quantified measures, however, also makes

correlation-based approaches much more efficient in many experimental contexts.

The most generalized approach to assessing correlation, either within a single

process or between two separate ones, is to seek a quantitative metric representing

the probability of measuring one specified state value having previously measured

another specified state value. Stated rigorously, given two processes X and Y that

consist of transitions between associated q− and p−dimensional vector states ξ and
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ψ whose domains are the state spaces Ξ and Ψ, respectively:

ξ =


ξ1

ξ2...
ξq

 ∈ Ξ (4.3)

ψ =


ψ1

ψ2...
ψp

 ∈ Ψ (4.4)

we first require that that there exists a continuous-form mapping from each vector

state to a measurable scalar value:

X : ξ 7→ X (ξ) ∈ R,∀ξ ∈ Ξ (4.5)

Y : ψ 7→ Y (ψ) ∈ R,∀ψ ∈ Ψ . (4.6)

These measures X (ξ) and Y (ψ) could, for example, represent the photon counts

detected by photodiodes of an optical microscopy system when process X is in state

ξ and process Y is in state ψ, respectively. Additionally, we require the existence

of a probability measure P for individual states of each process as a function of an
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additional parameter t:

P (ξ, t) = Pr
{
ω : ξ(t) = ω

}
,∀ω =


ω1

ω2...
ωq

 ∈ {Ξ} (4.7)

P (ψ, t) = Pr
{
ν : ψ(t) = ν

}
,∀ν =


ν1

ν2...
νp

 ∈ {Ψ} (4.8)

When seeking time-dependent correlated behavior the parameter t will clearly

represent time. However, in many cases correlation is sought for other parameters

such as linear position (x) or distance between points ‖r‖, and so for generality t

will remain unspecified.

The parameter t must also express a measure τ representing the difference between

two possible parameter values: τ = tτ − t0. The cross-correlation CXY(τ) between

processes X and Y under metrics X and Y can then be obtained by calculating the

X−weighted expectation value for Y (ψ) at t′ = t + τ conditional upon the prior

measurement of a specific value X (ξ) at t′ = t, integrated over all possible process

X states ξ, all possible process Y states ψ, and all possible initial parameter values

t in the range [tmin, tmax]:

CXY(τ) =

∫ tmax

tmin

dt′
∫
dξ

∫
dψX (ξ)Y (ψ)P

(
ψ, t′ + τ | ξ, t′

)
(4.9)

where the integrals corresponding to dξ and dψ are carried out over their complete

state spaces.
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In the context of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, measurements of the pro-

cesses of interest will always take the form of collected fluorescence signals. Assuming

that X (ξ) and Y (ψ) represent the photon counts, the collected data will take the

form of finite discrete-time series because these measurements will correspond to sums

or averages over specific time windows δt defined for the experiment. An individual

discrete-time series of n fluorescence intensity values A measured by a single optical

detection channel A at regular time intervals
{
t0, t0 + δt, t0 + 2δt, · · · , tend− δt, tend

}
(satisfying the condition tend − t0 = (n − 1)δt)can be considered as an n-element

vector IA:

IA =



A(t0)

A(t0 + δt)

A(t+ 2δt)
...

A(tend)


=



A1

A2

A3
...

An


. (4.10)

The difference vector I∆A is simply the reformulation of the original time series

vector (which contains only positive elements) in terms of the difference between

each element Ai and the mean value 〈A〉, resulting in a vector that contains both

positive and negative values:

I∆A =



A1 − 〈A〉
A2 − 〈A〉
A3 − 〈A〉

...

An − 〈A〉


. (4.11)

The first step in calculating the autocorrelation of IA corresponding to a char-

acteristic positive time delay τ (which must be an integer multiple of δt, i.e., τ =
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mδt,m ∈ N), is to create a τ -shifted difference vector I∆A(τ) of length n−m:

I∆A(τ) =



A(1+m) − 〈A〉
A(2+m − 〈A〉
A(3+m) − 〈A〉

...

An − 〈A〉


. (4.12)

The normalized autocorrelation G(a)(τ)‡ is then simply the vector dot product of

I∆A(τ) and the first (n − m) elements of I∆A, scaled by
(

1
n−m

)
, divided by the

squared norm of I∆A scaled by
(

1
n

)
:

G(a)(τ) =

(
1

n−m

)
I∆A(τ) · I∆A

(n−m)(
1
n

)
‖I∆A‖2

(4.13)

=

(
n

n−m

)∑n−m
i=0

[(
Ai − 〈A〉

) (
A(i+m) 〈A〉

)]∑n
i=1 (Ai − 〈A〉)2 . (4.14)

If the signal source is a continuous rather than discrete time series (A(t) rather

than [A0, A1, · · · , AN ]), the summation formulation of equation 4.14 can be restated

using an integral:

G(a)(τ) =

∫ tend
t′=t0

(A(t′)− 〈A(t)〉) (A(t′ + τ)− 〈A(t)〉)∫ tend
t′=t0

(A(t′)− 〈A(t)〉)2
. (4.15)

‡Equation 4.14, when not normalized by the denominator
〈
‖I∆A‖2

〉
, is sometimes also referred

to as the ‘second-order autocorrelation’ and written as G(2)(τ). This is a throwback to its origins
in spectral analysis of irradiance intensity, which as discussed in Section 3.2 is the square absolute
magnitude of the electromagnetic field strength E . Under that formalism the first-order (non-
normalized) autocorrelation would be the numerator of equation 4.14 applied to an electromagnetic
field measure Ei rather than a radiation intensity measure Ai = 1

2EiE
∗
i as we have used it.
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Given a second discrete-time series of values Bi measured by a single optical

detection channel B corresponding to the same time points as for A, the cross-

correlation is very similar to equation 4.14, rewritten with the τ shifted difference

vector I∆B(τ) in place of I∆A(τ), and normalized using a dot product of the two

non-shifted difference vectors in place of the squared norm of I∆A:

G(x)(τ) =

(
1

n−m

)
I∆B(τ) · I∆A

(n−m)(
1
n

)
I∆B · I∆A

(4.16)

=

(
n

n−m

)∑n−m
i=0

[(
Bi − 〈B〉

) (
A(i+m) − 〈A〉

)]∑n
i=1 (Bi − 〈B〉) (Ai − 〈A〉)

(4.17)

Restated using an integral form analogous to equation 4.15, the cross-correlation

G(x)(τ) is:

G(x)(τ) =

∫ tend
t′=t0

(B(t′)− 〈B(t)〉) (A(t′ + τ)− 〈A(t)〉)[∫ tend
t′=t0

(A(t′)− 〈A(t)〉)
][∫ tend

t′=t0
(B(t′)− 〈B(t)〉)

] . (4.18)

4.3.2 Diffusion-Only Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy

In a simple one-channel FCS experiment using a confocal microscopy system, the

source of each time series value is the fluorescence emission from fluorophores present

in the volume defined by the confocal point spread function. If the photodetector

in the emission pathway reports individual photons, then each value Ai will be the

number of photons measured during the ith discrete time bin of width δt. Single-

photon sensitivity, however, is not necessary. Any detector that produces a signal

representing a linear mapping of fluorescence signal over an intensity range relevant

to the experiment will suffice.
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As fluorophores spontaneously diffuse throughout the confocal probe volume under

the influence of stochastic Brownian motion they will tend to spend a characteristic

average time 〈tdiff〉 in its immediate vicinity before mixing irreversibly with the

indistinguishable bulk population, as illustrated in the simple schematic of Figure 4.1

from the previous chapter (p. 131). This average time 〈tdiff〉 is determined by a

combination of the confocal probe volume dimensions and the diffusion coefficient of

the fluorescent species. Within the time window 〈tdiff〉, detection of a fluorphore in

an initial time bin ti, manifested by measurement of a characteristic signal intensity

in the emission pathway, increases the statistical likelihood of detecting a fluorphore

in a subsequent time bin tj given the condition (tj − ti) . 〈tdiff〉. This is because

insufficient time has transpired to allow a high probability that the initially detected

fluorphore has diffused away from the probe volume vicinity and rejoin the bulk

population. Similarly, if a fluorphore is not detected in a specified initial time bin,

the statistical likelihood of detecting a fluorphore in a subsequent time bin less than

〈tdiff〉 time later is diminished.

Intuitively, this tendency for high signal measurements to be followed by further

high signal measurements (and low signal measurements followed by further low

signal measurements) for time delays shorter than the characteristic diffusion time

results in a positive G(a)(τ) value calculated by equation 4.14 for τ . 〈tdiff〉. At

longer delays τ � 〈tdiff〉, the probability of detecting a similar signal intensity is

statistically independent, because the stochastic arrival of ‘new’ fluorphores from

the indistinguishable bulk population occurs by a purely random process once the

initial fluorphore has irreversibly departed. The result is that the numerator of

equation 4.14 averages to zero for τ � 〈tdiff〉.
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We can now express intuitive confidence that G(a)(τ) is high for small values of

τ and zero for large values of τ . The exact profile of the correlation trace versus

τ , however, requires a significantly more rigorous analysis. First, the anticipated

timescale τd ∼ 〈tdiff〉 for translational diffusion may be calculated from the trans-

lation diffusion coefficient DT , which itself is determined using the Stokes-Einstein

relation regarding stochastic Brownian motion:

DT =
kBT

6π η rh
(4.19)

where kB is the familiar Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, η is

the solvent viscosity and rh is the hydrodynamic radius of the diffusing particle. The

diffusion coefficient DT is closely related to the characteristic diffusional correlation

time τd since the process driving motion of the particle toward, through and away

from the confocal probe volume is stochastic Brownian motion. The characteristic

duration of diffusional transit across the confocal probe volume, τd, will scale inversely

with DT and proportionately with the square of the probe volume’s linear dimension.

The exact correlation function G(τ) for a fluorescence time series signal arising from

a single freely diffusing species in a confocal probe volume of a 3D Gaussian spatial

intensity distribution has been derived repeatedly in the literature.359,380,381,442 If we

utilize a collimated laser beam of Gaussian radial intensity profile as the excitation

source, the confocal point spread function (Figure 3.8) constituting the probe volume

will have an approximately Gaussian 3D intensity profile, with σz ≈ 2σρ in cylindrical

coordinates. The diffusion-only autocorrelation trace then takes the following form:

G(a)
diff (τ) =

1

〈N〉

(
1 +

[
2kBT

3πrhηω2

]
τ

)−1(
1 +

[
2kBT

3πrhηa2ω2

]
τ

)− 1
2

(4.20)
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where ω is the radius of the observation volume minor axis, a is the aspect ratio

determining the radius of the major axis, rh is the effective hydrodynamic radius of

the fluorphore, η is the solvent viscosity, and 〈N〉 is the average fluorophore occu-

pancy of the observation volume. The parameters ω and a describing the physical

dimensions of the confocal probe volume can be calibrated by collecting correlation

traces from a fluorescent species having a known diffusion constant (e.g., fluorescein,

as used in Section 4.2.2). Fits of eq.4.20 to the collected correlation traces for a

well-characterized standard will yield ω and a values that can be used in subsequent

measurements from novel samples.

In a two-channel detection system with no polarization sensitivity and one fluores-

cent species, the cross-correlation G(x)(τ) will be identical to equation 4.20. Equa-

tion 4.1 (p. 139) presents the modified autocorrelation trace expected for a fluo-

rescent species exhibiting both translational diffusion and photoinduced triplet-state

blinking.

4.3.3 Molecular Rotation in Condensed Matter

In the gas phase molecular rotation is inertially dominated and progresses unhin-

dered between relatively infrequent collisions with other molecules, resulting in large

sequential angular displacements and orientational decorrelation. In condensed mat-

ter, however, collisions are significantly more frequent and the resulting orientational

trajectory is composed of numerous small sequential hops.492,493 Stochastic rotation

of a single molecule in condensed matter is a complex many-body problem, the full

rigorous simulation of which requires intensive numerical molecular dynamics cal-

culations.494 However, casting the system in terms of Brownian rotational diffusion
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provides a sufficient qualitative understanding of the dynamic molecular orientation

behavior in homogeneous phases.495 In complex fluids such as highly-crowded macro-

molecular solutions and vitreous liquids, heterogeneous rotational diffusion behavior

is indicative of nanoscale structuring.493,496–498

Ensemble fluorescence depolarization measurements of globular protein in aqueous

solutions crowded by macromolecules of similar dimensions have exhibited rotational

diffusion that is faster than expected from the bulk solvent viscosity as well as the

translational diffusion that is slower than predicted.499 This phenomenon of ‘anoma-

lous diffusion’ in highly heterogeneous environments ultimately exerts strong influ-

ence on the kinetics of enzymatic reactions.500–503 Nonlinear changes in rotational

correlation time induced by macromolecular crowding disproportionately influences

protein-protein association kinetics, slowing diffusional encounter rates more than

expected from the viscosity changes alone.504 These phenomena highlight the poten-

tial for single-dye and single-nanocrystal probes capable of optically reporting their

nanoscale local environment.

4.3.4 Rotation-Diffusion Polarized Fluorescence Correlation

Spectroscopy

For a freely rotating fluorophore in a two-channel detection system with polariza-

tion sensitivity, the full rotation-diffusion autocorrelation trace requires modification

of equation 4.20 to include an additional rotational correlation term G(a)
rot(τ). As was

the case for the translational diffusion coefficient (equation 4.19), the rotational cor-

relation time τr can be calculated using the Stokes-Einstein-Debye relation. For an
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approximately spherical molecule this is given by:

τr =
ηV fC

kBT
(4.21)

=
4πη r3

h

3kBT
f C (4.22)

where f is a form factor governed by the shape of the molecule, and C is a parameter

between 0 and 1 that accounts for the coupling strength between the solute surface

and the surrounding solvent molecules. The product of parameters f and C is

frequently assumed to be ∼ 1, yielding τr ≈
4πη r3h
3kBT

.

A single freely diffusing fluorescent molecule possessing a linear transition dipole

emits a spatially anisiotropic polarized signal dependent upon the dipole vector orien-

tation ~ρ (equation 3.64, p. 113), providing the potential to identify molecular rotation

by observing the dipole orientation time series
{
~ρ0, ~ρ1, ~ρ2, · · ·

}
. Each dipole vector

~ρ can be specified by two angle variables
(
φ, θ
)

having domains φ ∈ Φ ≡
[
0, π
]

and θ ∈ Θ ≡
[
0, 2π

]
that together span the full space of all possible dipole ori-

entation states R ≡ Φ × Θ The rigorous expression for the rotational correlation

term G(a)
rot(τ) will depend on both the transition probabilities between pairs of dipole

vector orientation states
{

( ~ρi, ~ρj) ∈ R
}

and the values the two-channel polarization-

sensitive optical system measures for each state in the space R. Given a functional

mapping of dipole orientation to collected signal that is real-valued for all possible

~ρ,
{
F : ~ρ 7→ f(~ρ);∀~ρ ∈ R

}
the normalized rotational autocorrelation under F is

determined using the τ -shifted and unshifted vectors ∆f (~ρ) defined analogously to
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equations 4.11 and 4.12:

G(a)
rot(τ) =

〈
∆f (~ρ(t+ τ)) ∆f (~ρ(t))

〉〈
∆f (~ρ(t))2〉 . (4.23)

If the measurement system uses two detection pathways, the first one expressing

the mapping F as above and the second expressing a different signal mapping
{
H :

~ρ 7→ h(~ρ);∀~ρ ∈ R
}

, the rotational cross-correlation is then determined, using the

same difference vector notation as above, by:

G(x)
rot(τ) =

〈
∆f (~ρ(t+ τ)) ∆h (~ρ(t))

〉〈
∆f (~ρ(t)) ∆h (~ρ(t))

〉 . (4.24)

In all but special cases the rotational correlation functions G(a)
rot(τ) and G(x)

rot(τ)

are non-analytic in nature. A theoretical investigation describing the contribution

of Brownian rotational diffusion to the complete fluorescence correlation was origi-

nally reported by Aragón and Pecora in 1975, shortly following their derivation of

diffusion-only FCS.364,365 They presented a rigorous framework for correlating the

anisotropy fluctuations of a small ensemble of freely rotating one-dimensional flu-

orescence dipoles, but were unable to perform rigorous corroborating experiments

due to the technological limitations of that era.364–367 Recent advances in confocal

optics, fluorescence detection efficiency and timing of photon arrival have only very

recently rendered those measurements feasible.371,425,505

For the two-channel microscopy system described in Section 3.3, for which each de-

tection channel corresponds to an orthogonal polarization component, the mapping

functions f and h correspond to equations 3.68 and 3.69 for the Ix and Iy channel in-

tensities (p. 115). The exact rotational correlation function expressed by this system
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must be determined from the rotational symmetry and dipole geometry and necessi-

tates numerical methods. However, for most cases of molecular rotational symmetry

and transition dipole geometry that are relevant to the PFCS experiments presented

here (Chapter 5, p. 162), G(a)
rot(τ) may be closely approximated by a Kohlrausch-

Williams-Watts (KWW) stretched-exponential rise term (equation 4.25).495 Empir-

ical KWW fitting models are ubiquitous across all scientific and engineering fields,

particularly in systems possessing interacting response modes or representing hetero-

geneous systems. The smaller the value of β, the greater the system heterogeneity.506

G(a)
rot(τ) = 1 + Fe

(
− τ
τr

)β
(4.25)

F is an empirical preexponential fitting constant corresponding to the magnitude

of the dipole rotation effect, and as will be discussed in subsequent sections, de-

pends upon both the geometry of the fluorescent transition dipole and the numerical

aperture of the optical system. τr is the characteristic rotational correlation time:

τr ∼
[

4πη
3kBT

]
r3
h (assuming that fC ∼ 1). The empirical KWW ‘stretching’ parameter

β in this context represents the convolution of multiple rotational modes, and ranges

from β ≈ .95 for spherically symmetric molecules to smaller values for molecules

with extreme rotational anisotropy or asymmetry. In most experimentally relevant

cases not involving vitreous dynamics β ≥ .85.

Additionally, the full rotation-diffusion cross-correlation trace must include the

effect of anti -correlated signal intensity measured by the orthogonal polarization

channels Ix and Iy of the detection pathway. The anticorrelation arises because of the

mutually opposing relationship between Ix and Iy occurring as a direct consequence

of equations 3.68−3.72 (p. 115). The cross-correlation G(x,pol)(τ) for a rotating dipole
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will therefore include a KWW stretched exponential decay with the same parameter

value set
{
F, β, τr

}
as the rise in the autocorrelation:

G(a,pol)(τ)=

[
1 + Fe−

(
τ
τr

)β] 1

〈N〉

[
1 +

(
2kBT

3πrhηω2

)
τ

]−1 [
1 +

(
2kBT

3πrhηa2ω2

)
τ

]− 1
2

(4.26)

G(x,pol)(τ)=

[
1− Fe−

(
τ
τr

)β] 1

〈N〉

[
1 +

(
2kBT

3πrhηω2

)
τ

]−1 [
1 +

(
2kBT

3πrhηa2ω2

)
τ

]− 1
2

.(4.27)

Equations 4.26 and 4.27 can both be rewritten in a simpler form using the substitu-

tions τd = 2kBT
3πrhηω2 representing the characteristic translational diffusional correlation

time:

G(a,pol)(τ) =

[
1 + Fe

(
− τ
τr

)β] 1

〈N〉

[
1 +

(
τ

τd

)]−1 [
1 +

(
τ

a2τd

)]− 1
2

(4.28)

G(x,pol)(τ) =

[
1− Fe

(
− τ
τr

)β] 1

〈N〉

[
1 +

(
τ

τd

)]−1 [
1 +

(
τ

a2τd

)]− 1
2

. (4.29)

In experimental cases for which no additional time-correlated processes are promi-

nent in the collected time series, equations 4.28 and 4.29 may be fitted directly to

the collected correlation trace data. Frequently, however, additional time-correlated

processes are present at timescales that overlap with τr or τd. Among these are

fluorescence intermittency caused by triplet state conversion in fluorescent proteins

and dyes molecules (fig.4.2, p. 137), or quantum yield fluctuations arising from var-

ious charge-transfer mechanisms in semiconductor nanocrystals, discussed in detail

in Section 5.1.3 (p. 169) Many such processes are sensitive to the excitation intensity

or the local environment of the fluorphore and if present at the same timescale as

τr or τd will strongly interfere with calculation of τr and τd directly from the direct

auto- and cross-correlation. Fortunately, however, most of these processes (and all
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that were encountered in the experiments presented in Chapter 5) do not include

any polarization components. For the two-channel polarization-sensitive microscope

used here, by taking the ratio of the cross-correlation to the autocorrelation we can

remove the influence of all non-polarization-sensitive correlated processes present in

G(a,x)(τ). An additional benefit resulting from this manipulation is an empirical

fitting model containing only the rotational correlation parameter set
{
F, β, τr

}
.

G(x,pol)(τ)

G(a,pol)(τ)
=

1− Fe

(
− τ
τr

)β
1 + Fe

(
− τ
τr

)β (4.30)

Equation 4.30 was used to fit the majority of the data collected from PFCS ex-

periments and simulations, described in Sections 5.2.4 (p. 180) and 5.3.3 (p. 213),

respectively.
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Chapter 5

Polarized Fluorescence Correlation
Spectroscopy of Colloidal
Semiconductor Nanocrystals,
Dye-Labeled Phospholipids and
Red Fluorescent Protein

Abstract

This chapter presents the results from a series of polarized fluorescence correlation

spectroscopy experiments based upon the theoretical framework laid out in the pre-

vious chapter (Section 4.3), as well as simulated data generated by a Monte Carlo

rotational diffusion numerical routine that incorporated the microscope’s 3D polar-

ization state sensitivity derived in Chapter 3 Initial PFCS were applied to a spectral

series of colloidal CdSe/ZnS core-shell organic-functionalized quantum dots in hy-

drophobic oil solvents and CdSe/ZnS core-shell streptavidin-functionalized quantum

dots in aqueous glycerol. Rotational diffusion of all quantum dot samples was read-

ily observable in the correlation traces at microsecond timescales despite their nearly
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degenerate 2D photoluminescence transition dipoles. By varying the solvent viscos-

ity the measured τr values spanned the broad timescale range 5–1000µs, although

the polarization factor F for each QD core size remained statistically invariant at

F ∼ .12 in agreement with simulation results. Additionally, the collected QD correla-

tion traces qualitatively match a profile that was previously predicted from simulated

data in an earlier publication but has to date not been confirmed in published ex-

periments. Further PFCS experiments were then applied to fluorophores with 1D

linear transition dipoles: the red fluorescent protein rDsRed in chilled glycerol and

rhodamine-labeled phospholipid in hydrophobic oil solvents. Rotational diffusion

was readily observable in the correlation data for these linear dipole samples with τr

values spanning range in the range 10–300µ s, although it was necessary to use the

ratio-fitting method derived in Section 4.3 (equation 4.30) in order to remove the

obscuring effects of triplet-state blinking dynamics that occurred at approximately

the same timescale as rotational diffusion. The polarization factor F measured from

for all 1D transition dipole samples was higher than that for the 2D transition di-

pole samples, with value F ∼ .25, in very close agreement with simulation results.

The measured parameter dependencies with respect to solvent viscosity, observation

volume dimension and excitation power were all in agreement with PFCS model

predictions. In particular, for the two unitless model parameters (F and β) the ex-

perimental results were in extremely close agreement with predicted values of both

quantum dot and dye fluorophore samples. Parameters corresponding to time units

(τr and τd) that were expected to scale linearly with solvent viscosity were found to

do so with a good degree of statistical confidence.
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Associated Publication

Rotational diffusion of colloidal CdSe/ZnS semiconductor nanocryst-

als measured by polarization-sensitive fluorescence cross-correlation spec-

troscopy (Manuscript in preparation)507

5.1 Photophysical Properties of Semiconductor Quan-

tum Dots

5.1.1 Semiconductor Quantum Dots in Biology and Chem-

istry

Over the course of the past decade semiconductor nanocrystals, in particular those

composed of a cadmium selenide core, have evolved from a model nanoscale physical

system into powerful imaging and sensing tools with broad applications in biology

and chemistry.508–519 Quantum dots have been used for in vivo fluorescent labeling

of tissues, cell membranes, and subcellular structures,308,520–523 as well as in situ

nucleic acid hybridization,524 and as nanoscale sensors with single-molecule sensitiv-

ity.525 Quantum dot FRET systems have recently been proposed for chronic in vivo

neuronal axon staining and imaging the propagation of neuronal action potentials

at millisecond temporal resolution.526,527 Quantum dots have been utilized in FRET

pairs as both acceptors528 and donors.513,522,525,527,529–538 However, contemporary

research has only just begin to scratch the surface of their potential uses, and the

remaining applications in all scientific fields are manifold.
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5.1.2 Synthesis, Crystal Structures and Physical Properties

of CdSe Quantum Dots

Semiconductor nanocrystals are most commonly synthesized via colloidal routes

from inorganic precursors.539–541 Precursor compounds are heated under highly con-

trolled conditions in a low-volatility hydrophobic solvent containing a organic surfac-

tant species, commonly trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), the role of which is to coat,

passivate and solubilize the surface of the newly-formed quantum dots. The most

synthetically and physically well-characterized colloidal quantum dots are composed

of a cadmium selenide core. Often the synthetic procedure includes a final step to

overcoat the CdSe core with several molecular layers of a high-bandgap semicon-

ductor having similar crystal lattice spacing, most commonly zinc sulfide, to which

the organic detergent ligand binds to yield the final colloidal product. The resulting

core-shell quantum dots possess greater photostability and higher photoluminescence

quantum yield than core-only dots, the putative mechanism for which is passivation

of surface sites that promote nonradiative decay pathways.

CdSe nanocrystals synthesized by these methods, both core-only and over-coated

with a zinc sulfide shell, adopt wurtzite crystal lattices and have C3v point-group

symmetry,542,543 with the crystal c−axis aligned parallel to the C3 axis of rotation.544

The kinetic growth rate under most synthetic conditions is anisotropic along each

crystals axis, tending to be greater along the wurtzite c−axis. This anisotropic

growth rate tends to yield either small (. 5nm-diameter) nanocrystals resembling

prolate ellipsoids of aspect ratio . 2, or larger ‘nanorods’ elongated along the wurtzite

c−axis and displaying aspect ratios as high as 30.545 The relative rates of nucleation

and growth along each crystal axis also vary anisotropically with reaction condi-
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tions, a phenomenon that has been exploited to create a wide array of low-symmetry

nanocrystals such as chevrons, teardrops and tetrapods.546 The size distribution and

characteristic geometry of the resulting CdSe nanocrystals is highly sensitive to the

exact synthetic conditions.547,548

Colloidal CdSe nanocrystals universally exhibit size-dependent photoluminescence

emission arising from radiative exciton decay pathways. Absorption of an incident

photon of sufficient energy promotes an electron from the semiconductor valence band

to the conduction band, creating a positively charged ‘hole’ in the valence band. The

electron/hole exciton pair exists in bound states described by a wavefunction and

Hamiltonian analogous to those of the electron/proton in a single H atom†, although

an exciton Bohr radius (a few nm) is significantly larger than the hydrogen atom

Bohr radius (.53Å). When the CdSe crystal size is comparable to or smaller than

the exciton Bohr radius, the eigenstates of the exciton Hamiltonian correspond to

discrete energy levels, spaced according to their associated quantum confinement

energy. These quantum confinement-induced energy level spacings correspond very

closely to the eigenfunctions of the quantum mechanical model system of a particle in

a 3D potential well. Smaller quantum dots therefore have discrete exciton eigenstates

spaced by larger energy than larger quantum dots.

During the electron/hole excited state lifetime (ns) the exciton loses some energy

by phonon-assisted nonradiative pathways, decaying to the lowest-energy conduc-

tion band eigenstate. The exciton decay that occurs when the electron drops to the

highest-energy valence via a radiative charge recombination pathway releases a pho-

†This analogy has certain caveats associated with the nanocrystal’s nature as a many-body
system, but the deviations from ideal behavior based on this simplifying assumption are minimal
in most contexts.
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ton of wavelength corresponding to the energy gap between the lowest conduction

band eigenstate and the highest valence band eigenstate. This difference represents

the sum of the bulk semiconductor band gap and the quantum confinement energy.

The photoluminescence frequency is therefore a function of the quantum dot dimen-

sions, ranging from blue emission for small CdSe nanocrystals (≈ 2nm diameter) to

red emission for CdSe dots of larger diameter (& 5nm). Photoluminescence spectral

widths are generally narrow (≈ 30nm at 300K), having a lower bound determined

by thermal broadening and sample heterogeneity. The emission spectral range also

extends to UV/violet emission by very small CdS nanocrystals and to near-IR emis-

sion by the largest varieties of CdSe/CdTe/ZnSe nanocrystals. Photoluminescence

lifetime also depends upon the nanocrystal size.549 CdSe quantum dots have an

appreciable two-photon absorption cross section, making them applicable to non-

confocal optical slicing microscopy.308,550,551 The size-dependent photoluminescence

emission from semiconductor nanocrystals, combined with their strong continuum

absorption, has proven to be one of the major appeals of quantum dot fluorophores

over florescent dyes in biological and chemical applications.511

The periodic crystal lattice structure of CdSe core-only and CdSe/ZnS core-shell

nanocrystals gives rise to a permanent dipole moment aligned parallel to the C3

symmetry axis, a property that can be calculated from partial charges and bond

lengths543,552 as well as ab initio numerical methods.544 The magnitude and align-

ment of the permanent dipole, predicted to scale roughly with the nanocrystal vol-

ume, has been measured by a variety of experimental methods such as transient

electric birefringence548 and dielectric dispersion,553 and has been found to agree

roughly with first-principles calculations. On average, however, the predicted val-

ues have been higher than experimentally measured ones, a phenomenon that may
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arise due to charged surface defect sites which tend to form in opposition to the

permanent dipole.543,554 Dielectric dispersion experiments have reported permanent

dipole moments of 25 and 47 Debye for 3.4nm and 4.6nm core-diameter CdSe dots,

respectively.553

In addition to the internal electric field associated with the permanent dipole mo-

ment, long-lived but variable internal electric fields likely caused by surface charg-

ing have been inferred from dielectric dispersion studies543 and single-nanocrystal

quantum-confined Stark Effect (QCSE) measurements under cryogenic conditions.555–558

Exciton polarizability in core-only and core-shell CdSe nanocrystals has similarly

been measured via QCSE as well as terahertz dielect response, and been found to be

in good agreement with that predicted by the exciton binding energy and dielectric

properties of bulk CdSe. Photoluminescence quantum yield is also highly sensitive to

the local environment for a variety of nanocrystal types.554,556,557,559–566 The putative

explanation for this sensitivity will be discussed further in Section 5.1.3.

The exact geometry and orientation of the photoluminescence transition dipole

moment in wurtzite CdSe quantum dots depends upon both the nanocrystals’ size

and their aspect ratio, as shown in Figure 5.1 (p. 170). Smaller nanocrystals (core

diameter . 5nm) tend to exhibit 2D non-degenerate transition dipoles, while larger

quantum dots and nanorods consistently display simple 1D transition dipoles aligned

with the crystal’s longest dimension.542,545,550,567–574 The two-dimensional transition

dipoles exhibited by quantum dots can be considered as the superposition of a pair of

orthogonal linear dipoles (Figure 5.1) which display anisotropic photoluminescence

emission except in the special case where both dipoles are of exactly equal mag-

nitude. Cadmium sulfide575 and InGaAs576 nanocrystals have also been reported
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to have analogous transition dipole structure and anisotropy. If the quantum dot

wurtzite crystal structure is asymmetric with respect to all three crystal axes, the

two-dimensional transition dipole becomes non-degenerate with respect to energy in

addition magnitude. The associated energy differences are just a few meV, however,

necessitating cryogenic experimental conditions in order to observe them.567,576–581

Recent ab initio numerical methods have predicted that the photoluminescence

transition dipole of wurtzite CdSe quantum dots may be generalized as two-dimensional

elliptical, the ellipse eccentricity varying between e = 0 (2D circular degenerate) and

e = 1 (1D linear) as a function of both the size and aspect ratio of the nanocrystal.582

For a nanocrystal of diameter dab measured in the a − b crystal plane and aspect

ratio a (with respect to the wurtzite c−axis), the transition dipole is two-dimensional

and aligned perpendicular to the crystal c−axis (fig. 5.1a) at aspect ratios below a

critical value ac. For aspect ratios a > ac the dipole is 1D, the transition at exactly

a = ac passing through a state with 3D isotropic photoluminescence emission. The

larger the nanocrystal diameter dab the higher the critical aspect ratio ac. Predicted

values at 100K† are ac =
{

1.39, 1.57, 1.97
}
nm for CdSe core-only quantum dots with

dab =
{

4.0, 5.0, 6.0
}
nm.571

5.1.3 Photoluminescence Intermittency and Quantum Yield

Fluctuations in Semiconductor Quantum Dots

In addition to the size-dependence of emission wavelength, one of the most promi-

nent and ubiquitous photophysical properties exhibited by quantum dots is photo-

luminescence intermittency, or ‘blinking’.304 Blinking occurs for all quantum dot

†The critical aspect ratio ac is predicted to have very slight temperature dependence, increasing
with T .571,582
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C3

C3
a b

ρρ1 ρ2

Figure 5.1: Relative geometries and transition dipole orientations for CdSe nano-
crystals adopting wurtzite crystal structure. Wurtzite CdSe nanocrystals possess
C3v point group symmetry, the C3 rotational symmetry axis being aligned with
the crystal lattice c−axis. (a) Colloidal CdSe nanocrystal with aspect ratio . 2. In
these nanocrystals the transition dipole ρ (red) possesses anisotropic two-dimensional
geometry and is oriented perpendicular to the C3 symmetry axis. The 2D transi-
tion dipole can be considered as the superposition of two orthogonal linear dipoles{
ρ1,ρ2

}
in the plane of the 2D dipole, with

〈
ρ1,ρ2

〉
= 0. If the planar transition

dipole is 2D degenerate (circular) the orthogonal linear dipoles are of equal magni-
tude: ‖ρ1‖ = ‖ρ2‖. If the 2D transition dipole is non-degenerate (elliptical with
eccentricity 0 > e ≤ 1) the relative dipole magnitudes are ‖ρ2‖ =

√
1− e2‖ρ1‖. (b)

CdSe nanocrystals with aspect ratio & 2 are considered nanorods, and have a one
dimensional transition dipole aligned with the C3/c−axis.
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types across broad timescales from nanoseconds to tens of seconds, generally follow-

ing a simple power-law distribution of dark state duration,234,305,562,583–593 although

stretched exponential dark state distribution has also been reported.594,595 The blink-

ing mechanism is frequently described by charge-transfer models that involving tun-

neling of the exciton electron to a broad distribution of trapping potentials located

on or just outside the surface of the nanocrystal.304,585,596,597 In these models short-

duration dark states arise from electron traps on the crystal surface that are quickly

quenched by other relaxation pathways. Less frequent but longer duration dark states

occur when the electron tunnels to a trap site well removed from the nanocrystal

surface, resulting in a positively charged core for which subsequent excitons have

predominantly nonradiative relaxation pathways. This hypothesis has been corrob-

orated by scanning electronic force microscopy measurements of individual quantum

dots, which have indicated that under illumination the quantum dot core frequently

displays a transient elementary positive charge.598 Nonradiant exciton relaxation

pathways involving broadly distributed subsurface states have also been proposed as

an explanation of blinking.583,599

In addition to blinking behavior, a more general phenomenon displayed by many

nanocrystal types is sensitivity of the photoluminescence quantum yield to illumi-

nation. CdSe quantum dots have displayed both photo-induced dimming584,600,601

and photo-induced brightening.559,560,602 This photosensitivity occurs in addition

to spontaneous quantum yield fluctuation603 and spectral diffusion.604 Spontaneous

charging and spectral shifts have displayed variable statistical behavior across pop-

ulations of isolated dots, suggesting sensitivity to the immediate nanoscale environ-

ment surrounding each individual quantum dot.
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While this environmental sensitivity may ultimately provide pathways toward

single-QD sensors it also highlights the importance of property measurements per-

formed in homogeneous fluid media. A fluid environment, particularly one that

is hydrophobic and of similar composition to the alkane arms of the passivating

TOPO ligand, will minimize the presence of intermittent long-lived charge sepa-

ration events promoted by proximity to a solid dielectric surface. An additional

benefit of measurements acquired from a homogeneous medium, particularly in the

context of polarization-sensitive measurements, is the absence of a dielectric inter-

face. A recent publication has highlighted the differential collection efficiency for s-

and p-polarization components emitted by a single transition dipole near a dielectric

interface.570 Further complicating the situation is the fact that the induced emission

birefringence is different for one- and two-dimensional dipoles. In the PFCS exper-

iments presented here, every effort was made to avoid artifacts potentially arising

from dielectric boundaries or refractive index mismatch by using optical immersion

oils with consistent n0 = 1.515 as the solvent.

5.1.4 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy of Semiconduc-

tor Nanocrystals

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy has frequently been applied to semicon-

ductor quantum dots, although almost exclusively in just two experimental con-

texts: assessing fluorescence intermittency and measuring translational diffusion co-

efficients.605,606 Like all other fluorophores, correlated photoluminescence statistics

at nanosecond and subnanosecond timescales are dominated by photon antibunching

due to the finite excited state lifetime and quantum nature of individual dots.372,607

FCS measurements of quantum dot photoluminescence intermittency has confirmed
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the power-law dark state duration distribution in CdSe quantum dots for both sin-

gle immobilized nanocrystals234,304 and colloidal liquid-phase samples.305–308 These

studies corroborate the putative role of the high-bandgap semicondcuctor outer lay-

ers in core/shell quantum dots in improving quantum yield by reducing nonradiative

exciton recombination pathways. FCS measurements of quantum dot translational

diffusion measure the nanocrystals’ effective hydrodynamic radii, and can be used

to monitor aggregation from colloidal samples.608,609 Under illumination conditions

yielding prominent blinking effects, the measured autocorrelation function represents

a convolution of statistical blinking and Brownian diffusion.305–307

Many publications have reported polarization-sensitive photoluminescence mea-

surements or orientational imaging of single immobilized nanocrystals542,568,570 and

dye fluorophores.610–614 Rotational measurements from freely-diffusing colloidal quan-

tum dot preparations, however, have only recently been performed by time-resolved

fluorescence anisotropy of bulk samples.574 Single-nanocrystal transition dipole track-

ing has also been described for samples prepared in solid-state polymers dense enough

to prevent translational diffusion while still allowing intermittent spontaneous orien-

tational jumps.569 Liquid-phase rotational correlation measurements have not been

reported.

Rotational motion of dye fluorophores has similarly been reported for either freely-

diffusing preparations via bulk fluorescence anisotropy or single-molecules embedded

in supercooled vitreous matrixes that slow rotational diffusion sufficiently to permit

polarization-sensitive orientational tracking,289,493,615–619 the latter of which report

the dynamic environmental heterogeneities that are ubiquitously associated with

glassy materials. In general, fluorescence anisotropy and depolarization experiments
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are limited to systems for which the characteristic rotation time τr is . 100 times

the fluorescence excited-state lifetime.620 Orientational tracking experiments require

the duration of observation before photobleaching be & 100τr in order to avoid

broadening effects due to the finite trajectory length of the time series.492,493,621,622

These timescale requirements impose a significant restriction on the space of possible

experiments from which rotational measurements may faithfully be obtained.

In the following section (5.2.4) I present an experimental approach for observing

time-correlated rotation of freely-diffusing CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dots and

dyes by polarized FCS. The limitations associated with photobleaching or polarization-

insensitive correlated processes obscuring the rotational timescale are eliminated by

collecting both auto- and cross-correlation traces for two orthogonally polarized de-

tection channels, then calculating the autocorrelation:cross-correlation ratio to yield

measurement of exclusively polarization-sensitive correlated processes. This method

accurately and effectively measures the rotational dynamics of freely-diffusing tran-

sition dipoles across a timescale range from µs to ms.
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5.2 Measurement of Rotational Correlation Times

for Molecules Possessing 1- and 2-Dimensional

Fluorescence Transition Dipoles by Polarized

FCS

5.2.1 Summary of Experiments

5.2.2 Materials

Cadium selenide quantum dots overcoated with a zinc sulfide shell (CdSe/ZnS

core-shell) and coated with either trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) or streptavidin

surface ligands were purchased from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen) in a variety of

emission wavelengths (Table 5.2.2) and stored at 4◦C as received until use. ‘Texas

Red’ 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt

(TR-DHPE) and ‘Lissamine’ Rhodamine B 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3- phos-

phoethanolamine triethylammonium salt (RB-DHPE) phospholipids were also used

as obtained from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen) and stored at ≤ −20◦C until use.

Monomeric red fluorescent protein DsRed (rDsRed-Monomer, Clontech 632503) was

used as received and stored at ≤ −60◦C until use. PFCS microscopy samples were

prepared on 25x25 mm Corning 0211 borosilicate #1 coverslips (VWR International)

with a measured thickness range of 142–153µm.

The solvents used for preparing organic-soluble PFCS samples were selected from

the range of optical immersion oils available from Cargille Laboratories (Cedar Grove,

NJ), and are listed in Table 5.2.2. Cargille immersion oils were chosen for several rea-

sons, among these primarily for their chemically inert nature, well-established optical
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Name λmax,em ε405 ε532 Coating Nominal rh Lot

QD545 544 nm 6.4e5 9.0e4 TOPO 2.0 nm 56863A

QD565 563 nm 1.1e6 1.4e5 TOPO 2.4 nm 53263A

QD585 585 nm 2.2e6 3.1e5 TOPO 2.8 nm 53094A

QD605 609 nm 2.8e6 5.8e5 TOPO 4.5nm 465577

QD655 656 nm 5.7e6 2.1e6 TOPO 6.0 nm 399912

QD525Str 526 nm 3.6e5 − Polymer-Str. 10.0 nm 475603

QD545Str 545 nm 6.4e6 9.0e4 Polymer-Str. 10.5 nm 57121A

QD565Str 568 nm 1.1e6 1.4e5 Polymer-Str. 11 nm 475603

QD585Str 588 nm 2.2e6 3.1e5 Polymer-Str. 12 nm 475603

QD605Str 604 nm 2.8e6 5.8e5 Polymer-Str. 13 nm 475603

QD655Str 660 nm 5.7e6 2.1e6 Polymer-Str. 15 nm 475603

Table 5.1: List of trioctylphosphine oxide- and streptavidin-coated CdSe/ZnS core-
shell quantum dots obtained from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen) and used for PFCS
experiments λmax,em is the wavelength of maximum fluorescence emission, measured
by bulk fluorimetry. ε405 and ε532 are the extinction coefficients (M−1cm−1) at 405
nm and 532 nm, respectively. The coating is the layer of surface ligands surrounding
the inorganic core and shell, either organic TOPO ligand or a Molecular Probes pro-
prietary cross-linked polymer conjugated directly to streptavidin. rh is the nominal
hydrodynamic radius of the complete coated QD. Lot is the Molecular Probes lot
number of the specific product run used to generate the PFCS data presented below.
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purity, availability in a broad viscosity range (19−46000 cSt), and uniform near-exact

match in refractive index (n589nm =1.515) to that of the coverslips (n589nm =1.523), a

property that eliminates potential artifacts arising from emission birefringence near

dielectric interfaces.570 These oils are composed of varying blends of hydrogenated

and non-hydrogenated terphenyls, polybutenes, and aliphatic and alicyclic hydrocar-

bons.

Cargille Oil Type Viscosity (cP) Refractive
Index

Lot No.

A 1.38e2 1.5150± .0002 100583

300 2.77e2 1.5150± .0002 030183

HF 6.51e2 1.5150± .0002 082078

B 1.13e3 1.5150± .0002 071584

NVH 1.93e4 1.5150± .0002 102481

OVH 4.22e4 1.5150± .0002 101579

Table 5.2: List of immersion oils used as organic solvent media in PFCS experiments.
Viscosities and refractive indices are nominal values at 23◦C provided by Cargille.

5.2.3 Experimental Procedures

5.2.3.1 Organic Sample Preparation

Organic QD stocks (1µM in decane) were used in PFCS experiments as provided

by the manufacturer without chemical modification. Excitation and emission spectra

were measured prior to experimentation by bulk fluorimetry (ISS2K Fluorimeter).

Fluorescence quantum yields for organic- and streptavidin-functionalized QD545,

QD565 and QD585 were measured relative to Rhodamine 6G using established liter-

ature methods,623 and found to be ≥ .6 in all cases, whether TOPO- or streptavidin-

functionalized. Quantum dots with shorter (QD525) or longer (QD605, QD655 and
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QD705) wavelength emission were not assessed for quantum yield due to significant

spectral separation from Rhodamine 6G, but throughout PFCS experiments these

exhibited fluorescence intensity comparable to that from QD545, QD565 and QD585.

Organic TOPO-functionalized quantum dot samples were diluted from their 1µM

stocks to between .05nM and 2nM in final concentration, introducing ≤.2% decane

into the chosen oil solvent. High-viscosity oils (η ≥ 103 cP) were warmed in an oven

to 50− 70◦C prior to addition of QD stocks, in order to facilitate thorough mixing.

QD aggregation following ≥2 hours at room temperature was observed for samples

prepared in the highest viscosity oils (NVH and OVH), and therefore care was taken

to prepare all samples immediately prior to use.

Glass coverslips were cleaned by 30 minute sonication in ‘Piranha’ solution (30:70%

H2O2 : H2SO4), stored in distilled deionized water (MiliQ), and blown dry with

filtered nitrogen immediately before mounting on the microscope stage. ≈25µl of

sample solution was placed on top of the clean coverslip. For all of the high-viscosity

organic solvents used, evaporation and flow were not an issue over the duration of a

typical experiment. However, in all cases the sample was covered with a clean 4cm

diameter petri dish to prevent introduction of dust or other airborne contaminants.

5.2.3.2 Aqueous Sample Preparation

Streptavidin-coated quantum dot (1µM) and red fluorescent protein (≈400nM)

stocks were used as supplied by the manufacturers without further modification.

Samples were prepared by dilution into aqueous 80–99% glycerol solutions buffered at

pH 7.6 with 5mM sodium phosphate. Piranha-cleaned coverslips and Scotch adhesive

tape were used to form a ≈25µm-thick sealed sample volume that was mounted on
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the microscope stage. For reduced-temperature experiments a thermocouple was

taped in contact with the top coverslip ≤ 2mm offset from the optical axis. The

entire custom sample stage (≈1.5Kg mass of machined aluminum) was gradually

cooled by directing a stream of chilled nitrogen (evaporating off of a LN2 bath) over

the stage until the desired temperature was reached. This temperature remained

stable within ±1◦C for ≥ 1000 seconds during PFCS data collection.

5.2.3.3 PFCS Microscopy

All PFCS data was collected using the microscopy setup described in Section 3.3.

Optical power from the excitation laser source was attenuated from ≥10mW to .1-

500µW and converted to clockwise circular (σ+) polarization prior to introduction

into the back aperture of the objective lens. When using the 405nm laser for ex-

citation of the full spectrum of CdSe/ZnS quantum dots, a stacked longpass filter

pair (HQ420lp + HQ500lp, Chroma) was used in the common emission pathway for

all QD samples. When 532nm excitation was used for excitation of quantum dots,

rDsRed or dye-labeled phospholipids, a bandpass filter (HQ series, Chroma) was se-

lected based on the emission spectrum. Specific experimental parameters are listed

in the corresponding figure captions.

PFCS data sets consisted of two autocorrelation traces and a single cross-correlation

trace collected by the hardware correlator. Correlation traces were fit§ either individ-

ually to equations 4.28 and 4.29 (p. 160), to extract parameter sets
{
〈N〉 , τd, F, τr

}
,

or fit as a ratio to equation 4.30 (p. 161). Nonlinear fitting was carried out in Matlab.

§The hardware correlator produces traces G{(a),(x)}(τ) having baseline value of 1 in the absence
of correlation. However, equations 4.28 and 4.29 assume a baseline value of 0 in the absence of
correlation. This discrepancy is easily corrected by adding a constant value of 1.
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5.2.4 Results

A list of salient predictions from the PFCS model presented in Section 4.3.4 are

summarized in Table 5.2.4.

.

Parameter Dependence

τd ∝ rh

τd ∝ η

τd ∝ ω2

τr ∝ r3
h

τr ∝ η

τr 6∝ ω

F independent of sample preparation.

Table 5.3: List of G(τ) parameter dependencies predicted from equations 4.28
and 4.29.

5.2.4.1 PFCS of 2D Transition Dipoles: Colloidal CdSe Core/Shell Quan-

tum Dots

A representative PFCS data set collected from streptavidin-coated water-soluble

quantum dots in glycerol solution is shown in Figure 5.2. A fit of the measured corre-

lation traces to the full rotation-diffusion models (equations 4.28 and 4.29) to extract

parameter sets
{
〈N〉 , τd, F, τr

}
was straightforward because of the absence of blinking

phenomena at the excitation power used. These correlation traces also closely match

a theoretical trace profile that was predicted previously in the literature but has not

been corroborated by experiment.624 Fitting the cross-correlation:autocorrelation ra-

tio to equation 4.30 provided a means by which to extract parameter subsets
{
F, τr

}
independent of 〈N〉 and τd.
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Figure 5.2: (Left): Auto- (red/green) and Cross-correlation (blue) traces collected
from a sample of 1nM QD565/Streptavidin in 85% glycerol solution, 23◦C (η=92cP).
(Right) Cross-correlation data points (red circles) and fit to equation 4.29 (blue
line), with fit residuals (blue, top) for a sample of 250pM QD565/Streptavidin in
99% glycerol solution, 23◦C (η=930cP). Experimental Conditions, Left Plot:
λex = 405nm, Pex = 8µW, Polex−σ+, Fem =HQ530lp, Texp = 900s. Experimental
Conditions, Right Plot: λex = 405nm, Pex = 4µW, Polex − σ+, Fem =HQ530lp,
Texp = 1200s.
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The dependence of τr and τd upon observation volume size is illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.3. This experiment was carried out by varying the diameter of the collimated

excitation beam by known amounts, from its full diameter of 7.5mm down to 2.0mm,

in order to change the effective NA of the confocal observation volume.† A 150µm

confocal pinhole, equivalent to ≈ 3 Airy, was used for all correlation trace collec-

tions in order that the dimensions of the resulting point spread function (Figure 3.8,

p. 95) be governed predominantly by the excitation NA. In addition to the absolute

dimensions of the 3D point spread function scaling inversely with NA, the relative

dimensions of the probe volume will also change slightly (Figure. 3.9, p. 96). How-

ever, this effect should exert a fairly minimal influence upon τd and τr. The diffusion

time constant τd displays a quadratic dependence on the probe volume dimensions,

as expected from Table 5.2.4.

The dependence of τr and τd upon solvent viscosity for TOPO-coated organic

soluble quantum dots is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Parameters F and β are invariant

with respect to viscosity. Both τr and τd vary linearly with viscosity, in agreement

with equations 4.19 and 4.22.

The dipole polarization magnitude parameter F was observed to be statistically

independent of solvent viscosity, surface ligand composition and excitation power

within the range of 80nW–200µW for 405nm excitation and 500nW–100µW for

532nm excitation, in agreement with expectations. F was found to vary slightly

with QD fluorescence emission spectral range, which is itself governed by the size of

the CdSe core. Table 5.4 list the measured values for F from equation 4.30 fits to

each quantum dot species. From these values of F it is possible to estimate the corre-

†The exact mapping of beam diameter to numerical aperture is known from the calibration of
input beam to output angle aided by a hemispherical lens, as described in Section 3.3
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Figure 5.3: Variance of rotational and translational correlation times upon confocal
probe volume size, measured using a sample of QD565Str in 85% glycerol solution.
PFCS traces were fit by equation 4.29 to measure τd, or by equation 4.30 to measure
τr. The x-axis is the diameter of the minor axis of the confocal probe volume, 2ω
(equation 4.20, p. 154). The y-axis units are ms (for τd) or µs (for τr). The diffusion
time constant τd displays a quadratic dependence on the probe volume dimensions, as
expected from Table 5.2.4. The rotational time constant τr displays no dependence
on probe volume, also in agreement with expectation. Experimental Conditions:
λex = 405nm, Pex = 50µW, Polex − σ+, Fem =HQ500lp, Texp = 900s., dph = 150µm
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sponding 2D transition dipole eccentricity, the interdependence of which is presented

in Figure 5.21 of the Monte Carlo simulation section (Section 5.3.3, p. 217).

The most notable systematic phenomenon present in the data summarized in Ta-

ble 5.4 is that the experimentally determined values for rh are consistently lower

when calculated based on the rotational correlation time τr (using equation 4.22)

than when calculated based on the translational diffusion correlation time τd (using

equation 4.19), a phenomenon that has also been observed by bulk fluorescence depo-

larization of globular proteins in macromolecule-crowded solutions.499 Additionally,

the rh values calculated from τr are always lower than the nominally expected values.

The discrepancy is much less significant for the streptavidin-coated quantum dots

than for the organic TOPO-coated quantum dots. The explanation almost certainly

lies in the unknown values in equation 4.22: the shape parameter f and in particular

the solvent-solute coupling parameter C. The value of C can vary between 0 and

1 depending on the strength of interaction between the solvent and the surface of

the quantum dot. It is reasonable to expect that the saturated alkanes comprising

the octyl arms of TOPO and the saturated alkane components of the organic oil

solvent will interact more weakly than will streptavidin surface ligands and an aque-

ous solvent. The nature of surface ligands and solvent type have previously been

reported to exert varying influence on the diffusion properties of colloidal quantum

dots.602 Given the observation in this investigation that the rh values are on aver-

age 34% lower when calculated from τr than when calculated from τd, and knowing

that τr ∝ Cr3
h, we can conclude that the coupling parameter value for TOPO/Oil is

roughly one half that of streptavidin/aqueous glycerol: C(TOPO−Oil) ≈ 1
3
C(Strept.−Aq).
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Quantum
Dot

Nominal
rh (nm)

Experimental
rh (calc. from τr)

Experimental
rh (calc. from τd)

F e2D

QD545TOPO 3.0 2.3± 0.4 3.3± 0.3 .113±.011 e ≈ 0

QD565TOPO 3.5 2.4± 0.3 3.8± 0.2 .128±.009 e ≤ .7

QD585TOPO 4.0 2.9± 0.4 4.4± 0.5 .122±.010 e ≈ 0

QD605TOPO 5.0 3.9± 0.7 5.6± 0.4 .120±.007 e ≈ 0

QD655TOPO 6.0 4.5± 0.9 6.7± 0.6 .137±.016 e ≤ .7

QD525Str 10± 1 8.9± 0.9 10.0± 0.9 .136±.021 e ≤ .7

QD545Str 10.5± 1 9.2± 1.4 11.5± 2.7 .119±.027 e ≈ 0

QD565Str 11± 1 9.2± 1.0 11.7± 1.3 .125±.009 e ≤ .7

QD585Str 11.5± 1 9.6± 2.2 13.5± 2.2 .098±.014 e ≈ 0

QD605Str 12± 1 10.7± 2.0 14.1± 2.0 .113±.020 e ≈ 0

QD655Str 15± 2 12.2± 3.3 17.6± 1.7 .135±.021 e ≤ .7

Table 5.4: Data table for streptavidin-coated aqueous colloidal quantum dots ob-
tained from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen). Nominal hydrodynamic radii consist of
the contributions from the CdSe core, the ZnS shell and the TOPO ligands. Mea-
sured values for rh are compared to hydrodynamic radii determined experimentally
from either τr measured by PFCS or τd measured by conventional FCS. Parameter
values represent mean ± one standard deviation from model fits of equations 4.29 (for
rh from τd) or 4.30 (for rh from τr and F ) using data sets from at least 3 individual
experiments
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5.2.4.2 1D Transition Dipoles: DsRed, and Dye-Labeled Phospholipids

In order to obtain complete polarization-rotation correlation data for an emission

dipole known to have simple 1D geometry, it was necessary to select a fluorescent

molecule of sufficient size to yield τr ≥ 1µs, 1µs being the lower bound for correlation

times measurable with the microscopy system described here as a result of APD

afterpulsing artifacts. An additional challenge is the presence of very significant

triplet-state blinking effects (discussed in Section 4.1 and Figures 4.2, p. 137, and 4.4,

p. 141) in the excitation power range required to obtain sufficient fluorescence signal,

effects that vitiate the results from direct fits to equations 4.28 and 4.29. Triplet-

state blinking is a common issue with fluorescent protein probes uner single-molecule

imaging conditions.625–627 In these instances only ratio fits to equation 4.30 are

possible.

The red fluorescent protein DsRed was found to be a suitable candidate for PFCS

measurements of 1D dipole rotation, particularly when prepared in aqueous solution

containing 85–99% glycerol to increase the viscosity η and correspondingly yield

slower rotational diffusion. DsRed (λex,max/λem,max =556/586nm; MW 28 kDa) is

available from commercial sources as a monomer of roughly spherical symmetry and

rh ≈2.3nm. The addition of glycerol to dsRed samples also permits cooling of the

solution to below 0◦C, further increasing solvent viscosity and τr.

Figure 5.5 displays representative PFCS data sets collected for dsRed. The ex-

pected rotational diffusion time assuming a hydrodynamic radius of 2.3nm is 1.3 ·

10−8ηs, suggesting that in order to confidently measure a rotation component τ ≥

20µs by PFCS the solvent viscosity must be in excess of 103 centiPoise. 98% aqueous

glycerol has viscosity η ≈ 760cP at room temperature, therefore necessitating cooling
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of the DsRed samples to further increase η. It is clear from visual examination of

the dsRed cross-correlation traces (blue curves, left column of Figure 5.5) that fits to

equation 4.29 are impossible with non-negative values for parameter F . This prob-

lem arises because of the significant triplet-state component of the correlation traces,

which induce large positive correlation for times τ . 100µs. Since the triplet-state-

induced fluorescence intermittency does not include a polarization component, it will

appear as a positive term in both the auto- and cross correlation traces and thereby

obscure the dipole rotation component. Taking the cross-correlation:autocorrelation

ratio, however, will remove the triplet component from the correlation traces along

with the similarly polarization-insensitive diffusion component. The remaining rota-

tion component of the correlation traces are then well fit by equation 4.30 to measure

τr, as shown in the right column of Figure 5.5.

Data sets for DsRed monomer in 98% glycerol were acquired at four other tem-

peratures in addition to those for which corresponding data are displayed in Fig-

ure 5.5. Figure 5.6 presents the fit parameter values collected for a sample at the

temperatures
{

23.3, 14.9, 10.3, 5.6,−0.7,−4.6
}
± 1.0◦C, at which 98% glycerol solu-

tion has viscosities
{

760, 1550, 2430, 3890, 7470, 15200
}

centiPoise. The parameter

values
{
F, τr, β

}
are determined from data fits to equation 4.30. Solvent viscosity

was not measured directly, but inferred from the sample temperature via reference

to literature sources for glycerol solution.628 The rotational correlation time τr scales

linearly with solvent viscosity, in agreement with expectation based on the PFCS

model (Table 5.2.4). The fit parameter β is statistically invariant across the tem-

perature range of these data sets, consistently β ≈ .98, suggesting that even though

the viscosity is very high at the lower temperature points, molecular orientational

dynamics are not heterogeneous. The measured values for F are also statistically
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Figure 5.5: PFCS data sets and fits to equation 4.30 for a sample of DsRed monomer
in 98.0% glycerol solution at two temperatures: 10.3◦C (top row) and -4.6◦C (bottom
row). Fit parameters

{
F, τr, β

}
from these data sets are

{
0.253, 0.985, 0.039µs

}
for

the 10.3◦C sample, and
{

0.238, 0.964, 0.290µs
}

for the -4.6◦C sample. The trace
ratio profile is nearly identical to the simulated data presented in Figure 5.13 for a
1D transition dipole. (p. 209) Experimental Conditions: λex = 532nm, Pwrex =
20µW , Polex : σ+, Fem =HQ595/50, texp = 300s
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invariant across the temperature range, with mean value 〈F 〉 = .240, in very close

agreement with the expected value for 1D dipole rotation with NA1.45 objective lens

(F ≈ .26). This F value will be discussed in the following Monte Carlo simulation

section (see Figure 5.13, p. 209).

A linear regression fit to the data points in the bottom plot of Figure 5.6 yields a

slope of .0199
(
µs
cP

)
. The hydrodynamic radius can be determined from rh =

[
3kBT
4πη

] 1
3

by reference to the Stokes-Einstein-Debye relation (equation 4.22) (assuming f , C ≈

1). Plugging the slope value into this relation yields a calculated value for the

hydrodynamic radius of rh =2.7nm, slightly higher than the reported value of 2.3nm.

This discrepancy is likely due to the unknown values for f and C.

Figure 5.7 illustrates the invariance of parameter values measured with laser ex-

citation power (λex = 532nm, σ+ polarization) over the range 10–100µW, using a

sample of DsRed in 99.5% glycerol at room temperature (23.3◦, η ≈ 1000cP). Exci-

tation power below 10µW yielded insufficient signal, while excitation power above

100µW induced excessive background.

Three other commercially available GFP mutants (CFP, eGFP and YFP) were also

investigated in similar PFCS experiments, however only dsRed yielded satisfactory

signal-to-noise for PFCS data using the available laser excitation sources (405nm and

532nm). These proteins would likely yield PFCS data similar to that collected from

dsRed if optimized microscope components were available.

Figure 5.8 depicts representative PFCS data sets and ratio fits collected from Texas

Red DHPE and Rhodamine B DHPE in Cargille OVH, the highest-viscosity oil used

for these experiments, having η=42,200 cP. The average parameter values measured
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Figure 5.6: Parameter values for DsRed monomer in 98% glycerol solution at varying
temperature, plotted versus solvent viscosity (in centiPoise). The top plot illustrates
the invariance of parameter F versus viscosity, with mean value 〈F 〉 = .240. The
middle plot illustrates the statistical invariance of KWW ‘stretching’ parameter β,
with 〈β〉 = .978. The bottom plot show the linear dependence of the rotational
correlation time τr upon solvent viscosity. Data values are mean± standard deviation
from 3 sequential data collections. Experimental Conditions: λex = 532nm,
Pwrex = 20µW , Polex : σ+, Fem =HQ595/50, texp = 300s, dph = 75µm
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Figure 5.7: Invariance of measured fit parameters
{
F, τr, β

}
with respect to laser

excitation power, for a sample of DsRed in 99.5% glycerol at room tempera-
ture (23.3◦). Values are means ± one standard deviation from 5 collections at
each power level. Experimental Conditions λex = 532nm; σ+ polarization;
power={10, 20, 40, 100}µW ; Fem =HQ595/50, texp = 100s, dph = 75µm
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for F , τr and β from fits to equation 4.30 for several preparations of RB-DHPE

and TR-DHPE in OVH oil and NVH oil (η=19,300) are listed in Table 5.2.4.2. For

both Texas Red and Rhodamine B phospholipids the measured rotational correlation

times were roughly twice as fast in the NVH oil as in the OVH oil, in accordance

with their expected linear dependence upon solvent viscosity. However, in both cases

the measured τr for the Rhodamine B lipid was roughly double that of the Texas

Red lipid, which may be due to differences in either dipole orientation relative to the

molecular reference frame or to differences in intramolecular orientational mobility of

the fluorescent dye moiety between the two species. The measured values for unitless

parameters F and β were statistically indistinguishable between the two dyes and

between the two solvent oils, and are both in agreement with expectations for 1D

transition dipoles, as illustrated by simulation results in Section 5.3.

Dye-
Phospholipd

Oil Viscosity F τr β

RB-DHPE OVH 4.22e4 cP .220± .011 106.8±12.0µs .949± .006

RB-DHPE NVH 1.93e4 cP .223± .007 39.1± 6.2µs .976± .011

TR-DHPE OVH 4.22e4 cP .245± .008 58.3± 10.7µs .943± .008

TR-DHPE NVH 1.93e4 cP .244± .005 24.7± 6.3µs .953± .004

Table 5.5: Table of parameters measured for dye-labeled phospholipid samples. Pa-
rameters represent means ± one standard deviation of model fits to at least 4 indi-
vidual experiments

5.2.4.3 Control Experiments

Optical control experiments were carried out by removing the polarizing beam-

splitter and polarization filters from the emission pathway (Figure 3.17, p. 122) and
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Figure 5.8: Complete PFCS data sets for RB-DHPE (left) and TR-DHPE (right) in
Cargille OVH oil. The top plot in each column displays the autocorrelation traces
from the horizontal (green) and perpendicular (red) polarization channels, and the
cross-correlation trace (blue) for the two channels. The bottom plot in each column
displays the cross-correlation:autocorrelation ratio trace (red circles) and the fit to
equation 4.30 (blue line), with the fit residuals (blue dots) immediately above it.
The ratio trace profile is in good agreement with the simulated results for 1D di-
poles show in Figure 5.13(p. 209). Fit parameters

{
F, τr, β

}
from these data sets are{

0.241, 0.954, 92.1µs
}

for RB-DHPE and
{

0.231, 0.965, 55.5µs
}

for TR-DHPE. Ex-
perimental Conditions, RB-DHPE: λex = 532nm, Pwrex = 50µW , Polex : σ+,
Fem =HQ595/50, texp = 1200s, dph = 75µm. Experimental Conditions, TR-
DHPE: λex = 532nm, Pwrex = 100µW , Polex : σ+, Fem =HQ630/50, texp = 1200s,
dph = 75µm
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replacing them with just a single 50:50 nonpolarizing beamsplitter. In these ex-

periments the rotational correlation component of the auto- and cross-correlation

traces was completely absent. The cross-correlation:autocorrelation ratio universally

showed only the APD afterpulsing artifact at τ . 1µs, which induces very large

correlation values in the autocorrelation but has no effect on the cross-correlation,

resulting in the ratio falling quickly to 0 for the shortest-time values of τ . The same

profile was measured using the 50:50 nonpolarizing beamsplitter with rDsRed, Texas

Red DHPE, several varieties of organic quantum dots and a bulk rhodamine 6G

sample. The afterpulsing effect could potentially be mitigated or eliminated entirely

by using a 4-channel hardware correlator and a system of 4 APDs in the emission

pathway, with a pair of APDs each designated to one polarization channel and a

50:50 nonpolarizing beamsplitter added to each polarization pathway following the

polarizing beamsplitter. The autocorrelation could then be measured free from after-

pulsing artifacts collecting cross-correlation traces from each APD pair. This would

reduce the lower bound for τr to that limited by the hardware correlator (≈200 ns)

but at the addition of significant expense.

Hardware control experiments included switching the photodetectors between the

two collection channels, switching which PC counter board collected data from each

photodetector. No differences were noted.

Data reduction control experiments involved variation of the data collection and

processing methods, specifically to compare real-time output of the hardware correla-

tor with post-processing output of the raw photon-count time series from Matlab. In

particular, the endogenous Matlab function crosscorr produces a correlation trace

with both positive and negative τ -values and a baseline correlation of 0. The hard-
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ware correlator produces a trace with only positive τ -values, a baseline correlation

of 1, and potentially other differences arising from algorithmic differences. However,

a numerical routine custom-written in Matlab to match the hardware correlator al-

gorithm (A.2.6, p. 240) produced correlation traces identical to those generated by

the hardware alone.

Similar results to those presented here for Molecular Probes quantum dots were

also obtained using core/shell quantum dots from a different manufacturer (NN Labs,

AR). QDs from this supplier, however, had a significantly reduced quantum yield

(≈.08–.15) relative to those supplied by Molecular Probes and resulted in lower

quality PFCS data (not presented).

5.3 Monte Carlo Simulations of Polarized Fluo-

rescence Cross-Correlation Spectroscopy Ap-

plied to Freely Rotating 1- and 2-Dimensional

Single-Molecule Dipoles

This section provides a description of numerical simulations of PFCS. Briefly,

stochastic rotational diffusion was simulated using a Monte Carlo numerical routine

consisting of sequential three-dimensional rotational matrix transformations. The

transition dipole orientational trajectories collected from each simulation were used

to generate the expected signals collected by horizontal and vertical polarization

channels using equations 3.68–3.72 (p. 115). These simulated bivariate time series

data sets were then processed using auto- and cross-correlation algorithms equiva-
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lent to those performed by the hardware correlator in the microscopy setup used for

the corresponding experiments (Section 3.3.2, p. 123). The simulation results pre-

sented below are in broad agreement with experimental measurements and general

observation. Conclusions are enumerated in Section 5.3.4 (p. 219).

The first step in modeling experimental observation of a freely rotating single-

molecular dipole using polarization-sensitive confocal microscopy involves clearly

defining the molecular and laboratory (microscope) reference frames,Rmol andRlab,

respectively, as shown in Figure 5.9. The molecular reference frame (5.9a) has scalene

ellipsoidal symmetry in the right-handed Cartesian axes
(
â, b̂, ĉ

)
. Rotation about

each axis is described by the Euler angles (α, β, γ), respectively, with counterclock-

wise rotation corresponding to positive angle values. The transition dipole ρ0 has

constant orientation parallel to the vector
(
ρaâ+ ρbb̂+ ρcĉ

)
in Rmol and constant

magnitude ρo = ‖ρo‖ (where ‖ ‖ represents the Euclidean norm in R(3)).

The laboratory reference frame (5.9b) has right-handed Cartesian axes (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) .

Rotational diffusion of the transition dipole in the laboratory reference frame occurs

by stochastic random-walk of each Euler angle in Rlab, with mean angular stepsize

governed by a diffusion constant (dα, dβ, dγ) corresponding to each axis of rotation.

Rotation of ρd in Rlab can be measured by a two-channel polarization-sensitive

microscopy system consisting of a beamsplitter that separates the components of

ρd that are parallel to x̂ and ŷ, each of which can then measured by an optical

channel containing a polarization-insensitive photodetector. The parallel (‖) and

perpendicular (⊥) polarization channels are arbitrarily assigned to the x- and y-axis

components. The magnitude and anisotropy of the signal from ρd measured by two

independent polarization channels describes the orientation of ρ0 in Rlab, with the
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loss of information regarding the sign of ρz. For the purposes of measuring rotational

correlation time, however, two measurement channels are sufficient.

At each point in time the complete orientation of ρd in Rlab can be specified

by a 3-vector ρd = (ρxx̂+ ρyŷ + ρzẑ) normalized under the condition ‖ρd‖ = ρo.

Alternately, it can also be described by a pair of angles (φ, θ) relative to the z-

and x-axis, respectively, and a magnitude
√(

ρ2
x + ρ2

y

)
= ρo sin2 φ, with the loss

of ρz sign as mentioned above. The signals expected in channels Ix and Iy are

given by equations 3.68–3.72 (p. 115), and are a function of variables ρx, ρy, |ρz|, and

parameters ρo and ψmax, the last of which is determined by numerical aperture of

the microscope objective and the refractive index no of the surrounding medium.

5.3.1 Monte Carlo Polarized FCS Simulation Method

Monte Carlo simulations of polarized FCS for both linear 1D and nondegenerate

2D transition dipoles of single molecules in solution were carried out by diffusion

of Eulerian angles on the surface of a hyperdimensional sphere, following a typical

stochastic Wiener process. Briefly, each Euler angle is incremented by a Gaussian

stepsize distribution with mean of zero and standard deviation inversely proportional

to the rotational diffusion time constant for the corresponding molecular axis. The

molecular reference frame is rotated about each axis using 3x3 rotational transfor-

mation matrixes calculated from the incremented angular values, and the resulting

orientation of the transition dipole determined relative to the laboratory reference

frame. The resulting orientation- and NA-dependent signal collected by the or-

thogonal polarization channels of a confocal microscope are then calculated using

equations 3.68–3.72 (p. 115) for the corresponding time window to generate the sim-
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Figure 5.9: Reference frames for transition 1-D dipole diffusional rotation. (a):
Molecular frame of reference. Rotational diffusion occurs differentially about each
of the three orthogonal axes (â, b̂, ĉ) of a scalene ellipsoid by corresponding angle
(α, β, γ), with clockwise defined as positive anglular values. The permanent 1-D
transition dipole is assigned an arbitrary fixed vector orientation ρ0 in the molecular
frame of reference. (b): Laboratory frame of reference The z-axis is assigned to the
optical axis of the microscope, and the x- and y-axes assigned to the perpendicular
(⊥) and parallel (‖) polarization orientations, respectively, of the detector optics.
The 1-D transition dipole ρd orientation in the microscope reference frame is de-
scribed by equatorial angle θ and declination from the optical axis φ. The angular
range of the photon collection cone ψ is determined from the numerical aperture
(NA) of the objective lens and the refractive index of the surrounding medium (no)

by the relation. ψmax = sin−1
(
NA
no

)
.
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ulated data set. Following completion, the time orientation and signal timecourse

data are processed to yield numerical auto- and cross-correlation.

Matlab code used for these numerical simulations is presented in the appendix

(Section A.2, pp. 228–240).

Rotational diffusion in three dimensions can be described by an independent real-

valued Wiener process or each of the three variables (α, β, γ), corresponding to the

Eulerian angles of Rmol. A Wiener process is a stochastic time series W (t), char-

acterized by the attribute that the difference in its values at two time points are

described probabilistically by a normal (Gaussian) distribution N (µ, σ) with mean

zero (µ − 0) and variance equal to the time separation (σ = ti − tj), as shown in

equation 5.1.

W (ti)−W (tj) ∼ N
(
0, ti − tj

)
(5.1)

Beginning from a specified initial orientation ρ0, at every discrete time step δt each

variable
{
α, β, γ

}
is incremented by a corresponding random Gaussian-distributed

value
{
δα, δβ, δγ

}
with mean 0 and variance

{
σα, σβ, σγ

}
. These angular increments

are used to determine the new orientation of the molecular reference frameRmol, and

subsequently the orientation of the permanent dipole ρd in the laboratory reference

frame Rlab.

The numerical simulation method can be divided into one idealized and two phys-

ically realistic cases:

1. A linear transition dipole in a molecule of spherical rotational symmetry, as
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illustrated in Figure 5.10.

2. A linear transition dipole in a molecule of scalene elliptical rotational symmetry,

for which the dipole has an arbitrary permanent alignment ρ0 in Rmol. This

situation matches the one shown in Figure 5.9 (p. 199).

3. A circular or elliptical (2D degenerate or non-degenerate, respectively) transi-

tion dipole in a molecule of scalene elliptical rotational symmetry, for which

the plane of the dipole is perpendicular to one axis of molecular rotation (the

wurtzite ĉ-axis in CdSe nanocrystals). As illustrated in Figure 5.11, a 2D di-

pole can be treated as the superposition of two orthogonal 1D dipoles with

the appropriate magnitude ratio. Figure 5.11 (p. 203) corresponds to the ex-

pected transition dipole orientation for wurtzite CdSe nanocrystals as shown

in Figure 5.1 (p. 170).

In all three cases the primary mathematical object sought in each simulation time

step i is a 3x3 matrix R∆i corresponding to the rotational diffusion steps that occur

during δti. R∆i transforms the ith transition dipole vector ρdi, to yield the (i+ 1)th

vector: ρd(i+1) = R∆i · ρdi. The difference in each of the three simulation cases

is the nature and ease of constructing R∆i. Matrix representation of rotational

transformation about canonical and arbitrary axes in three dimensions is discussed

in detail in appendix A.1.

Case 1. If the transition dipole ρ0 is 1-dimensional and the molecular rotation

reference frame Rmol has spherical symmetry (Figure 5.10) we can, without loss of

generality, align the transition dipole with the a-axis: ρo = â. Likewise, because

Rmol axes (â, b̂, ĉ) are threefold degenerate, the elementary rotational diffusion steps
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z 

Figure 5.10: One dimensional transition dipole in a molecule with spherical roational
symmetry. Without loss of generality the dipole vector may be aligned with an axis
of rotation in the molecular reference frame. Rotational transformations may be
performed in the laboratory reference frame due to the spherical symmetry of the
molecular reference frame.

(δα, δβ, δγ) can be carried using the cardinal axes (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) of instead of (â, b̂, ĉ),

greatly simplifying the calculation of R∆i. Rotation axis order may be chosen arbi-

trarily, and each Gaussian-distributed Eulerian angle stepsize has the same variance

σ. The numerical routine for simulating Case 1 consists of equations 5.2–5.6 iterated

for the desired number of steps (N) to yield the time series
{
ρ0,ρ1, · · · ,ρN

}
.
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ρ0 =

1
0
0


δαi = σ ·RNi (5.2)

δβi = σ ·RNi (5.3)

δγi = σ ·RNi (5.4)

R∆i = Rx(δαi) ·Ry(δβi) ·Rz(δγi) (5.5)

ρ(i+1) = R∆i · ρi (5.6)

where RNi is a Gaussian-distributed random number with mean 0 and variance 1.
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Figure 5.11: Two dimensional transition dipole oriented perpendicular to the major
axis of a molecule. This case represents the expected transition dipole geometry and
orientation for wurtzite CdSe nanocrystals, as shown in Figure 5.1 (p. 170). Rota-
tional transformations are performed in the same manner as for Case 2 simulations.
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Case 2. If the transition dipole ρ0 is 1-dimensional and the molecular rotation

reference frame Rmol has scalene ellipsoid symmetry, we must include additional

steps corresponding to spatial rotations about the proper axes in Rmol, with a

different variance of the angular stepsize for each axis: σα 6= σβ 6= σγ. Rotational

axis order is still chosen arbitrarily, but during each rotational step corresponding to

one molecular axis, the other two molecular axes must also undergo rotation about

the other two molecular axes. The simulation for Case 2 consists of N iterations

of 5.7–5.20 to yield the dipole orientation time series
{
ρ0,ρ1, · · · ,ρN

}
.

ρ0 =

(
1√

ρ2
x + ρ2

y + ρ2
z

)
·

ρxρy
ρz


α̂0 =

1
0
0


β̂0 =

0
1
0


γ̂0 =

0
0
1


δαi = σα ·RNi (5.7)

δβi = σβ ·RNi (5.8)

δγi = σγ ·RNi (5.9)

Each transformation matrix about molecular axis â, R∆α,i, and the new dipole

orientation ρ′i are subsequently given by:
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R∆α,i(âi, δα) =
[
R−1
a�xz ·R

−1
xz�z ·Rz(δα)·Rxz�z ·Ra�xz

]
(5.10)

ρ′i = R∆α,i ·ρi . (5.11)

The individual matrix transformation steps comprising R∆α,i are found as de-

scribed in equations A.8–A.12. Similarly, the corresponding transformation matrixes

for rotation about the molecular b̂ and ĉ-axes, and the associated transformed di-

poles ρ′′i and ρ′′′i = ρi+1 are determined from:

b̂′i = R∆α,i · b̂i (5.12)

R∆β,i(b̂
′
i, δβ) =

[
R−1
b′
i�xz
·R−1

xz�z ·Rz(δβ)·Rxz�z ·Rb′
i�xz

]
(5.13)

ρ′′i = R∆β,i · ρ′i (5.14)

ĉ′i = R∆β,i ·R∆α,i · ĉi (5.15)

R∆γ,i(ĉ
′
i, δγ) =

[
R−1
c′
i�xz
·R−1

xz�z ·Rz(δγ)·Rxz�z ·Rc′
i�xz

]
(5.16)

ρ(i+1) = ρ′′′i = R∆γ,i · ρ′′i (5.17)

â(i+1) = R∆γ,i ·R∆β,i · âi (5.18)

b̂(i+1) = R∆γ,i · b̂′i (5.19)

ĉ(i+1) = ĉ′i . (5.20)

Case 3. A molecule having a two dimensional transition dipole such as a wurtzite

CdSe semiconductor quantum dot (Figure 5.1, p. 170) may be modeled as the super-

position of two orthogonal one dimensional dipoles, each aligned with a molecular

rotational axis. In the special case for which the two orthogonal dipoles have equal
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magnitude, the 2D dipole is degenerate (circular). In all other cases the transition

dipole is elliptical with eccentricity e, and the minor axis dipole has a magnitude of
√

1− e2 times that of the major axis dipole. As discussed in detail in Section 5.1.2

(p. 169), the transition dipole of a type II semiconductor nanocrystal quantum dot

with a core smaller than ≈8nm in diameter is a 2D ellipse perpendicular to the

wurtzite crystal ĉ-axis. Physically these quantum dots have a prolate ellipsoidal

shape, with the c-axis corresponding to the longest dimension. This reduces the

complexity of numerical simulation for Case 3 because, without loss of general-

ity, we can align the orthogonal components of the 2D transition dipole with the

rotational â and b̂-axes, and assume that σα ≈ σβ < σγ.

Numerical simulation for Case 3 then consists of N iterations of the same ro-

tational transformations steps performed on the molecular axes as in case 2 (equa-

tions 5.7–5.20, omitting 5.11, 5.14 and 5.17). However, at each time point the two-

dipole orientation is determined from ρa,i = âi and ρv,i =
√

1− e2 · b̂i to generate

the time series
{

(ρa,0,ρb,0), (ρa,1,ρb,1), · · · , (ρa,N ,ρb,N )
}

.

In all three simulation cases, the dipole orientation in the laboratory reference

frame generates a corresponding signal for the two perpendicular polarization chan-

nels in the microscope’s emission pathway, Ix(ti) and Iy(ti). The dipole orientation

time series
{
ρ0,ρ1, · · · ,ρN

}
is processed using equations 3.68–3.72 (derived in Sec-

tion 3.2.4, p. 94) to calculate the expected signals for the horizontal (x̂) and vertical

(ŷ) polarization channels. These signals are then used to generate simulated auto-

and cross-correlation traces for comparison with experimental data.
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5.3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation Results

The dipole trajectories from typical Case 2 simulations are shown in Figure 5.12

as the trace of the 1D transition dipole vector endpoint in three dimensional space

for three different values of σγ relative to σα = σβ. When the 1D transition dipole is

aligned with the â− or b̂−axis of the molecular reference frame all three dimensions

are transited more rapidly by increasing the stepsize variance of just one molecular

rotational axis (σγ). This effect arises because of 3D convolution of molecular axes

by rotational diffusion in the laboratory reference frame. If the dipole is aligned with

the same molecular axis that is subject to increasing stepsize variance (in this case

the ĉ−axis), the effect is absent because rotation of a 1D dipole about its own axis

is unobservable.

The influence of objective lens numerical aperture on the total collected signal and

its relative partition into the orthogonally polarized detection channels are shown in

Figure 5.13. In addition to the total signal increasing for higher NA values, the

relative partitioning into the Ix and Iy channels also varies.

Typical dipole trajectories from a case 3 simulation are shown in Figure 5.14 for

three different eccentricity values of a 2D transition dipole. The elliptical transition

dipole major axis (blue) follows trajectories equivalent to those of a 1D transition

dipole aligned with the â−axis of a molecule with prolate ellipsoidal symmetry, such

as that plotted in the top row, 2nd column of Figure 5.12. Simultaneously, however,

the orthogonal minor axis of the elliptical transition dipole traces a coupled trajectory

(red) on the surface of smaller 3-sphere whose diameter is
√

1− e2.
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Figure 5.12: Monte Carlo simulation results for a 1D transition dipole aligned with
the â−axis (top row) or the ĉ−axis (bottom row) of a molecule with varying σγ
values. Each plot shows the position of the normalized 1D dipole vector at sequential
timesteps. Given infinite time the vector will visit every surface point on a unit 3-
ball. Simulation Conditions: σγ = {1, 2, 5}; σα = σβ = 1; ρ0 = â; stepsize=.1;
N = 103
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Figure 5.13: Results from a case 2 simulation. The signals Ix, Iy, and Itot were calcu-
lated for three NA values from the same dipole trajectory. The (x, y, z) orientation
trajectory of the dipole ρd is shown in the top left plot (ρx blue, ρy green, ρz red).
The bottom left plot shows the total collected signal for NA = {.5, 1.0, 1.45}. The
three plots in the right column show the Ix (blue) and Iy (green) signal for each NA
value, plotted on the same scale. Simulation Conditions: σα = σβ = 1; σγ = 1.5;

ρa =
(

1√
3

)(
â+ b̂+ ĉ

)
; stepsize=.1; N = 500
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Figure 5.14: Monte Carlo simulation results for an elliptical transition dipole aligned
with the major dipole axis aligned with the molecular â−axis and the minor dipole
axis aligned with the molecular the b̂−axis. Each plot shows the position of the
normalized major axis dipole vector in blue, and that of the minor axis dipole vector
in red. Simulation Conditions: σα = σβ = 1; σγ = 1.5; ρa = â; ρb =

√
1− e2b̂;

stepsize=.1; N = 103.

The plots of the case 1 simulation shown in Figure 5.15 are of the ratio of nor-

malized cross-correlation to normalized autocorrelation at each time delay
{
τ = M :(

M ∈ N,M ≤ N
2

)}
in units of single time steps. No significant difference is observed

upon changing the transition dipole alignment relative to the molecular axes, an

invariance that is in agreement with the molecular rotational symmetry. Addition-

ally, no significant changes are observed upon altering the molecular axis rotation

order or the initial molecular reference frame alignment relative to the laboratory

frame, indicating that no spatially asymmetric numerical artifacts are present the

simulation. Results for simulations of case 1 at varying numerical aperture values are

depicted in Figure 5.16. At higher numerical aperture the short-time plateau value

rises as a result of greater collection of the dipole ẑ component in both polarization

channels, in accordance with equations 3.68–3.72 (p. 115). One full rotational cycle
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requires an average of
(

2π
σ

)2
steps, and the correlation ratio midpoint value occurs

at τ = τr ≈ π
6σ2 , in agreement with that expected from the Stokes-Einstein-Debye

relation (equation 4.22, p. 157).
Co

rre
la

tio
n 

Ra
tio


τ

Dα=.05 Dα=.30 

Dα=.05, .1, .15, .20, .25, .30 

Figure 5.15: Monte Carlo polarized FCS simulation results for a 1D transition dipole
in a molecule of spherical rotational symmetry at varying rotational correlation times.
Simulation Conditions: σα = σβ = σγ = {.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0}; ρ0 = â; NA =
1.45; N = 106; stepsize= 0.1

Normalized auto- and cross-correlation traces from a a typical simulation of case

3 are shown in Figure 5.17 for two eccentricity values of the elliptical transition

dipole. In both cases the autocorrelation trace from each polarization channel rises

to a plateau for τ < τR, with the cross-correlation trace displaying the negatively

mirrored effect. The height of the plateau rises with increasing eccentricity. This

phenomenon is also illustrated in Figure 5.18, which presents correlation ratios for a
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Figure 5.16: Monte Carlo polarized FCS simulation results for a 1D transition di-
pole in a rotational symmetric molecule with varying NA values. Simulation
Conditions: NA = {0, .25, .5, 1.0, 1.45, 1.51}
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similar 2D dipole simulation. The most significant phenomenon to note is the strong

dependence of correlation ratio minimum at small time delays (τ → 1) upon the 2D

dipole eccentricity e. In particular there is always a significant non-unity minimum,

even in the case of a degenerate 2D dipole (e = 1). This latter phenomenon arises

because the projected 2D dipole ellipse onto the sample plane changes its apparent

eccentricity upon rotation about the molecular â- or b̂-axes (Figure 5.19).

τ

e = .9 e = 0 

τ

dual autocorrelation 

cross-correlation 

dual autocorrelation 

cross-correlation 

Figure 5.17: Normalized auto- and cross-correlation traces for a 2D dipole of
eccentricity .9 (left), and 0 (right). Simulation Conditions: ρa,0 = â,

ρb,0 =
√

1− e2 · b̂; σα = σβ = 1; σγ = 1.5; NA = 1.45; N = 106; stepsize= .1.

5.3.3 Rotational Correlation Fits of Simulated PFCS Data

Simulated data correlation traces were fit by the same model as experimental

data, using equation 4.30 (p. 161) to generate values for parameter sets
{
F, τr, β

}
.

Figure 5.20 presents the variation of fit parameters with isotropic stepsize parameter

variance σ. In the Euler angle stochastic random walk forming the basis of the

rotational diffusion simulations, each angular step has a Gaussian distribution with

mean value 0. However, the average step length made by the rotating dipole vector ρd

endpoint during each time window δt varies with the square of the stepsize variance,
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Figure 5.18: Monte Carlo polarized FCS simulation results for a 2D elliptical
transition dipole with with eccentricity varying between 0 and 1. Simula-
tion Conditions: ρa,0 = â; ρb,0 =

√
1− e2 · b̂; σα = σβ = 1; σγ = 1.5;

e = {0, .50, .75, .85, .90, .95, .98, 1.00}; N = 1e5

Rx Rz 

x 

y 

x 

y 

x 

y 

z (into page) 

Figure 5.19: Induction of apparent non-degeneracy of a circular 2D dipole arising
from rotation about a cardinal axis in the plane of the dipole
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since Euler angles α, β and γ step in orthogonal directions. The result is that the

rotational correlation fit parameter τr scales with σ−2. The values of F and β from

the fitting model are statistically invariant across at least the rotational correlation

time range of 10 ≤ τr ≥ 100. F = .255 ± .008, β = .979 ± .013 for a 1D transition

dipole undergoing isotropic rotational diffusion, observed by an optical system with

NA =1.45, in excellent agreement with the experimentally measured parameters for

Texas Red-DHPE, Rhodamine DHPE and rDsRed.

Ffit 

βfit 

τr,fit 

Figure 5.20: Variation of fit parameters F (top plot), β (middle plot) and τr (bottom
plot) from equation 4.30 versus isotropic Euler angle stepsize variance σ. The mea-
sured rotational correlation time τr scales with the inverse square of σ. F and β are
statistically invariant with respect to σ. Parameter values were obtained by fits to
equation 4.30, the presented data representing average values from 12 simulations.
σα = σβ = σγ = 1; NA=1.45; N = 5e4

Figure 5.21 presents the variation of fit parameter F with the eccentricity e of the

rotating 2D fluorescence transition dipole of a molecule with slight prolate top ro-

tationally symmetry, representative of most organic quantum dot samples examined
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in the experimental section (Section 5.2.4, p. 180). For values of e ranging from zero

(2D degenerate circular dipole, equivalent to orthogonal 1D dipoles of equal magni-

tude
(
‖ρb‖ = ‖ρa‖

)
to e ≈ .85

(
‖ρb‖ ≈ .5 ‖ρa‖

)
the value of F remains consistent

at F ≈ .115. Between e ≈ .85
(
‖ρb‖ ≤ .5 ‖ρa‖

)
and e = 1.00

(
‖ρb‖ = 0

)
the values

of F rise sharply but continuously to F ≈ .25 the value measured for 1D fluorescence

dipoles. The other two fit parameters are statistically invariant with respect to e:

β = .95± .01; τr = 52.3± 2.1, in agreement with expectation that only F will vary

with dipole eccentricity.

Figure 5.22 presents the variation of fit parameters for anisotropic rotation of a

1D dipole that is not aligned with one molecular rotational axis. The fit parameters

are plotted with respect to an ‘anisotropy parameter’ a, representing the degree of

relative diffusion rate difference for rotation about each molecular axis. The 1D

transition dipole is oriented in the molecular reference frame with equal components

from each rotational axis: ρ0 = 1√
3

(
â+ b̂+ ĉ

)
. The important conclusion is that all

three parameters,
{
F, β, τr

}
vary when only the relative rotational rates of the axes

change. From values that equal those of a 1D dipole undergoing isotropic rotation

(Figure 5.20) when a = 1, ‘degee-of-polarization’ parameter F drops from ≈ .25 to

≈ .18 when one axis rotates twice as fast and one rotates half as fast. This change

is equivalent to the 1D appearing to be a slightly eccentric 2D dipole (e ≈ .97).

Additionally the KWW ‘stretching’ parameter β drops from its isotropic value of

≈ .95 to ≤ .93, confirming its putative role as an indicator of system heterogeneity.

The measured rotational correlation time τr rises to a value representing rotation

about the fastest molecular axis.
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Ffit 

βfit 

τr,fit 

Figure 5.21: Variation of fit parameters F (top plot), β (middle plot) and τr (bot-
tom plot) from equation versus 2D transition dipole eccentricity e, in a molecule
with prolate top rotational symmetry. Parameter values were obtained by fits to
equation 4.30, the presented data representing average values from 32 simulations.
Simulation Conditions: ρa,0 = â, ρb,0 =

√
1− e2 · b̂; σα = σβ = 1; σγ = 1.5;

0 ≤ e ≤ 1; NA=1.45; N = 1e5
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Ffit 

βfit 

τr,fit 

‘anisotropy’ a
a = σa/σb = σc/σa

Figure 5.22: Variation of all fit parameters
{
F, β, τr

}
versus anisotropy parameter

a for a 1D transition dipole aligned with components of all three axes. Parameter
values were obtained by fits to equation 4.30, the presented data representing average
values from 12 simulations. Simulation Conditions: ρ0 = 1√

3

(
â+ b̂+ ĉ

)
; σα = 1;

σβ = 1
a
; σγ = a; .5 ≤ a ≤ 2.0; NA =1.45; N = 5e4
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5.3.4 Conclusions

The Monte Carlo PFCS simulations presented here are in agreement with obser-

vations and experimentally collected data, and support the following conclusions.

1. Rotational diffusion of single 1D and 2D transition dipoles manifests itself in

FCS data collected from two orthogonal polarization detection channels as an

increase for τ values . τr in the autocorrelation trace, and as an equal decrease

at the same timescale in the cross-correlation trace.

2. The rotational auto- and cross- correlation functions C(a)(τ) and C(x)(τ) are

empirically well fit by a three-parameter Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW)

stretched exponential: 1± Fe(τ/τr)
β

(Section 4.3.4, p. 159).

3. The value of the preexponential parameter F , representing the magnitude of

autocorrelation increase and cross-correlation decrease, is a function of both

the nature of the rotating fluorescence transition dipole (1D linear and 2D

of varying eccentricity e), and the NA of the primary objective lens. Linear

transition dipoles (e ≈ 1) result in higher values of F than elliptical dipoles

0 ≤ e < 1, and additionally higher NA optics result in lower values of F .

4. A clear rotational component is present in both the auto- and cross-correlation

traces even if the fluorescence transition dipole is 2D degenerate (e=0), with

preexponential parameter magnitude F (F ≈ 0.11 for NA1.45 optics). This

value for F remains consistent as the eccentricity rises to e ≈ .85, and then

increases sharply to F ≈ 0.25 for e = 1 maching the F value measured for 1D

dipoles. These values are in excellent agreement with the parameters measured

from PFCS experiments.
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5. For molecules with isotropic rotational symmetry, the characteristic rotational

timescale τr scales with the square if the Euler angle stepsize variance simula-

tion parameter, in agreement with expectation from random-walk models.

6. For molecules of isotropic rotational symmetry the KWW fit consistently yields

a ‘stretching’ parameter value β ∼ 0.95−.98, in excellent agreement with exper-

imentally measured values. For molecules that exhibit anisotropic rotational

diffusion relative to the fluorescence transition dipole axis, the profile of the

auto- and cross-correlation traces represents the convolution of multiple ro-

tational correlation times, and yields smaller values of β: .90 . β ≤ 0.95.

This is in agreement with the role of the KWW β parameter in representing

progressively inhomogeneous systems at lower values.
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Chapter

Appendices

A.1 Rotational Transformations in Three Dimen-

sions

The most efficient means of describing the stochastic rotational diffusion of ρd is via

sequential transformation matrixes {Ri} representing individual steps (δα, δβ, δγ)

about each axis (α, β, γ) in figure 5.9. In the laboratory reference frame Rlab (or

any right-handed Cartesian coordinate system), rotation about each axis by its corre-

sponding Euler angle is described by a 3x3 matrix mapping a 3-vector (xx̂+ yŷ + zẑ)
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and a scalar angular value to another 3-vector.

Rx :


xy
z

 , α

 7→


1 0 0

0 cosα − sinα

0 sinα cosα

 ·

x

y

z

 (A.1)

Ry :


xy
z

 , β

 7→


cos β 0 − sin β

0 1 0

sin β 0 cos β

 ·

x

y

z

 (A.2)

Rz :


xy
z

 , γ

 7→


cos γ − sin γ 0

sin γ cos γ 0

0 0 1

 ·

x

y

z

 (A.3)

The shorthand notations used for each transformation matrix will be {Rx(α),Ry(β),

Rz(γ)}, and the corresponding inverse transformations {R−1
x (α),R−1

y (β),R−1
z (γ)}

for each individual rotation are simply rotation by the negative of the original angle:

{Rx(−α),Ry(−β),Rz(−γ)}.
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Sequential rotation of a given 3-space vector is accomplished by left-ordered matrix

multiplication of each corresponding single rotation:

R{x,y,z}
(
α, β, γ

)
(A.4)

= Rz(γ) ·Ry(β) ·Rx(α) (A.5)

=


cos γ − sin γ 0

sin γ cos γ 0

0 0 1

 ·


cos β 0 − sin β

0 1 0

sin β 0 cos β

 ·


1 0 0

0 cosα − sinα

0 sinα cosα

 (A.6)

=


cos β cos γ cos γ sinα sin β − cosα sin γ cosα cos γ sin β + sinα sin γ

cos β sin γ cosα cos γ + sinα sin β sin γ − cos γ sinα + cosα sin β sin γ

− sin β cos β sinα cosα cos β

 .(A.7)

The above transformation reads as “rotation about the x-axis by α followed by

rotation about the y-axis by β followed by rotation about the z-axis by γ.” Except
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in special cases, rotation order is not commutable. For example:

R{z,y,x}
(
γ, β, α

)
= Rx(α) ·Ry(β) ·Rz(γ)

=


1 0 0

0 cosα − sinα

0 sinα cosα

 ·


cos β 0 − sin β

0 1 0

sin β 0 cos β

 ·


cos γ − sin γ 0

sin γ cos γ 0

0 0 1



=


cosα cos β − cos γ sinα + cosα sin β sin γ cosα cos γ sin β + sinα sin γ

cos β sinα cosα cos γ + sinα sin β sin γ cos γ sinα sin β − cosα sin γ

− sin β cos β sin γ cos β cos γ


6= R{x,y,z}

(
α, β, γ

)
.

Equations A.1–A.3 are useful for rotating a vector about the cardinal axes of a

coordinate system, but in order to describe the rotational diffusion of ρd in Rlab

(Figure 5.9b) we must be able to rotate ρd about each axis
(
â, b̂, ĉ

)
of Rmol as

they are oriented in Rlab. That is, we need to perform each rotational diffusion step

(δα, δβ, δγ) about an arbitrarily specified axis in Rlab.

Given any 3-space vector ~υ = (υxx̂+ υyŷ + υzẑ), the general method for rotation

of an object about the axis parallel to ~υ by an angle δ in the laboratory reference

frame Rlab can be accomplished by the following steps:

1. Rotate Rlab about its z-axis until ~υ lies in the xz-plane.

2. Rotate Rlab about its y-axis until ~υ ‖ ẑ.
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3. Rotate the object about the z-axis by δ.

4. Rotate Rlab back about its y-axis until ~υ lies in the xz-plane.

5. Rotate Rlab back about its z-axis until ~υ is in its original orientation.

Step 1 is accomplished by left-multiplying ~υ by the transformation matrixRυ�xz =

Rz(−γυ�xz), where γυ�xz = tan−1
(
υx
υy

)
. However, since we already know the vector

component values υx and υy, it is clear that sin (γυ�xy) = υy√
υ2
x+υ2

y

and cos (γυ�xy) =

υx√
υ2
x+υ2

y

. Therefore Rυ�xz is given by:

Rυ�xz =


υy√
υ2
x+υ2

y

υy√
υ2
x+υ2

y

0

− υy√
υ2
x+υ2

y

υy√
υ2
x+υ2

y

0

0 0 1

 . (A.8)

Step 2 is carried out using the transformation matrixRxz�z = Ry(−βυ�xy) where

βυ�xy = tan−1

(√
υ2
x+υ2

y

υz

)
. Rυ�xz is therefore:

Rυ�xz =


υz√
υ2
x+υ2

y

0 −
√

υ2
x+υ2

y

υ2
x+υ2

y+υ2
z

0 1 0√
υ2
x+υ2

y

υ2
x+υ2

y+υ2
z

0 υz√
υ2
x+υ2

y

 . (A.9)
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The transformation matrix for step 3 is determined my simply plugging the desired

primary rotation angle δ into equation A.3:

Rz(δ) =


cos γ − sin γ 0

sin γ cos γ 0

0 0 1

 · (A.10)

The transformation matrixes corresponding to step 4 and step 5 are the inverses

R−1
xz�z and R−1

υ�xz of step 2 and step 1, respectively. The inverses are easily found

because both Rυ�xz and Rxz�z are orthogonal matrixes.

R−1
xz�z = R†xz�z (A.11)

R−1
υ�xz = R†υ�xz . (A.12)

The ordered product of all 5 matrixes from equations A.8–A.12 yields the transfor-

mation matrix Rtot(υ̂, δ) corresponding to rotation about the axis parallel to vector

~υ by angle δ:

Rtot(υ̂, δ) = R†υ�xz ·R
†
xz�z ·Rz(δ) ·Rυ�xz ·Rυ�xz . (A.13)

Lastly, the product vector ρ′ arising from rotation of initial vector ρ′ by angle δ

about axis υ̂ in the laboratory reference frame Rlab is:

ρ′ = Rtot(υ̂, δ) · ρ . (A.14)
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A.2 Matlab Code Transcripts

A.2.1 Matlab Code for Computing the 3-Dimensional Point

Spread Function

Code transcript from 3dpsf.m, which calls 3 additional functions, ize-

rointegrand, ioneintegrand and itwointegrand.

function grid=3dpsf(scale,numpoints,phimax)

for j=1:numpoints

for k=1:numpoints

grid(j,k,1)=scale*(floor(.5*numpoints)-j);

grid(j,k,2)=scale*(floor(.5*numpoints)-k);

grid(j,k,3)=quad(@(a)izerointegrand(grid(j,k,1),grid(j,k,2),a,s),0,phimax);

grid(j,k,4)=quad(@(a)ioneintegrand(grid(j,k,1),grid(j,k,2),a,s),0,phimax);

grid(j,k,5)=quad(@(a)itwointegrand(grid(j,k,1),grid(j,k,2),a,s),0,phimax);

grid(j,k,6)=(abs(grid(j,k,3)))2+2*(abs(grid(j,k,4)))2+(abs(grid(j,k,5)))2;

end

end

function out=izerointegrand(r,z,a,s)

out=besselj(0,r*sin(a)/s).*sqrt(cos(a)).*sin(a).*(1+cos(a)).*exp(i*z*cos(a)/s2);

function out=ioneintegrand(r,z,a,s)

out=besselj(1,r*sin(a)/s).*sqrt(cos(a)).*((sin(a)).2).*exp(i*z*cos(a)/s2);

function out=itwointegrand(r,z,a,s)
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out=besselj(2,r*sin(a)/s).*sqrt(cos(a)).*sin(a).*(1-cos(a)).*exp(i*z*cos(a)/s2);

A.2.2 Matlab Code for Numerical Simulation of Isotropic

1D Dipole Rotational Diffusion

Code transcript from one dimensional dipole isotropic rotation.m

function [dataout,corrsout,dipole positions]=one dimensional dipole isotropic rotation(numsteps,

stepsize, NA)

alpha=asin(NA/1.52);

A = (1/6)-(1/4)*cos(alpha)+(1/12)*(cos(alpha))3;

B = (1/8)*(cos(alpha)-(cos(alpha))3);

C = (1/48)*(7-3*cos(alpha)-3*(cos(alpha))2-(cos(alpha))3);

dataout=zeros(numsteps,2);

position=zeros(3,numsteps);

position(:,1)=[1;1;1];

randomwalksteps=randn(2,numsteps);

for i=1:numsteps-1

theta=stepsize*randomwalksteps(1,i);

phi=stepsize*randomwalksteps(2,i);

R theta=[[1,0,0];[0,cos(theta),sin(theta)];[0,-sin(theta),cos(theta)]];

R phi=[[cos(phi),sin(phi),0];[-sin(phi),cos(phi),0];[0,0,1]];

position(:,i+1)=R phi*R theta*position(:,i);

end

x=transpose(position(1,:));

y=transpose(position(2,:));
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z=transpose(position(3,:));

%calculating I 0 (Ix) and I 90 (Iy) following eqns in Vanden Bout 2008 section II-A
dataout(:,1)=A + B*(x.2+y.2)./(x.2+y.2+z.2) +

C*((x.2+y.2)./(x.2+y.2+z.2)).*(x.2-y.2)./(x.2+y.2);

dataout(:,2)=A + B*(x.2+y.2)./(x.2+y.2+z.2) -

C*((x.2+y.2)./(x.2+y.2+z.2)).*(x.2-y.2)./(x.2+y.2);

dataout(isnan(dataout)) = 0; % replace any NaN values with zeros

dipole positions=transpose(position);

corrsout=FCS correlate(dataout);

A.2.3 Matlab Code for Numerical Simulation of Anisotropic

1D Dipole Rotational Diffusion

Code transcript from one dimensional dipole anisotropic rotation.m

% Ellipse orientation is described by three angles in space (alpha, beta, gamma),

% which describe the angle by which it has rotated about each of its axes

% (ra, rb, rc) relative to the origin.

% Rotational diffusion of the ellipse is determined by a random walk of

% each orientational angle (delta alpha, delta beta, delta gamma) about

% each ellipse axis (ra, rb, rc) by an amount proportional to a

% user-defined stepsize and a diffusion constant for each axis (D a, D b,

% and D c)

% New dipole location is then determined by rotating the permanent dipole about

% each of the ellipse’s axes by the corresponding angle change.
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% function r3da.m is rotation about an arbitrary vector in 3 dimensions:

% [rotated vector]=r3da[vector to rotate,axis of rotation,angle]

function [ellipse orientations,dipole pos,dataout,correlations]...

=one dimensional dipole anisotropic rotation(numsteps,stepsize,...

D a, D b, D c, NA, ellipse starting orientation, dipole alignment)

%A alpha = light cone collection angle (just called ’alpha’ in the Vanden Bout paper)

A alpha=asin(NA/1.518);

A = (1/6)-(1/4)*cos(A alpha)+(1/12)*(cos(A alpha))3;

B = (1/8)*(cos(A alpha)-(cos(A alpha))3);

C = (1/48)*(7-3*cos(A alpha)-3*(cos(A alpha))2-(cos(A alpha))3);

%generate array of random anglular walk (delta alpha, delta beta, delta gamma)

randomwalksteps=randn(numsteps-1,3);

%initialize array of polarization measurement values (Ix, Iy)

dataout=zeros(numsteps,2);

%initialize array of ellipse orientation values (alpha, beta, gamma)

ellipse orientation=zeros(numsteps,3);

ellipse orientation(1,:)=ellipse starting orientation;

alpha=ellipse orientation(1,1);

beta=ellipse orientation(1,2);

gamma=ellipse orientation(1,3);
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%initialize array of ellipse a-axis vector positions, [ax;ay;az]

ellipse a axis=zeros(3,numsteps);

ellipse a axis(:,1)=r3da(r3da([1;0;0],[0;0;1],gamma),r3da([0;1;0],[0;0;1],gamma),beta);

%initialize array of ellipse b-axis vector positions, [bx;by;bz]

ellipse b axis=zeros(3,numsteps);

ellipse b axis(:,1)=r3da(r3da([0;1;0],[0;0;1],gamma),r3da([1;0;0],[0;0;1],gamma),alpha);

%initialize array of ellipse c-axis vector positions, [cx;cy;cz]

ellipse c axis=zeros(3,numsteps);

ellipse c axis(:,1)=r3da(r3da([0;0;1],[1;0;0],alpha),r3da([0;1;0],[1;0;0],alpha),beta);

%intialize array of dipole-vector positions (x,y,z)

p=zeros(3,numsteps);

p(:,1)=(1/norm(dipole alignment))*[dipole alignment(1)*ellipse a axis(:,1)+...

dipole alignment(2)*ellipse b axis(:,1)+dipole alignment(3)*ellipse c axis(:,1)];

for i=1:numsteps-1

%Random-walk each of the ellipse orientation angles:

delta alpha=stepsize*randomwalksteps(i,1)*D a;

ellipse orientation(i+1,1)=ellipse orientation(i,1)+delta alpha;

%delta alpha is proportional to D a, the rotational diffusion time

%const about ellipse’s a-axis

delta beta=stepsize*randomwalksteps(i,2)*D b;

ellipse orientation(i+1,2)=ellipse orientation(i,2)+delta beta;
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%delta beta is proportional to D b, the rotational diffusion time

%const about ellipse’s b-axis

delta gamma=stepsize*randomwalksteps(i,3)*D c;

ellipse orientation(i+1,3)=ellipse orientation(i,3)+delta gamma;

%delta gamma is proportional to D c, the rotational diffusion time

%const about ellipse’s c-axis

% Now find i+1th a-, b-, and c-axis unit vectors (for the next cycle)

% by transforming the ith axis unit vectors by delta alpha, delta beta

% and delta gamma.

ellipse a axis(:,i+1)=r3da(r3da(ellipse a axis(:,i),ellipse b axis(:,i),delta beta),ellipse c axis(:,i),delta gamma);

ellipse b axis(:,i+1)=r3da(r3da(ellipse b axis(:,i),ellipse a axis(:,i),delta alpha),ellipse c axis(:,i),delta gamma);

ellipse c axis(:,i+1)=r3da(r3da(ellipse c axis(:,i),ellipse a axis(:,i),delta alpha),ellipse b axis(:,i),delta beta);

%(if the step sizes are small, the order shouldn’t matter)

%Now find the actual dipole location

p(:,1)=(1/norm(dipole alignment))*[dipole alignment(1)*ellipse a axis(:,i+1)+...

dipole alignment(2)*ellipse b axis(:,i+1)+dipole alignment(3)*ellipse c axis(:,i+1)];

end

%calculating I 0 (Ix) and I 90 (Iy) following eqns in Vanden Bout 2008 section II-A

x1=transpose(p(1,1:numsteps));

y1=transpose(p(2,1:numsteps));
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z1=transpose(p(3,1:numsteps));
dataout(:,1)=A + B*(x1.2+y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2+z1.2) +

C*((x1.2+y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2+z1.2).*(x1.2-y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2));

dataout(:,2)=A + B*(x1.2+y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2+z1.2) -

C*((x1.2+y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2+z1.2).*(x1.2-y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2));

dataout(isnan(dataout)) = 0; % replace any NaN values with zeros

ellipse orientations=ellipse orientation;

dipole pos=transpose(p);

correlations=FCS correlate(dataout(:,1:2));

A.2.4 Matlab Code for Numerical Simulation of Anisotropic

2D Dipole Rotational Diffusion

Code transcript from two dimensional dipole anisotropic rotation.m

% Same algorithm as for the 1-D dipole simulation, but for the 2D

% simulation the dipole is the superposition of two 1D dipoles, with

% relative amplitudes determined by the eccentricity e.

% Additionally, they are given a constant orientation w.r.t the ellipse

% (crystal) axes. The c-axis (WLOG, the crystal z-axis) is the ’dark

% axis’, and the ab-plane (crystal xy plane) is the ’bright plane.’ This

% is in accordance with published analysis of semiconductor nanocrystals.

% Ellipse orientation is described by three angles in space (alpha, beta, gamma),

% which describe the angle by which it has rotated about each of its axes
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% (ra, rb, rc) relative to the origin.

% Rotational diffusion of the ellipse is determined by a random walk of

% each orientational angle (delta alpha, delta beta, delta gamma) about

% each ellipse axis (ra, rb, rc) by an amount proportional to a

% user-defined stepsize and a diffusion constant for each axis (D a, D b,

% and D c)

% New dipole location is then determined by rotating the permanent dipole about

% each of the ellipse’s axes by the corresponding angle change.

% function r3da.m is rotation about an arbitrary vector in 3 dimensions:

% [rotated vector]=r3da[vector to rotate,axis of rotation,angle]

function [ellipse orientations,dipole positions1, dipole positions2,dataout,correlations]=...

two dimensional dipole anisotropic rotation(numsteps, stepsize, D a, D b, D c,...

eccentricity, NA, ellipse starting orientation)

%A alpha = light cone collection angle (just called ’alpha’ in the Vanden

%Bout paper)

A alpha=asin(NA/1.518);

A = (1/6)-(1/4)*cos(A alpha)+(1/12)*(cos(A alpha))3;

B = (1/8)*(cos(A alpha)-(cos(A alpha))3);

C = (1/48)*(7-3*cos(A alpha)-3*(cos(A alpha))2-(cos(A alpha))3);

%generate array of random anglular walk (delta alpha, delta beta, delta gamma)
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randomwalksteps=randn(numsteps-1,3);

%initialize array of polarization measurement values (Ix, Iy)

dataout=zeros(numsteps,2);

%initialize array of ellipse orientation values (alpha, beta, gamma

ellipse orientation=zeros(numsteps,3);

ellipse orientation(1,:)=ellipse starting orientation;

alpha=ellipse orientation(1,1);

beta=ellipse orientation(1,2);

gamma=ellipse orientation(1,3);

%initialize array of ellipse a-axis vector positions, [ax;ay;az]

ellipse a axis=zeros(3,numsteps);

ellipse a axis(:,1)=r3da(r3da([1;0;0],[0;0;1],gamma), r3da([0;1;0],[0;0;1],gamma),beta);

%initialize array of ellipse b-axis vector positions, [bx;by;bz]

ellipse b axis=zeros(3,numsteps);

ellipse b axis(:,1)=r3da(r3da([0;1;0],[0;0;1],gamma), r3da([1;0;0],[0;0;1],gamma),alpha);

%initialize array of ellipse c-axis vector positions, [cx;cy;cz]

ellipse c axis=zeros(3,numsteps);

ellipse c axis(:,1)=r3da(r3da([0;0;1],[1;0;0],alpha), r3da([0;1;0],[1;0;0],alpha), beta);

%intialize array of dipole-vector positions (x,y,z)

p1=zeros(3,numsteps);
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p2=zeros(3,numsteps);

p1(:,1)=ellipse a axis(:,1);

p2(:,1)=ellipse b axis(:,1);

for i=1:numsteps-1

%Random-walk each of the ellipse orientation angles:

delta alpha=stepsize*randomwalksteps(i,1)*D a;

ellipse orientation(i+1,1)=ellipse orientation(i,1)+delta alpha;

%delta alpha is inversely proportional to D a, the rotational diffusion time

%const about ellipse’s a-axis

delta beta=stepsize*randomwalksteps(i,2)*D b;

ellipse orientation(i+1,2)=ellipse orientation(i,2)+delta beta;

%delta beta is inversely proportional to D b, the rotational diffusion time—

%const about ellipse’s b-axis

delta gamma=stepsize*randomwalksteps(i,3)*D c;

ellipse orientation(i+1,3)=ellipse orientation(i,3)+delta gamma;

%delta gamma is inversely proportional to D c, the rotational diffusion time

%const about ellipse’s c-axis

% Now find i+1th a-, b-, and c-axis unit vectors (for the next cycle)

% by transforming the ith axis unit vectors by delta alpha, delta beta

% and delta gamma.
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ellipse a axis(:,i+1)=r3da(r3da(ellipse a axis(:,i),ellipse b axis(:,i),delta beta),ellipse c axis(:,i),delta gamma);

ellipse b axis(:,i+1)=r3da(r3da(ellipse b axis(:,i),ellipse a axis(:,i),delta alpha),ellipse c axis(:,i),delta gamma);

ellipse c axis(:,i+1)=r3da(r3da(ellipse c axis(:,i),ellipse a axis(:,i),delta alpha),ellipse b axis(:,i),delta beta);

%(if the step sizes are small, the order shouldn’t matter)

%Now find the dipole locations (conveniently aligned with the a- and b-axes)

p1(:,i+1)=ellipse a axis(:,i+1);

p2(:,i+1)=ellipse b axis(:,i+1);

end

%calculating I 0 (Ix) and I 90 (Iy) following eqns in Vanden Bout 2008 section II-A

x1=transpose(p1(1,1:numsteps));

y1=transpose(p1(2,1:numsteps));

z1=transpose(p1(3,1:numsteps));

x2=transpose(p2(1,1:numsteps));

y2=transpose(p2(2,1:numsteps));

z2=transpose(p2(3,1:numsteps));
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dataout(:,1)=A + B*(x1.2+y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2+z1.2) +

C*((x1.2+y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2+z1.2).*(x1.2-y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2))+sqrt(1-

eccentricity2)*(A + B*(x2.2+y2.2)./(x2.2+y2.2+z2.2) +

C*((x2.2+y2.2)./(x2.2+y2.2+z2.2).*(x2.2-y2.2)./(x2.2+y2.2)));

dataout(:,2)=A + B*(x1.2+y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2+z1.2) -

C*((x1.2+y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2+z1.2).*(x1.2-y1.2)./(x1.2+y1.2))

+sqrt(1-eccentricity2)*(A + B*(x2.2+y2.2)./(x2.2+y2.2+z2.2) -

C*((x2.2+y2.2)./(x2.2+y2.2+z2.2).*(x2.2-y2.2)./(x2.2+y2.2)));

dataout(isnan(dataout)) = 0; % replace any NaN values with zeros

ellipse orientations=ellipse orientation;

dipole positions1=transpose(p1);

dipole positions2=transpose(p2);

correlations=FCS correlate(dataout(:,1:2));

A.2.5 Matlab Code for 3D Rotation About an Arbitrary

Axis

Code transcript from r3da.m

function [rotated vector] = r3da(vector to rotate, axis of rotation, theta)

%Rotate a 3D vector (’vector to rotate’) that passes through the origin and

%the point (x,y,z) about the axis of rotation defined by the vector

%(’axis of rotation’) that passes through the origin and the point

%(rx,ry,rz), by angle theta.

normalized axis of rotation=axis of rotation/norm(axis of rotation);
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rx=normalized axis of rotation(1);

ry=normalized axis of rotation(2);

rz=normalized axis of rotation(3);

%step 1: rotate about z-axis to bring axis of rotation into alignment with

%the xz-plane (unless it’s already aligned, i.e. ry=0)

if ry==0

R step1=[[1;0;0],[0;1;0],[0;0;1]];

else

R step1=[[rx/sqrt(rx2+ry2);ry/sqrt(rx2+ry2);0],[-ry/sqrt(rx2+ry2);rx/sqrt(rx2+ry2);0],[0;0;1]];

end

%step 2: rotate about the y-axis to bring the axis of rotation into

%alignment with the z-axis (unless it’s already aligned, i.e. rz=1)

if rz==1

R step2=[[1;0;0],[0;1;0],[0;0;1]];

else

R step2=[[rz/sqrt(rx2+ry2+rz2);0;-sqrt(rx2+ry2)/sqrt(rx2+ry2+rz2)],[0;1;0],[sqrt(rx2+ry2)/sqrt(rx2+ry2+rz2);0;rz/sqrt(rx2+ry2+rz2)]];

end

%step 3: rotate about the z-axis by the desired angle theta

R step3=[[cos(theta);sin(theta);0],[-sin(theta);cos(theta);0],[0;0;1]];

%step 4 is the inverse of step 2 (as long as R step2 is not singular)

if det(R step2)==0

R step4=[[1;0;0],[0;1;0],[0;0;1]];

else

R step4=inv(R step2);

end

%step 5 is the inverse of step 1 (as long as R step1 is not singular)
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if det(R step1)==0

R step5=[[1;0;0],[0;1;0],[0;0;1]];

else

R step5=inv(R step1);

end

R tot=R step5*R step4*R step3*R step2*R step1;

rotated vector=R tot*vector to rotate;

end

A.2.6 Matlab Code for Generating Auto- and Cross-Correlation

Traces by the Same Method as the Flex5000 Hard-

ware Correlator

Code transcript from FCScorrelate.m

function [FCS correlated output] = FCS correlate(data)

%perform auto- and cross-correlation on a pair of time series using same

%method as digital correlator box Flex5000 (Correlator.com)

%accepts Nx2 array argument ‘data’ and produces Nx3 array output.

numpoints=size(data,1); %determine number of time series points

numtaus=min(size(data,1),10000); %use at most 1e4 tau values

FCS correlated output=zeros(numtaus+1,3); %initialize array

data mean=mean(data); normalizing factor(1)=mean(data(:,1))2̂; % < I1(t)2 >

normalizing factor(2)=mean(data(:,2))2̂; % < I2(t)2 >

normalizing factor(3)=mean(data(:,1))*mean(data(:,2)); % < I1(t) ∗ I2(t) >

for i=0:numtaus
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corrvalue=[0,0,0];

for j=1:numpoints-i

corrvalue(1)=corrvalue(1)+(data(j,1)-data mean(1))*(data(i+j,1)-data mean(1));

%channel 1 autocorrelation running sum

corrvalue(2)=corrvalue(2)+(data(j,2)-data mean(2))*(data(i+j,2)-data mean(2));

%channel 2 autocorrelation running sum

corrvalue(3)=corrvalue(3)+(data(j,1)-data mean(1))*(data(i+j,2)-data mean(2));

textit%cross-correlation running sum

end

FCS correlated output(i+1,1)=1+corrvalue(1)/(normalizing factor(1)*(numpoints-i));

%normalized channel 1 autocorrelation

FCS correlated output(i+1,2)=1+corrvalue(2)/(normalizing factor(2)*(numpoints-i));

%normalized channel 2 autocorrelation

FCS correlated output(i+1,3)=1+corrvalue(3)/(normalizing factor(3)*(numpoints-i));

%normalized cross-correlation

end
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A.3 Proposed Formalism for Causality Inference

from Bivariate Time Series

There is no universally adopted formalism for describing the flow of causal in-

fluence within a multivariate system. In this section I will present the formalism

used throughout the remainder of this proposal, drawing inspiration primarily from

Wiener,629 Brockwell and Davis,630 and Paluš et al.631–634 This will be followed by

illustration of some of the issues specifically associated with measuring time series

data from biochemical networks in living cells. Lastly, I will present a derivation of

a numerically facile causality metric (equations A.22 and A.23) which will be the

functional measurement employed in potential future experiments.

A.3.1 Required Properties of a Directional Causality Metric

for Stochastic Biochemical Processes

What we seek is a general causality operator CX 7→Y that will tell us the magnitude

of causal influence that process X exerts on process Y . The stated requirements of

our causality operator CX 7→Y are as follows:

1. CX 7→Y must employ as inputs two physically measurable discrete time series

xn,m and yn,m, ∀{n ∈ R,m ∈ R+}.

2. The output of CX 7→Y , must convey both magnitude and direction (binary) of

causal influence.
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Notation Used to describe

T Generalized set of discrete time points: {T1, T2, · · · , TN};N ∈ N
T n,m,δ An ordered set of N discrete time points starting at time point T1 = n,

ending at time TN = (n+m), (n ∈ R,m ∈ R+), and with consistent time
spacing δ, such that (m

δ
) ∈ N, and N = (m

δ
) + 1. T n,m,δ is equivalent to

the vector [n, n+ δ, n+ 2δ, · · · , n+m− δ, n+m].

X An ergodic stochastic process.

Xi Random variable representing a single state measurement of X at time
t = Ti.

x(t) Single realized value of a state measurement Xi performed at time t = Ti.

x Generalized ordered set of realized values {x(t);∀t ∈ T } measured from
X , equivalent to the vector [x(T1), x(T2), · · · , x(TN)].

ΩXi The set of all possible realized values of single measurements Xi made
on X .

p(xi) Shorthand notation for the probability distribution of realized values of
a single measurement Xi. p(xi) ≡ PXi(ω) = Pr{ω : Xi = ω},∀ω ∈ ΩXi .

xn,m A contiguous N -element subsequence of x (xn,m ⊂ x) starting at time
tn ∈ T , ending at time (tn + tm) ∈ T and with implicit spacing
tδ = m/(N − 1);∀{n ∈ R,m ∈ R+}. xn,m is equivalent to the vector
[x(n), x(n+ tδ), x(n+ 2tδ), · · · , x(m+ n)].

Ωxn,m The set of all possible realized values for a subsequence xn,m.
Ωxn,m ≡

{
ΩX1 × ΩX2 × · · · × ΩXN

}
, with {ti} ∈ T n,m,δ.

p(xn,m) Shorthand notation for the probability distribution of subsequences
xn,m ⊂ x. p(xn,m) ≡ PXn,m(ω) = Pr

{
ω : [Xn, Xn+tδ , · · · , X(n+m)] =

ω
}
,∀ω ∈ Ωxn,m .

χ A ‘motif’ (defined in section A.3.4) expressed by X within time series x.

Table .1: Definitions of probability notation used throughout this pro-
posal. The corresponding notation for additional processes Y and Z are, in
the same order as above,

{
Y , Yi, y(t),y,ΩYi , p(yi),yn,m,Ωyn,m , p(yn,m),ψ

}
and{

Z, Zi, z(t), z,ΩZi , p(zi), zn,m,Ωzn,m , p(zn,m), ζ
}

, respectively, with {T ,T n,m,δ} uni-
versal.
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3. The operational method of CX 7→Y must distinguish direct causal influence from

time-delayed correlated behavior between X and Y .

4. The method should make no requirement for prior knowledge regarding the

nature or existence of processes other than X and Y . In general, obtaining the

output of CX 7→Y should require no assumptions at all regarding the underlying

structure of the system containing X and Y .

We will define a generalized causality operator CX 7→Y as a functional mapping of

two discrete time series, x and y, to a positive scalar CXY :

CX 7→Y :
{
x,y

}
7→ CXY ∈ R+;

Importantly, to meet requirement (2) it is necessary that the output of the causality

operator be asymmetric with respect to processes X and Y : CXY 6= CYX . Ideally,

we would also like CX 7→Y to tell us either the primary timescale, τc, of the causal

influence, or the magnitude of causal influence with respect to time delay τ , CXY(τ).

A.3.2 Addressing the Stated Requirements

The processes X and Y assessed by operator CX 7→Y are assumed to be both

stochastic and ergodic. What is meant by stochastic is that each process possess a

random component in its time evolution, making it non-deterministic in nature. The

time evolution of the process is therefore best described as a sequence of random

variables {X1, X2, · · · , Xn;n ∈ N} or {Y1, Y2, · · · , Yn;n ∈ N} with corresponding

probability distributions of individual variables ΩXi and ΩYi , respectively. Processes

X and Y are also assumed to be ergodic, meaning that they possess some finite
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memory, after which time their stochastic evolution is not influenced by initial con-

ditions.‡ Given sufficient time, an ergodic stochastic process will eventually revisit

its initial state.

To satisfy requirement (1), we will collect simultaneous state measurements of X

and Y using a consistent time step τmin. This will yield xn,m and yn,m with element

values having units depending on the physical measurement (discussed in section

A.3.3). Without loss of generality (wlog), we can define the starting time of an

experiment as T1 = 0, and accordingly n = 0. The duration of the experiment texp

determines the total length of each subsequence vector as N = (texp/τmin) + 1. The

time set T for the experiment is therefore:

T 0,m,τmin =
[
0, τmin, 2τmin, · · · , (

texp
τmin

− 1)τmin, texp
]

= [T1, T2, · · · , TN ] (A.15)

The individual measurements constituting x and y are:

x = [x(0), x(τmin), x(2τmin), · · · , x(texp)] = [x1, · · · , xN ] (A.16)

y = [y(0), y(τmin), y(2τmin), · · · , y(texp)] = [y1, · · · , yN ] (A.17)

A.3.3 Direct Representations of Stochastic Processes vs. In-

direct Reporter Functions

The time series x and y can represent either direct state measures of the processes

X and Y , or be generated by functionals (not necessarily linear) that map each

state to experimentally accessible physical values:

‡This is not strictly true for any biological system, because all cells and organisms age over the
course of finite lifetimes, but it is sufficiently close to truth for the purposes of these experiments
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fX : t 7→ x(t); t ∈ T

fY : t 7→ y(t); t ∈ T

For example, process X could be the fluctuating concentration (or occupation num-

ber) of a specific fluorescent species SX present in a confocal observation volume.

Then {Xi} = {[SX ](ti); ti ∈ T }. In this case fX would be a functional that maps

each concentration [SX ](ti) to the corresponding number of photons IX(ti) counted

in a specified detection channel of an optical microscope:

fX : t 7→ IX(t); t ∈ T

Alternately, X could be a single biomolecule fluctuating between distinguishable

FRET states {EX}. Then {Xi} = {EX(ti); ti ∈ T }, and fX would be a functional

that maps each FRET state EXi to a value that is calculated from photon counts

in two separate detection channels, IDi and IAi , corresponding to the donor and

acceptor emission, respectively:

fX : t 7→ IA(t)
IA(t) + ID(t)

; t ∈ T

A.3.4 Time Series Motifs and Avoiding False Conclusions

Regarding Causal Relationships

The following paragraphs will address requirement 3 of our method, the necessity

of distinguishing directional causal influence from time-delayed correlated behavior.

It is important to note that because all of the physically relevant functionals fX and

fY that map the states of ergodic biochemical processes to measurable fluorescence

signals represent measure-preserving systems, the specific details of these functionals

will not fundamentally influence an entropy-based metric.633,635–637 In particular, for
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most practical means of obtaining measurable signals from processes X and Y (such

as counting photons), f will be a one-to-one mapping, implying H[f(X)] = H[X]

(equation A.47). Therefore wlog, we can assume for the remainder of this section

that the time series x and y are direct representations of X and Y .

A given subsequence xn,m is said to be a motif, χ, of the time series x if quanti-

tatively similar subsequences are recurrent throughout x for many different starting

times n but a consistent duration m. A time series motif is representative of some re-

peated behavior in the corresponding stochastic process. Neuronal action potentials

measured by patch-clamp techniques provide a good example of a time series motif

in an intracellular process: every action potential is slightly different, but they are

easily recognized both qualitatively and quantitatively in the collected data set. Mo-

tif identification within time series is a goal common to many control, analysis and

data-mining problems, and has been described extensively.638–642 In general, motif

identification frequently utilizes information-theoretic643 or Bayesian644 algorithms

unrelated to causality inference. For the sake of brevity, in the following illustration

we will use an intuitive depiction of time series motifs.

Assume that in addition to the two observable stochastic processes X and Y there

exists a third unknown or unobservable stochastic process Z, with corresponding time

series z. Process Z exerts direct causal influence over both X and Y , but X and Y

exert no causal influence over each other, as depicted in figure A.1a. Furthermore,

the propagation of causal influence from Z to X and Y occurs with characteristic

time delays τzx and τzy, respectively, with τzy > τzx. If a specific recurrent behavior

in process Z generates a corresponding time series motif ζz in z at time t0, there will

tend to be consistent observation of an associated motif χzx in x at approximately
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Figure A.1: (a) Qualitative sketch of causal influence between an unobservable con-
trolling process (Z) and two observable responsive processes (X) and (Y) with char-
acteristic delays times τxy and τzy, respectively. (b) Depiction of three occurances of
motif ζz in controlling time series z(t), and consequent delayed occurrences of motifs
χzx and ψzy in responsive time series x(t) and y(t), respectively.

time t0 + τzx, as well as an associated motif ψzy in y at approximately time t0 + τzy.

For example in figure A.1b, process Z expresses three instances of motif ζz (saw-

tooth waveform) at times {t1, t2, t3}, each of length τζz . These are subsequences zi,l,

zj,l and zk,l; {i, j, k, l} = {t1, t2, t3, τζz}. Subsequently, three associated motifs χzx

(noisy square waveform) of length τχzx are observed at times {t1+τzx, t2+τzx, t3+τzx},

and three associated motifs ψzy (noisy triangle waveform) of length τψzy are observed

at times {t1 + τzy, t2 + τzy, t3 + τzy}. The corresponding subsequences in x are xa,d,
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xb,d and xc,d; {a, b, c, d} = {t1 + τzx, t2 + τzx, t3 + τzx, τχzx}. The corresponding subse-

quences in y are ye,h, yf,h and yg,h; {e, f, g, h} = {t1 + τzy, t2 + τzy, t3 + τzy, τψzy}. To

an observer for whom process Z is unknown or unobservable, it would appear that

three spontaneous instances of motif χzx expressed by X were followed consistently

by Y expressing motif ψzy after a characteristic time delay τxy = τzy − τzx. The ob-

server may then erroneously conclude, both intuitively and by quantitative analysis

of x and y with common time series processing tools (e.g. cross-correlation), that

process X exerts causal influence over process Y . This is precisely the situation that

the method proposed here will avoid.

A.3.5 Direct Perturbation Approach to Inferring Causal Re-

lationships

One technique developed by John Ross et al.,645–649 to address the issue of ac-

curately assigning causal influence within a biochemical network involves actively

perturbing the network species one at a time and subsequently observing the re-

sulting network response. Applying this technique to the simple system illustrated

above, containing observable X and Y and unobservable Z, would successfully il-

luminate the lack of causal connectivity between X and Y . Introducing a specific

perturbation at time t0 in X that directly generates motif χzx (essentially forcing a

subsequence xi,j; {i, j} = {t0, t0 + χzx} that mimics χzx into x) would demonstrate

that ψzy does not appear in y at the expected time t0 + τxy, because in reality it

is Z expressing ζz that induces a subsequent ψzy in y. Ross et al., have demon-

strated the efficacy this method for assessing causal connectivity for several different

in vitro biochemical networks, applying concentration “pulses” of individual chem-

ical species via microcapillary injection. However, it has yet to be undertaken in
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an in vivo setting. One can envision constructing an in vivo intracellular version of

this experiment free of mechanical damage by using photolytic release of caged net-

work components. Carefully controlling the intensity profile of the photolytic laser

source by acousto-optic modulation, the perturbation xi,j could be ‘sculpted’ into a

variety of useful motifs. The the current proliferation of caged biochemical species,

combined with recent advances in holographic 3D-controlled photolytic uncaging,

suggests a wealth of experimental opportunities. However, the intractable flaw with

this approach for assessing causal relationships in vivo its inherently invasive nature.

The induced perturbations xi,j, must have some non-infinitesimal magnitude in order

to be of use, and this may alter natural in vivo cellular behavior with unexpected

consequences. Furthermore, this approach necessitates prior knowledge regarding

the nature of causal motifs in process X that are relevant to Y , a requirement this

proposal intends to obviate.

A.3.6 Noninvasive Causal Inference Based on Passive Time

Series Observation

In contrast to the active perturbation methods used by Ross, et al, the information-

theoretic time series analysis method presented here infers causal relationships solely

by passive observation of processes X and Y . No active perturbation is necessary,

because X and Y exhibit continual stochastic fluctuations specific to their nonequi-

librium nature.292,301,309,311,312 If observed for a countably infinite§ time beginning

at t = 0, each process would express all possible subsequences {xi,j,yk,l, zi,j} for

{i, j, k, l,m, n} ∈ R+, including, eventually, many instances of the intended active

§‘Countably-infinite’ is mathematically more appropriate than ‘infinite’ in this context, because
each measurement of X corresponds to a single random variable Xi, and the time set T of all
measurements is discrete-valued rather than continuous.
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perturbation χzx in x, the (falsely) anticipated response ψzy in y, and the invisible

motif ζz in z. Spontaneous (invisible) instances of ζz would still tend to generate

χzx in x followed by ψzy in y, but over time the hypothesis {X � Y ; τc = (τzx−τxy)}

would be contradicted by repeated counterexamples.

A more general information-theoretic approach, given two discrete time series of

countably infinite length {x0,∞,y0,∞} as inputs, would be to identify sets of every

possible subsequence:
{
Ωxi,j ,Ωyk,l ;∀{i, j, k, l} ∈ R+ (shorthand notation Ωx,Ωy).

Constructing the individual and joint probability distributions subsequences from

these sets,
{
{p(xi,j);∀xi,j ∈ Ωx}, {p(yk,l));∀yk,l ∈ Ωy}, {p(xi,j,yk,l);∀(xi,j ∈ Ωx,yk,l ∈

Ωy}
}

, would then permit quantification of the conditional mutual information

(CMI, equation A.33) between time-shifted subsequences of x and y.

Intuitively, the CMI measures the degree to which the future uncertainty of pro-

cess Y is reduced by knowing the history of process X , irrespective of the uncertainty

reduction that comes from knowing history of process Y itself. Quantitatively, we

would then define our causality metric and calculate directional influence as follows:

CX 7→Y : {x0,∞,y0,∞, τ} 7→ I
[
x0,∞,yτ,∞ | y0,∞

]
, ∀τ ∈ R+

CY7→X : {y0,∞,x0,∞, τ} 7→ I
[
y0,∞,xτ,∞ | x0,∞

]
,∀τ ∈ R+
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CXY(τ) = I
[
x0,∞,yτ,∞ | y0,∞

]
= H[x0,∞ | y0,∞] +H[yτ,∞ | y0,∞]−H[x0,∞,yτ,∞ | y0,∞]

= −
∑

xi,j∈Ωx,yk,l∈Ωy

p(xi,j ,yk,l)
p(yk,l)

log
(
p(xi,j ,yk,l)
p(yk,l)

)

−
∑

yk+τ,l∈Ωy ,yk,l∈Ωy

p(yk+τ,l,yk,l)
p(yk,l)

log
(
p(yk+τ,l,yk,l)

p(yk,l)

)

+
∑

xi,j∈Ωx,yk+τ,l∈Ωy ,yk,l∈Ωy

p(xi,j ,yk+τ,l)
p(yk,l)

log
(
p(xi,j ,yk+τ,l)

p(yk,l)

)
(A.18)

CYX (τ) = −
∑

yi,j∈Ωy ,xk,l∈Ωx

p(yi,j ,xk,l)
p(xk,l)

log
(
p(yi,j ,xk,l)
p(xk,l)

)

−
∑

xk+τ,l∈Ωx,xk,l∈Ωx

p(xk+τ,l,xk,l)
p(xk,l)

log
(
p(xk+τ,l,xk,l)

p(xk,l)

)

+
∑

yi,j∈Ωy ,xk+τ,l∈Ωx,xk,l∈Ωx

p(yi,j ,xk+τ,l)
p(xk,l)

log
(
p(yi,j ,xk+τ,l)

p(xk,l)

)
. (A.19)

The most important aspect of the above equations to make note of is the asymme-

try CYX (τ) 6= CYX (τ), which arises by virtue of the conditional probability terms.

A.3.7 Coarse-Graining of Causal Influence for Finite Time

Series

Unfortunately infinite time, countable or otherwise, is clearly not an accessible op-

tion for biological experiments. However, the ergodicity of X and Y yields a solution

to this problem. Because X and Y are ergodic stochastic processes, they possess a

finite ‘memory’ of their histories, beyond which their behavior is statistically uncor-

related with past events. This permits ‘coarse graining’ of their information content,

essentially by measuring the Shannon entropy within finite time windows longer than

the memory time of each process.631,633,634,650 The exact analytic measure of infor-

mation created by a stochastic process X is given by the entropy rate hX , defined
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as the joint entropy (equation A.29) of a countably infinite sequence of states {Xi}

expressed by X :

hX = lim
N→∞

1

N
H[X0, X1, · · · , XN ] (A.20)

Intuitively, hX is the rate (in bits per unit time) at which process X relinquishes

certainty regarding its history, yielding new values of Xi = x(ti) that are statisti-

cally independent of prior ones. For a perfectly random process, which possesses no

memory of preceding states, hX = 1 bit/τmin, and for a perfectly predictable deter-

ministic process hX = 0. Again, the necessity of N →∞ in the above calculation of

hX is infeasible for biological experiments. However, we can utilize a measure of the

coarse-grained entropy rate (CER):

hcer,X (t, τmax) = I[x(t−τmax),t−τmin), x(t)] (A.21)

which quantifies the degree of statistical dependence of a single measurement of

process X at time t upon the N = (τmax/τmin) measurements of X preceding it. To

identify an appropriate τmax, we seek hcer,X (t, τ) ≈ 0 and hcer,Y(t, τ) ≈ 0 for τ ≥ τmax

at all times 0 ≤ t ≤ texp. The ergodicity of X and Y assures us that such a τmax

exists. As an example, if X is a simple first-order Markov Process with memory of

only the preceding state, τmax = 2τmin

Having examined both X and Y and identified a suitable τmax, we can affect a

dramatic reduction in the scale of the state spaces Ωxi,j ,Ωyk,l and {Ωxi,j × Ωyk,l}

by requiring the constraints {j, l} ≤ τmax and {i, k} ≤ (texp − τmax). Additionally,

for time windows ∆t ≤ τmax we can now calculate directional causal influence as a

function of τ , CX→Y(τ), by the same method as for countably infinite time series
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(equations A.18 and A.19), or calculate an average causal index across all τmin ≤

τ ≤ τmax as a function of t by using equations A.22 and A.23.

CX→Y(t) =
τmin
∆t

∆t∑
τ=τmin

I
[
xt,∆t,yt+τ,∆t | yt,∆t

]
; t ≤ texp −∆t. (A.22)

CY→X (t) =
τmin
∆t

∆t∑
τ=τmin

I
[
yt,∆t,xt+τ,∆t | xt,∆t

]
; t ≤ texp −∆t. (A.23)

Most importantly CXY(τ) 6= CY X(τ) fulfills requirement (3) by way of asymmetry

introduced in the conditional probability terms of equations A.18 and A.19, terms

which are also present in equations A.22 and A.23. This asymmetry is the key

ideological distinction between measures of symmetric time-correlated behavior X ↔

Y , and measures of asymmetric causal influence X � Y vs. Y � X . Lastly, the

information-theoretic basis of this causality metric fulfills requirement (4) by virtue

of the fundamentally non-parametric nature of entropy.489–491,651,652

The formulation of CX→Y(t) and CY→X (t) as coarse-grained functions of time is

of practical benefit for two key reasons. First, equations A.18 and A.19 permit

collection of repeated causal state measurements under consistent conditions, which

can be used to assess the variability of the metric in experimental context, facilitating

calculation of statistical confidence levels. Furthermore, A.18 and A.19 allow the

observation of time-dependent changes in causal directionality with resolution ∆t.

One of the intended purposes of the work proposed here is to elucidate and quantify

the means by which a single common signal transduction cascade can transmit a

variety of messages. By calculating the time-dependent causal state while introducing

a environmental signal change (such as receptor agonist introduction), it will be

possible to identify fundamental differences in transduction network topology which
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could not be assessed by conventional measurements of messenger concentration or

activity.
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A.4 A Starting Point for Numerical Approaches

to Assess Directional Causal Influence Within

Stochastic Chemical Systems

Consider a simple two-state stochastic fluctuating system describing the activation

of a signaling protein X by a kinase Y . The activity state of the signaling protein

and the concentration of the activating kinase vary with time according to processes

X and Y , respectively, yielding associated time series x(t) and y(t). The probability

of signaling protein X being in the active state at time t is pX(t), and the parameters

associated with stochastic activation and deactivation are aX and bX , respectively.

In the absence of feedback this system is described by:

dpX
dt

= aXy(t)pX(t)− bX(1− pX(t))

=
(
aXy(t)− bX

)
pX(t)− bX . (A.24)

In this simple system we are ignoring the potential for outside influence on X and

Y . Therefore the causal relationship CY7→X (τ) can be quantified in this situation

using a correlation measure.653 What we would like to obtain is the correlation

between the action of kinase Y at time t and the probability of signaling protein X

being in its active state at future time t+ τ :

CY7→X (τ) = 〈x(t)pX(t+ τ)〉

= bX

∫ t+τ

0

e−bXu
〈
Y (t)e

[
−aX

R t+τ
u Y (s)ds

]〉
du . (A.25)
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The time-averaged term inside the first integral of equation A.25:

〈
Y (t)e

[
−aX

R t+τ
u Y (s)ds

]〉
(A.26)

represents an infinite summation of over all possible trajectories of the kinase Y up

to time t+ τ , and is the principle mathematical object sought in he context of simu-

lations of the stochastic signaling protein/kinase system outlined above. The expec-

tation value in equation A.26 can be determined using the Feynman-Kac stochastic

path integral method,654 for which an array of well-optimized numerical routines are

available.655
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A.5 Information Theory Definitions and Identi-

ties

Using the same notation as in Table A.3, for a random variable X with all possible

values x ∈ ΩX , the Shannon Information Entropy489–491,651,652 H is given by:

H = −K
∑
i

pi logb pi (A.27)

where pi is probability of a discrete state Xi, b is the logarithmic base, and K is an

arbitrary constant.

Omitting the arbitrary constant K assuming a consistent logarithmic base b, the

Self Entropy of X is then stated as:

H[X] = −
∑
x∈ΩX

p(x) log p(x) . (A.28)

Of note is the fact that H[X] depends only on the distribution of values of X, and

not on the actual values of X.

Similarly, given a second random variable Y with all possible values y ∈ ΩY , the

Joint Entropy of two variables is:

H[X, Y ] = −
∑

x∈ΩX ,y∈ΩY

p(x, y) log p(x, y) . (A.29)
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Following from the conditional probability p(x | y) = p(x, y)/p(y), the Condi-

tional Entropy of X given Y is:

H[X | Y ] = −
∑

x∈ΩX ,y∈ΩY

p(x, y)

p(y)
log

(
p(x, y)

p(y)

)
. (A.30)

The Mutual Information between X and Y is then defined as:

I[X, Y ] = H[X]−H[X | Y ] (A.31)

= −
∑
x∈ΩX

p(x) log p(x) +
∑

x∈ΩX ,y∈ΩY

p(x | y) log p(x | y) . (A.32)

and can be interpreted as the prediction uncertainty that remains in variable X

once variable Y is known. Mutual Information, alternatively written as I(X;Y ) or

I[X;Y ], and sometimes called ‘transinformation,’ is symmetric with respect to X

and Y , so knowledge of X yields the same value for the uncertainty remaining in Y .

The Mutual Information between X and Y may also be conditioned by a third

variable Z, yielding the Conditional Mutual Information:

I[X, Y | Z] = H[X | Z] +H[Y | Z]−H[X, Y | Z] (A.33)

which can be interpreted as the information shared between X and Y which is not

conveyed by examining Z.

The generalized definition for Multivariate Mutual Information656 yields the

mutual information between X, Y and Z:

I[X, Y, Z] = I[X, Y ]− I[X, Y | Z] . (A.34)
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Important Information Theory Identities are as follows:

H[X, Y ] = H[Y,X] (A.35)

H[X, Y ] = H[X] +H[X | Y ] (A.36)

I[X, Y ] = I[Y,X] (A.37)

H[X]−H[X | Y ] = H[Y ]−H[Y | X] (A.38)

H[X, Y | Z] = H[X | Z] +H[Y | X,Z] (A.39)

I[X, Y | Z] = I[Y,X | Z] (A.40)

= I[X, Y, Z]− I[X,Z]− I[Y, Z] (A.41)

= H[X, Y ] +H[X,Z]−H[Z]−H[X, Y, Z] . (A.42)

For the special case in which X and Y are statistically independent (i.e.,

Pr{X = x | Y = y} = Pr{X = x} and Pr{Y = y | X = x} = Pr{Y = y}),

the following identities are also true:

H[X | Y ] = H[X] (A.43)

H[X, Y ] = H[X] +H[Y ] (A.44)

I[X, Y ] = 0 . (A.45)

Let f be a function whose domain is the set of all values for the variable X, ΩX ;

i.e., xi 7→ f(xi),∀xi ∈ ΩX . Then the following is true:

H[f(X)] ≤ H[X] (A.46)
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For the special case in which f represents a one-to-one functional mapping from

{xi} to {f(xi)}, then the relation becomes a strict equality:

H[f(X)] = H[X] . (A.47)

When Y is a deterministic function of X (i.e., yi = f(xi),∀xi ∈ ΩX), the following

identities hold:

H[Y | X] = 0 (A.48)

I[X, Y ] = H[Y ] . (A.49)
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